
Variable Label Action 
serial 4 digit serial number Dropped
tilda_serial TILDA Serial Number Dropped
person_num Person Number (Respondent) Dropped
province Province Dropped
interview_type Type of interview achieved Dropped
nml nml - Interviewer Number Dropped
mini_personnumber Person number taken from the right mo... Dropped
date_of_interview Date of interview Dropped
dayofw dayofw - day of week Dropped
version CAPI script version Dropped
scptdum scptdum - script is: Recoded to CS_respondent
scptdu2 scptdu2 - For additional people - scr... Dropped
cstimfx_tm Time stamp - start of Section 2 (Cove... Dropped
hh001 hh001 - Interviewing at the same addr... Dropped
hh002 hh002 - Is this interview held in a p... Dropped
hh002os hh002os - Other institution Dropped
cs027 cs027 - Location of dwelling Dropped
hh004 hh004 - Do you have reason to think t... Dropped
hh005 hh005 - IWER: Designate type of inter... No change
hh006 hh006 - Proxy's full name Dropped
cs001a cs001a - What name would you like to ... Dropped
cs001 cs001 - Specify other name you would ... Dropped
cs004 cs004 - Gender of proxy Dropped
cs023_01 cs023 - Including yourself/Rname, our... Dropped
cs023_02 cs023 - Including yourself/Rname, our... Dropped
cs023_03 cs023 - Including yourself/Rname, our... Dropped
cs023_04 cs023 - Including yourself/Rname, our... Dropped
cs023_05 cs023 - Including yourself/Rname, our... Dropped
cs023_06 cs023 - Including yourself/Rname, our... Dropped
cs023_07 cs023 - Including yourself/Rname, our... Dropped
cs023_08 cs023 - Including yourself/Rname, our... Dropped
cs023_09 cs023 - Including yourself/Rname, our... Dropped
cs023_11 cs023 - Including yourself/Rname, our... Dropped
cs023_13 cs023 - Including yourself/Rname, our... Dropped
cs023_15 cs023 - Including yourself/Rname, our... Dropped
cs023_17 cs023 - Including yourself/Rname, our... Dropped
cs023_19 cs023 - Including yourself/Rname, our... Dropped
cs036_01 cs036_01 - May I ask what has happene... Dropped
cs038a_01 cs038a_01 - Enter correct first name ... Dropped
cs038_01 cs038_01 - First name of deceased Dropped
cs039_01 cs039_01 - confirm gender of [name]... Dropped
cs041y_01 cs041y_01 - In what year did [name] die? Dropped
cs041m_01 cs041m_01 - And what month of [year] ... Dropped
cs044y_01 cs044y_01 - In what year did [name] m... Dropped
cs044m_01 cs044m_01 - And in what month of [yea... Dropped
cs045_01 cs045_01 - In what county is the nurs... Dropped
cs036_02 cs036_02 - May I ask what has happene... Dropped
cs038a_02 cs038a_02 - Enter correct first name ... Dropped
cs038_02 cs038_02 - First name of deceased Dropped
cs039_02 cs039_02 - confirm gender of [name]... Dropped
cs041y_02 cs041y_02 - In what year did [name] die? Dropped
cs041m_02 cs041m_02 - And what month of [year] ... Dropped
cs044y_02 cs044y_02 - In what year did [name] m... Dropped
cs044m_02 cs044m_02 - And in what month of [yea... Dropped
cs045_02 cs045_02 - In what county is the nurs... Dropped
cs036_03 cs036_03 - May I ask what has happene... Dropped
cs038a_03 cs038a_03 - Enter correct first name ... Dropped
cs038_03 cs038_03 - First name of deceased Dropped
cs039_03 cs039_03 - confirm gender of [name]... Dropped
cs041y_03 cs041y_03 - In what year did [name] die? Dropped
cs041m_03 cs041m_03 - And what month of [year] ... Dropped
cs044y_03 cs044y_03 - In what year did [name] m... Dropped
cs044m_03 cs044m_03 - And in what month of [yea... Dropped
cs045_03 cs045_03 - In what county is the nurs... Dropped
cs036_04 cs036_04 - May I ask what has happene... Dropped
cs038a_04 cs038a_04 - Enter correct first name ... Dropped
cs038_04 cs038_04 - First name of deceased Dropped
cs039_04 cs039_04 - confirm gender of [name]... Dropped
cs041y_04 cs041y_04 - In what year did [name] die? Dropped
cs041m_04 cs041m_04 - And what month of [year] ... Dropped
cs044y_04 cs044y_04 - In what year did [name] m... Dropped
cs044m_04 cs044m_04 - And in what month of [yea... Dropped



cs045_04 cs045_04 - In what county is the nurs... Dropped
cs036_05 cs036_05 - May I ask what has happene... Dropped
cs038a_05 cs038a_05 - Enter correct first name ... Dropped
cs038_05 cs038_05 - First name of deceased Dropped
cs039_05 cs039_05 - confirm gender of [name]... Dropped
cs041y_05 cs041y_05 - In what year did [name] die? Dropped
cs041m_05 cs041m_05 - And what month of [year] ... Dropped
cs044y_05 cs044y_05 - In what year did [name] m... Dropped
cs044m_05 cs044m_05 - And in what month of [yea... Dropped
cs045_05 cs045_05 - In what county is the nurs... Dropped
cs036_06 cs036_06 - May I ask what has happene... Dropped
cs038a_06 cs038a_06 - Enter correct first name ... Dropped
cs038_06 cs038_06 - First name of deceased Dropped
cs039_06 cs039_06 - confirm gender of [name]... Dropped
cs041y_06 cs041y_06 - In what year did [name] die? Dropped
cs041m_06 cs041m_06 - And what month of [year] ... Dropped
cs044y_06 cs044y_06 - In what year did [name] m... Dropped
cs044m_06 cs044m_06 - And in what month of [yea... Dropped
cs045_06 cs045_06 - In what county is the nurs... Dropped
cs036_07 cs036_07 - May I ask what has happene... Dropped
cs038a_07 cs038a_07 - Enter correct first name ... Dropped
cs038_07 cs038_07 - First name of deceased Dropped
cs039_07 cs039_07 - confirm gender of [name]... Dropped
cs041y_07 cs041y_07 - In what year did [name] die? Dropped
cs041m_07 cs041m_07 - And what month of [year] ... Dropped
cs044y_07 cs044y_07 - In what year did [name] m... Dropped
cs044m_07 cs044m_07 - And in what month of [yea... Dropped
cs045_07 cs045_07 - In what county is the nurs... Dropped
cs036_08 cs036_08 - May I ask what has happene... Dropped
cs038a_08 cs038a_08 - Enter correct first name ... Dropped
cs038_08 cs038_08 - First name of deceased Dropped
cs039_08 cs039_08 - confirm gender of [name]... Dropped
cs041y_08 cs041y_08 - In what year did [name] die? Dropped
cs041m_08 cs041m_08 - And what month of [year] ... Dropped
cs044y_08 cs044y_08 - In what year did [name] m... Dropped
cs044m_08 cs044m_08 - And in what month of [yea... Dropped
cs045_08 cs045_08 - In what county is the nurs... Dropped
cs036_09 cs036_09 - May I ask what has happene... Dropped
cs038a_09 cs038a_09 - Enter correct first name ... Dropped
cs038_09 cs038_09 - First name of deceased Dropped
cs039_09 cs039_09 - confirm gender of [name]... Dropped
cs041y_09 cs041y_09 - In what year did [name] die? Dropped
cs041m_09 cs041m_09 - And what month of [year] ... Dropped
cs044y_09 cs044y_09 - In what year did [name] m... Dropped
cs044m_09 cs044m_09 - And in what month of [yea... Dropped
cs045_09 cs045_09 - In what county is the nurs... Dropped
cs036_11 cs036_11 - May I ask what has happene... Dropped
cs038a_11 cs038a_11 - Enter correct first name ... Dropped
cs038_11 cs038_11 - First name of deceased Dropped
cs039_11 cs039_11 - confirm gender of [name]... Dropped
cs041y_11 cs041y_11 - In what year did [name] die? Dropped
cs041m_11 cs041m_11 - And what month of [year] ... Dropped
cs044y_11 cs044y_11 - In what year did [name] m... Dropped
cs044m_11 cs044m_11 - And in what month of [yea... Dropped
cs045_11 cs045_11 - In what county is the nurs... Dropped
cs036_13 cs036_13 - May I ask what has happene... Dropped
cs038a_13 cs038a_13 - Enter correct first name ... Dropped
cs038_13 cs038_13 - First name of deceased Dropped
cs039_13 cs039_13 - confirm gender of [name]... Dropped
cs041y_13 cs041y_13 - In what year did [name] die? Dropped
cs041m_13 cs041m_13 - And what month of [year] ... Dropped
cs044y_13 cs044y_13 - In what year did [name] m... Dropped
cs044m_13 cs044m_13 - And in what month of [yea... Dropped
cs045_13 cs045_13 - In what county is the nurs... Dropped
cs036_15 cs036_15 - May I ask what has happene... Dropped
cs038a_15 cs038a_15 - Enter correct first name ... Dropped
cs038_15 cs038_15 - First name of deceased Dropped
cs039_15 cs039_15 - confirm gender of [name]... Dropped
cs041y_15 cs041y_15 - In what year did [name] die? Dropped
cs041m_15 cs041m_15 - And what month of [year] ... Dropped
cs044y_15 cs044y_15 - In what year did [name] m... Dropped
cs044m_15 cs044m_15 - And in what month of [yea... Dropped
cs045_15 cs045_15 - In what county is the nurs... Dropped



cs036_17 cs036_17 - May I ask what has happene... Dropped
cs038a_17 cs038a_17 - Enter correct first name ... Dropped
cs038_17 cs038_17 - First name of deceased Dropped
cs039_17 cs039_17 - confirm gender of [name]... Dropped
cs041y_17 cs041y_17 - In what year did [name] die? Dropped
cs041m_17 cs041m_17 - And what month of [year] ... Dropped
cs044y_17 cs044y_17 - In what year did [name] m... Dropped
cs044m_17 cs044m_17 - And in what month of [yea... Dropped
cs045_17 cs045_17 - In what county is the nurs... Dropped
cs036_19 cs036_19 - May I ask what has happene... Dropped
cs038a_19 cs038a_19 - Enter correct first name ... Dropped
cs038_19 cs038_19 - First name of deceased Dropped
cs039_19 cs039_19 - confirm gender of [name]... Dropped
cs041y_19 cs041y_19 - In what year did [name] die? Dropped
cs041m_19 cs041m_19 - And what month of [year] ... Dropped
cs044y_19 cs044y_19 - In what year did [name] m... Dropped
cs044m_19 cs044m_19 - And in what month of [yea... Dropped
cs045_19 cs045_19 - In what county is the nurs... Dropped
cs046x_01 cs046x - According to our records, in... Dropped
cs046x_02 cs046x - According to our records, in... Dropped
cs046x_03 cs046x - According to our records, in... Dropped
cs046x_04 cs046x - According to our records, in... Dropped
cs046x_05 cs046x - According to our records, in... Dropped
cs046x_06 cs046x - According to our records, in... Dropped
cs046x_07 cs046x - According to our records, in... Dropped
cs046x_08 cs046x - According to our records, in... Dropped
cs046x_09 cs046x - According to our records, in... Dropped
cs046x_10 cs046x - According to our records, in... Dropped
cs046x_11 cs046x - According to our records, in... Dropped
cs046x_12 cs046x - According to our records, in... Dropped
cs046x_13 cs046x - According to our records, in... Dropped
cs046x_14 cs046x - According to our records, in... Dropped
cs046x_15 cs046x - According to our records, in... Dropped
cs046x_16 cs046x - According to our records, in... Dropped
cs046x_17 cs046x - According to our records, in... Dropped
cs046x_18 cs046x - According to our records, in... Dropped
cs046x_19 cs046x - According to our records, in... Dropped
cs046x_20 cs046x - According to our records, in... Dropped
cs046x_21 cs046x - According to our records, in... Dropped
cs046 cs046 - Of the people living in this ... Dropped
cs047_01 cs047 - What is his or her first name? Dropped
cs048_01 cs048_01 - What is the sex of [additi... Dropped
cs050_01 cs050_01 - How old is [additional per... Dropped
cs051x_01 cs051x_01 - exact age of [additional ... Dropped
cs051_01 cs051_01 - is [additional person 1] a... Dropped
cs052y_01 cs052y_01 - In which year did [additi... Dropped
cs052m_01 cs052m_01 - In which month of [year] ... Dropped
cs053_01 cs053_01 - Is [additional person 1] l... Dropped
cs047b_01 cs047b_01 - Is [additional person 1]'... Dropped
cs047bx_01 cs047bx_01 - What is the first name o... Dropped
cs048b_01 cs048b_01 - What is the sex of [New_s... Dropped
cs050b_01 cs050b_01 - How old is [New_spouse_na... Dropped
cs051b_01 cs051b_01 - Is [New_spouse_name], [ad... Dropped
cs052by_01 cs052by_01 - In which year did [New_s... Dropped
cs052bm_01 cs052bm_01 - In which month of [year]... Dropped
cs054_01 cs054_01 - Has anyone else joined thi... Dropped
cs047_02 cs047 - What is his or her first name? Dropped
cs048_02 cs048_02 - What is the sex of [additi... Dropped
cs050_02 cs050_02 - How old is [additional per... Dropped
cs051x_02 cs051x_02 - exact age of [additional ... Dropped
cs051_02 cs051_02 - is [additional person 2] a... Dropped
cs052y_02 cs052y_02 - In which year did [additi... Dropped
cs052m_02 cs052m_02 - In which month of [year] ... Dropped
cs053_02 cs053_02 - Is [additional person 2] l... Dropped
cs047b_02 cs047b_02 - Is [additional person 2]'... Dropped
cs047bx_02 cs047bx_02 - What is the first name o... Dropped
cs048b_02 cs048b_02 - What is the sex of [New_s... Dropped
cs050b_02 cs050b_02 - How old is [New_spouse_na... Dropped
cs051b_02 cs051b_02 - Is [New_spouse_name], [ad... Dropped
cs052by_02 cs052by_02 - In which year did [New_s... Dropped
cs052bm_02 cs052bm_02 - In which month of [year]... Dropped
cs054_02 cs054_02 - Has anyone else joined thi... Dropped
cs047_03 cs047 - What is his or her first name? Dropped



cs048_03 cs048_03 - What is the sex of [additi... Dropped
cs050_03 cs050_03 - How old is [additional per... Dropped
cs051x_03 cs051x_03 - exact age of [additional ... Dropped
cs051_03 cs051_03 - is [additional person 3] a... Dropped
cs052y_03 cs052y_03 - In which year did [additi... Dropped
cs052m_03 cs052m_03 - In which month of [year] ... Dropped
cs053_03 cs053_03 - Is [additional person 3] l... Dropped
cs047b_03 cs047b_03 - Is [additional person 3]'... Dropped
cs047bx_03 cs047bx_03 - What is the first name o... Dropped
cs048b_03 cs048b_03 - What is the sex of [New_s... Dropped
cs050b_03 cs050b_03 - How old is [New_spouse_na... Dropped
cs051b_03 cs051b_03 - Is [New_spouse_name], [ad... Dropped
cs052by_03 cs052by_03 - In which year did [New_s... Dropped
cs052bm_03 cs052bm_03 - In which month of [year]... Dropped
cs054_03 cs054_03 - Has anyone else joined thi... Dropped
cs055 cs055 - Have we left anyone out? Dropped
cs056 cs056 - Let me just check, that makes... Dropped
cs057_01 cs057_01 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_02 cs057_02 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_03 cs057_03 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_04 cs057_04 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_05 cs057_05 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_06 cs057_06 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_07 cs057_07 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_08 cs057_08 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_09 cs057_09 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_10 cs057_10 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_11 cs057_11 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_12 cs057_12 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_13 cs057_13 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_14 cs057_14 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_15 cs057_15 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_16 cs057_16 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_17 cs057_17 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_18 cs057_18 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_19 cs057_19 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_20 cs057_20 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_21 cs057_21 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_22 cs057_22 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_23 cs057_23 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_24 cs057_24 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_25 cs057_25 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_26 cs057_26 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_27 cs057_27 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_28 cs057_28 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_29 cs057_29 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_30 cs057_30 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_31 cs057_31 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_32 cs057_32 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_33 cs057_33 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_34 cs057_34 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_35 cs057_35 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_36 cs057_36 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_37 cs057_37 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_38 cs057_38 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_39 cs057_39 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cs057_40 cs057_40 - What is [your/Rname's] rel... Dropped
cf001 cf001 - Has [Rname] signed the consen... Dropped
cf001a_01 cf001a - IWER: Has the proxy given co... Dropped
cf001a_02 cf001a - IWER: Has the proxy given co... Dropped
cf001a_03 cf001a - IWER: Has the proxy given co... Dropped
cf002 cf002 - IWER: Does the respondent hav... Dropped
cf003 cf003 - IWER: Are both willing to par... Dropped
cs015 cs015 - Later in this interview, I wi... Dropped
cs016 cs016 - Which of you is the most know... Dropped
cs017 cs017 - Please classify this responde... No change
self_comp_num 4 digit self-completion check code Dropped
dmtimfx_tm Time stamp - start of Section 4 - Dem... Dropped
gd001 gd001 - Respondent's name Dropped
gd002 gd002 - Gender of respondent No change
dn002 dn002 - In which month was [responden... Dropped
dn003 dn003 - In which year was [respondent... Dropped
dn003b dn003b - For the purposes of this res... Dropped



dm001 dm001 - What is the highest level of ... Recode - recoded to edu_level
dm001a dm001a - Since the last time that we ... Recode - recoded to edu_level
dm025 dm025 - What is the highest qualifica... Recode - recoded to edu_level
dm048 dm048 - At what age did [you/he/she] ... Recode - Option 95 recoded to 0-13 years
cs006 cs006 - [Are you still / is he/she st... Dropped
cs058i cs058i - [Do/does] [you/he/she] curre... Dropped
cs011y cs011y - In which year did [you/Rname... Dropped
cs012y cs012y - In what year did [you/Rname]... Dropped
cs013y cs013y - In what year did [you/they] ... Dropped
dm002 dm002 - Where was your father brought... Dropped
dm003 dm003 - Where was your mother brought... Dropped
dm004 dm004 - Were you living in a rural ar... Dropped
dm005 dm005 - Consider your health while yo... Dropped
dm006 dm006 - Now think about your family w... Dropped
dm007a dm007a - While you were growing up, b... Dropped
dm007b dm007b - What was your mother's occup... Dropped
dm007bx dm007bx - Was the mother's occupation... Dropped
dm007b1 dm007b1 - Social class of mother's oc... Dropped
dm007b2 dm007b2 - How many acres did your mot... Dropped
dm007b3 dm007b3 - Hidden Social Class questio... Dropped
dm008a dm008a - While you were growing up, b... Dropped
dm008b dm008b - What was your father's occup... Dropped
dm008bx dm008bx - Was the father's occupation... Dropped
dm008b1 dm008b1 - Social class of father's oc... Dropped
dm008b2 dm008b2 - How many acres did your fat... Dropped
dm008b3 dm008b3 - Hidden Social Class questio... Dropped
dm009 dm009 - What was the highest grade of... Dropped
dm010 dm010 - And what was the highest grad... Dropped
dm036 dm036 - Before age 14, was there a ti... Dropped
dm037 dm037 - Now I have some questions abo... Dropped
dm049 dm049 - Thinking about these brothers... Dropped
dm050 dm050 - [Were you…] / [Was he/she]… Dropped
dm011 dm011 - Were you born in the Republic... Dropped
dm012 dm012 - In which country were you born? Dropped
dm012oth dm012 - Other country you were born in Dropped
dm013 dm013 - At what age did you first mov... Dropped
dm014 dm014 - What is your nationality? Dropped
dm014oth dm014 - Other nationality Dropped
dm015 dm015 - [Since coming to Ireland] hav... Dropped
dm016 dm016 - About how many years have you... Dropped
dm017 dm017 - Have you ever lived abroad (o... Dropped
dm018 dm018 - In total for how many years h... Dropped
dm019 dm019 - Think about your first long s... Dropped
dm046 dm046 - Think about the country [you/... Dropped
dm046oth dm046oth - Think about the country [y... Dropped
dm047_01 dm047 - Now think about the reasons t... Dropped
dm047_02 dm047 - Now think about the reasons t... Dropped
dm047_03 dm047 - Now think about the reasons t... Dropped
dm047_04 dm047 - Now think about the reasons t... Dropped
dm047_95 dm047 - Now think about the reasons t... Dropped
dm047_98 dm047 - Now think about the reasons t... Dropped
dm047_99 dm047 - Now think about the reasons t... Dropped
dm047oth dm047 - Why else did [you/Rname] retu... Dropped
dm024 dm024 - HOW OFTEN DID RESPONDENT RECE... Dropped
tctimfx_tm Time stamp - start of Section 5 - Tra... Dropped
cs034 cs034 - In total, then, how many livi... Dropped
cs034a cs034a - Last time we interviewed you... Dropped
tc032a_01 tc032a_01 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT child... Dropped
cs018a1_01 cs018a1_01 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT How ... Dropped
cs018a2_01 cs018a2_01 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Whic... Dropped
tc001a_01 tc001a_01 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Where... Dropped
tc034a_01 tc034a_01 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003a_01 tc003a_01 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040a_01 tc040a_01 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004a_01 tc004a_01 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
cs032a_01 cs032a_01 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036ax_01 tc036ax_01 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036a2m_01 tc036a2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036a2p_01 tc036a2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036a3_01 tc036a3_01 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036a4_01 tc036a4_01 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036a5_01 tc036a5_01 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042ay_01 tc042ay_01 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped



tc042am_01 tc042am_01 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032a_02 tc032a_02 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT child... Dropped
cs018a1_02 cs018a1_02 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT How ... Dropped
cs018a2_02 cs018a2_02 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Whic... Dropped
tc001a_02 tc001a_02 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Where... Dropped
tc034a_02 tc034a_02 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003a_02 tc003a_02 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040a_02 tc040a_02 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004a_02 tc004a_02 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
cs032a_02 cs032a_02 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036ax_02 tc036ax_02 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036a2m_02 tc036a2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036a2p_02 tc036a2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036a3_02 tc036a3_02 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036a4_02 tc036a4_02 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036a5_02 tc036a5_02 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042ay_02 tc042ay_02 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042am_02 tc042am_02 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032a_03 tc032a_03 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT child... Dropped
cs018a1_03 cs018a1_03 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT How ... Dropped
cs018a2_03 cs018a2_03 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Whic... Dropped
tc001a_03 tc001a_03 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Where... Dropped
tc034a_03 tc034a_03 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003a_03 tc003a_03 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040a_03 tc040a_03 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004a_03 tc004a_03 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
cs032a_03 cs032a_03 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036ax_03 tc036ax_03 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036a2m_03 tc036a2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036a2p_03 tc036a2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036a3_03 tc036a3_03 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036a4_03 tc036a4_03 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036a5_03 tc036a5_03 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042ay_03 tc042ay_03 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042am_03 tc042am_03 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032a_04 tc032a_04 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT child... Dropped
cs018a1_04 cs018a1_04 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT How ... Dropped
cs018a2_04 cs018a2_04 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Whic... Dropped
tc001a_04 tc001a_04 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Where... Dropped
tc034a_04 tc034a_04 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003a_04 tc003a_04 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040a_04 tc040a_04 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004a_04 tc004a_04 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
cs032a_04 cs032a_04 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036ax_04 tc036ax_04 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036a2m_04 tc036a2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036a2p_04 tc036a2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036a3_04 tc036a3_04 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036a4_04 tc036a4_04 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036a5_04 tc036a5_04 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042ay_04 tc042ay_04 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042am_04 tc042am_04 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032a_05 tc032a_05 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT child... Dropped
cs018a1_05 cs018a1_05 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT How ... Dropped
cs018a2_05 cs018a2_05 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Whic... Dropped
tc001a_05 tc001a_05 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Where... Dropped
tc034a_05 tc034a_05 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003a_05 tc003a_05 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040a_05 tc040a_05 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004a_05 tc004a_05 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
cs032a_05 cs032a_05 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036ax_05 tc036ax_05 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036a2m_05 tc036a2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036a2p_05 tc036a2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036a3_05 tc036a3_05 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036a4_05 tc036a4_05 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036a5_05 tc036a5_05 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042ay_05 tc042ay_05 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042am_05 tc042am_05 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032a_06 tc032a_06 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT child... Dropped
cs018a1_06 cs018a1_06 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT How ... Dropped
cs018a2_06 cs018a2_06 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Whic... Dropped
tc001a_06 tc001a_06 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Where... Dropped



tc034a_06 tc034a_06 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003a_06 tc003a_06 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040a_06 tc040a_06 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004a_06 tc004a_06 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
cs032a_06 cs032a_06 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036ax_06 tc036ax_06 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036a2m_06 tc036a2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036a2p_06 tc036a2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036a3_06 tc036a3_06 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036a4_06 tc036a4_06 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036a5_06 tc036a5_06 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042ay_06 tc042ay_06 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042am_06 tc042am_06 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032a_07 tc032a_07 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT child... Dropped
cs018a1_07 cs018a1_07 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT How ... Dropped
cs018a2_07 cs018a2_07 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Whic... Dropped
tc001a_07 tc001a_07 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Where... Dropped
tc034a_07 tc034a_07 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003a_07 tc003a_07 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040a_07 tc040a_07 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004a_07 tc004a_07 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
cs032a_07 cs032a_07 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036ax_07 tc036ax_07 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036a2m_07 tc036a2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036a2p_07 tc036a2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036a3_07 tc036a3_07 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036a4_07 tc036a4_07 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036a5_07 tc036a5_07 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042ay_07 tc042ay_07 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042am_07 tc042am_07 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032a_08 tc032a_08 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT child... Dropped
cs018a1_08 cs018a1_08 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT How ... Dropped
cs018a2_08 cs018a2_08 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Whic... Dropped
tc001a_08 tc001a_08 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Where... Dropped
tc034a_08 tc034a_08 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003a_08 tc003a_08 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040a_08 tc040a_08 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004a_08 tc004a_08 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
cs032a_08 cs032a_08 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036ax_08 tc036ax_08 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036a2m_08 tc036a2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036a2p_08 tc036a2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036a3_08 tc036a3_08 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036a4_08 tc036a4_08 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036a5_08 tc036a5_08 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042ay_08 tc042ay_08 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042am_08 tc042am_08 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032a_09 tc032a_09 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT child... Dropped
cs018a1_09 cs018a1_09 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT How ... Dropped
cs018a2_09 cs018a2_09 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Whic... Dropped
tc001a_09 tc001a_09 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Where... Dropped
tc034a_09 tc034a_09 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003a_09 tc003a_09 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040a_09 tc040a_09 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004a_09 tc004a_09 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
cs032a_09 cs032a_09 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036ax_09 tc036ax_09 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036a2m_09 tc036a2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036a2p_09 tc036a2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036a3_09 tc036a3_09 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036a4_09 tc036a4_09 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036a5_09 tc036a5_09 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042ay_09 tc042ay_09 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042am_09 tc042am_09 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032a_11 tc032a_11 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT child... Dropped
cs018a1_11 cs018a1_11 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT How ... Dropped
cs018a2_11 cs018a2_11 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Whic... Dropped
tc001a_11 tc001a_11 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Where... Dropped
tc034a_11 tc034a_11 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003a_11 tc003a_11 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040a_11 tc040a_11 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004a_11 tc004a_11 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
cs032a_11 cs032a_11 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped



tc036ax_11 tc036ax_11 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036a2m_11 tc036a2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036a2p_11 tc036a2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036a3_11 tc036a3_11 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036a4_11 tc036a4_11 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036a5_11 tc036a5_11 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042ay_11 tc042ay_11 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042am_11 tc042am_11 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032a_13 tc032a_13 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT child... Dropped
cs018a1_13 cs018a1_13 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT How ... Dropped
cs018a2_13 cs018a2_13 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Whic... Dropped
tc001a_13 tc001a_13 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Where... Dropped
tc034a_13 tc034a_13 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003a_13 tc003a_13 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040a_13 tc040a_13 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004a_13 tc004a_13 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
cs032a_13 cs032a_13 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036ax_13 tc036ax_13 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036a2m_13 tc036a2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036a2p_13 tc036a2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036a3_13 tc036a3_13 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036a4_13 tc036a4_13 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036a5_13 tc036a5_13 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042ay_13 tc042ay_13 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042am_13 tc042am_13 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032a_15 tc032a_15 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT child... Dropped
cs018a1_15 cs018a1_15 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT How ... Dropped
cs018a2_15 cs018a2_15 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Whic... Dropped
tc001a_15 tc001a_15 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Where... Dropped
tc034a_15 tc034a_15 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003a_15 tc003a_15 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040a_15 tc040a_15 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004a_15 tc004a_15 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
cs032a_15 cs032a_15 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036ax_15 tc036ax_15 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036a2m_15 tc036a2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036a2p_15 tc036a2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036a3_15 tc036a3_15 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036a4_15 tc036a4_15 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036a5_15 tc036a5_15 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042ay_15 tc042ay_15 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042am_15 tc042am_15 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032a_17 tc032a_17 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT child... Dropped
cs018a1_17 cs018a1_17 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT How ... Dropped
cs018a2_17 cs018a2_17 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Whic... Dropped
tc001a_17 tc001a_17 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Where... Dropped
tc034a_17 tc034a_17 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003a_17 tc003a_17 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040a_17 tc040a_17 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004a_17 tc004a_17 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
cs032a_17 cs032a_17 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036ax_17 tc036ax_17 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036a2m_17 tc036a2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036a2p_17 tc036a2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036a3_17 tc036a3_17 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036a4_17 tc036a4_17 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036a5_17 tc036a5_17 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042ay_17 tc042ay_17 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042am_17 tc042am_17 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032a_19 tc032a_19 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT child... Dropped
cs018a1_19 cs018a1_19 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT How ... Dropped
cs018a2_19 cs018a2_19 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Whic... Dropped
tc001a_19 tc001a_19 - PREVIOUSLY RESIDENT Where... Dropped
tc034a_19 tc034a_19 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003a_19 tc003a_19 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040a_19 tc040a_19 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004a_19 tc004a_19 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
cs032a_19 cs032a_19 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036ax_19 tc036ax_19 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036a2m_19 tc036a2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036a2p_19 tc036a2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036a3_19 tc036a3_19 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036a4_19 tc036a4_19 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped



tc036a5_19 tc036a5_19 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042ay_19 tc042ay_19 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042am_19 tc042am_19 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032b_21 tc032b_21 - NON-RESIDENT children.  L... Dropped
cs018ba_21 cs018ba_21 - How old is [child]? Dropped
cs018bb_21 cs018bb_21 - Which of these age group... Dropped
tc033b_21 tc033b_21 - RESIDENCE Does [child] st... Dropped
tc001b_21 tc001b_21 - Where does [child] live? Dropped
tc034b_21 tc034b_21 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003b_21 tc003b_21 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040b_21 tc040b_21 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004b_21 tc004b_21 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
tc035b_21 tc035b_21 - MARITAL STATUS Is [child]... Dropped
cs032b_21 cs032b_21 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036bx_21 tc036bx_21 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036b2p_21 tc036b2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036b2m_21 tc036b2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036b3_21 tc036b3_21 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036b4_21 tc036b4_21 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036b5_21 tc036b5_21 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042by_21 tc042by_21 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042bm_21 tc042bm_21 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032b_22 tc032b_22 - NON-RESIDENT children.  L... Dropped
cs018ba_22 cs018ba_22 - How old is [child]? Dropped
cs018bb_22 cs018bb_22 - Which of these age group... Dropped
tc033b_22 tc033b_22 - RESIDENCE Does [child] st... Dropped
tc001b_22 tc001b_22 - Where does [child] live? Dropped
tc034b_22 tc034b_22 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003b_22 tc003b_22 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040b_22 tc040b_22 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004b_22 tc004b_22 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
tc035b_22 tc035b_22 - MARITAL STATUS Is [child]... Dropped
cs032b_22 cs032b_22 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036bx_22 tc036bx_22 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036b2p_22 tc036b2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036b2m_22 tc036b2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036b3_22 tc036b3_22 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036b4_22 tc036b4_22 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036b5_22 tc036b5_22 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042by_22 tc042by_22 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042bm_22 tc042bm_22 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032b_23 tc032b_23 - NON-RESIDENT children.  L... Dropped
cs018ba_23 cs018ba_23 - How old is [child]? Dropped
cs018bb_23 cs018bb_23 - Which of these age group... Dropped
tc033b_23 tc033b_23 - RESIDENCE Does [child] st... Dropped
tc001b_23 tc001b_23 - Where does [child] live? Dropped
tc034b_23 tc034b_23 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003b_23 tc003b_23 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040b_23 tc040b_23 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004b_23 tc004b_23 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
tc035b_23 tc035b_23 - MARITAL STATUS Is [child]... Dropped
cs032b_23 cs032b_23 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036bx_23 tc036bx_23 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036b2p_23 tc036b2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036b2m_23 tc036b2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036b3_23 tc036b3_23 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036b4_23 tc036b4_23 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036b5_23 tc036b5_23 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042by_23 tc042by_23 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042bm_23 tc042bm_23 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032b_24 tc032b_24 - NON-RESIDENT children.  L... Dropped
cs018ba_24 cs018ba_24 - How old is [child]? Dropped
cs018bb_24 cs018bb_24 - Which of these age group... Dropped
tc033b_24 tc033b_24 - RESIDENCE Does [child] st... Dropped
tc001b_24 tc001b_24 - Where does [child] live? Dropped
tc034b_24 tc034b_24 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003b_24 tc003b_24 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040b_24 tc040b_24 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004b_24 tc004b_24 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
tc035b_24 tc035b_24 - MARITAL STATUS Is [child]... Dropped
cs032b_24 cs032b_24 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036bx_24 tc036bx_24 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036b2p_24 tc036b2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped



tc036b2m_24 tc036b2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036b3_24 tc036b3_24 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036b4_24 tc036b4_24 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036b5_24 tc036b5_24 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042by_24 tc042by_24 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042bm_24 tc042bm_24 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032b_25 tc032b_25 - NON-RESIDENT children.  L... Dropped
cs018ba_25 cs018ba_25 - How old is [child]? Dropped
cs018bb_25 cs018bb_25 - Which of these age group... Dropped
tc033b_25 tc033b_25 - RESIDENCE Does [child] st... Dropped
tc001b_25 tc001b_25 - Where does [child] live? Dropped
tc034b_25 tc034b_25 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003b_25 tc003b_25 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040b_25 tc040b_25 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004b_25 tc004b_25 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
tc035b_25 tc035b_25 - MARITAL STATUS Is [child]... Dropped
cs032b_25 cs032b_25 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036bx_25 tc036bx_25 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036b2p_25 tc036b2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036b2m_25 tc036b2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036b3_25 tc036b3_25 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036b4_25 tc036b4_25 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036b5_25 tc036b5_25 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042by_25 tc042by_25 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042bm_25 tc042bm_25 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032b_26 tc032b_26 - NON-RESIDENT children.  L... Dropped
cs018ba_26 cs018ba_26 - How old is [child]? Dropped
cs018bb_26 cs018bb_26 - Which of these age group... Dropped
tc033b_26 tc033b_26 - RESIDENCE Does [child] st... Dropped
tc001b_26 tc001b_26 - Where does [child] live? Dropped
tc034b_26 tc034b_26 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003b_26 tc003b_26 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040b_26 tc040b_26 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004b_26 tc004b_26 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
tc035b_26 tc035b_26 - MARITAL STATUS Is [child]... Dropped
cs032b_26 cs032b_26 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036bx_26 tc036bx_26 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036b2p_26 tc036b2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036b2m_26 tc036b2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036b3_26 tc036b3_26 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036b4_26 tc036b4_26 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036b5_26 tc036b5_26 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042by_26 tc042by_26 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042bm_26 tc042bm_26 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032b_27 tc032b_27 - NON-RESIDENT children.  L... Dropped
cs018ba_27 cs018ba_27 - How old is [child]? Dropped
cs018bb_27 cs018bb_27 - Which of these age group... Dropped
tc033b_27 tc033b_27 - RESIDENCE Does [child] st... Dropped
tc001b_27 tc001b_27 - Where does [child] live? Dropped
tc034b_27 tc034b_27 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003b_27 tc003b_27 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040b_27 tc040b_27 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004b_27 tc004b_27 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
tc035b_27 tc035b_27 - MARITAL STATUS Is [child]... Dropped
cs032b_27 cs032b_27 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036bx_27 tc036bx_27 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036b2p_27 tc036b2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036b2m_27 tc036b2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036b3_27 tc036b3_27 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036b4_27 tc036b4_27 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036b5_27 tc036b5_27 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042by_27 tc042by_27 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042bm_27 tc042bm_27 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032b_28 tc032b_28 - NON-RESIDENT children.  L... Dropped
cs018ba_28 cs018ba_28 - How old is [child]? Dropped
cs018bb_28 cs018bb_28 - Which of these age group... Dropped
tc033b_28 tc033b_28 - RESIDENCE Does [child] st... Dropped
tc001b_28 tc001b_28 - Where does [child] live? Dropped
tc034b_28 tc034b_28 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003b_28 tc003b_28 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040b_28 tc040b_28 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004b_28 tc004b_28 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
tc035b_28 tc035b_28 - MARITAL STATUS Is [child]... Dropped



cs032b_28 cs032b_28 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036bx_28 tc036bx_28 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036b2p_28 tc036b2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036b2m_28 tc036b2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036b3_28 tc036b3_28 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036b4_28 tc036b4_28 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036b5_28 tc036b5_28 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042by_28 tc042by_28 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042bm_28 tc042bm_28 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032b_29 tc032b_29 - NON-RESIDENT children.  L... Dropped
cs018ba_29 cs018ba_29 - How old is [child]? Dropped
cs018bb_29 cs018bb_29 - Which of these age group... Dropped
tc033b_29 tc033b_29 - RESIDENCE Does [child] st... Dropped
tc001b_29 tc001b_29 - Where does [child] live? Dropped
tc034b_29 tc034b_29 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003b_29 tc003b_29 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040b_29 tc040b_29 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004b_29 tc004b_29 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
tc035b_29 tc035b_29 - MARITAL STATUS Is [child]... Dropped
cs032b_29 cs032b_29 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036bx_29 tc036bx_29 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036b2p_29 tc036b2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036b2m_29 tc036b2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036b3_29 tc036b3_29 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036b4_29 tc036b4_29 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036b5_29 tc036b5_29 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042by_29 tc042by_29 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042bm_29 tc042bm_29 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032b_30 tc032b_30 - NON-RESIDENT children.  L... Dropped
cs018ba_30 cs018ba_30 - How old is [child]? Dropped
cs018bb_30 cs018bb_30 - Which of these age group... Dropped
tc033b_30 tc033b_30 - RESIDENCE Does [child] st... Dropped
tc001b_30 tc001b_30 - Where does [child] live? Dropped
tc034b_30 tc034b_30 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003b_30 tc003b_30 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040b_30 tc040b_30 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004b_30 tc004b_30 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
tc035b_30 tc035b_30 - MARITAL STATUS Is [child]... Dropped
cs032b_30 cs032b_30 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036bx_30 tc036bx_30 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036b2p_30 tc036b2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036b2m_30 tc036b2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036b3_30 tc036b3_30 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036b4_30 tc036b4_30 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036b5_30 tc036b5_30 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042by_30 tc042by_30 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042bm_30 tc042bm_30 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032b_31 tc032b_31 - NON-RESIDENT children.  L... Dropped
cs018ba_31 cs018ba_31 - How old is [child]? Dropped
cs018bb_31 cs018bb_31 - Which of these age group... Dropped
tc033b_31 tc033b_31 - RESIDENCE Does [child] st... Dropped
tc001b_31 tc001b_31 - Where does [child] live? Dropped
tc034b_31 tc034b_31 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003b_31 tc003b_31 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040b_31 tc040b_31 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004b_31 tc004b_31 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
tc035b_31 tc035b_31 - MARITAL STATUS Is [child]... Dropped
cs032b_31 cs032b_31 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036bx_31 tc036bx_31 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036b2p_31 tc036b2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036b2m_31 tc036b2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036b3_31 tc036b3_31 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036b4_31 tc036b4_31 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036b5_31 tc036b5_31 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042by_31 tc042by_31 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042bm_31 tc042bm_31 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032b_32 tc032b_32 - NON-RESIDENT children.  L... Dropped
cs018ba_32 cs018ba_32 - How old is [child]? Dropped
cs018bb_32 cs018bb_32 - Which of these age group... Dropped
tc033b_32 tc033b_32 - RESIDENCE Does [child] st... Dropped
tc001b_32 tc001b_32 - Where does [child] live? Dropped
tc034b_32 tc034b_32 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003b_32 tc003b_32 - What level of education h... Dropped



tc040b_32 tc040b_32 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004b_32 tc004b_32 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
tc035b_32 tc035b_32 - MARITAL STATUS Is [child]... Dropped
cs032b_32 cs032b_32 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036bx_32 tc036bx_32 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036b2p_32 tc036b2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036b2m_32 tc036b2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036b3_32 tc036b3_32 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036b4_32 tc036b4_32 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036b5_32 tc036b5_32 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042by_32 tc042by_32 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042bm_32 tc042bm_32 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032b_33 tc032b_33 - NON-RESIDENT children.  L... Dropped
cs018ba_33 cs018ba_33 - How old is [child]? Dropped
cs018bb_33 cs018bb_33 - Which of these age group... Dropped
tc033b_33 tc033b_33 - RESIDENCE Does [child] st... Dropped
tc001b_33 tc001b_33 - Where does [child] live? Dropped
tc034b_33 tc034b_33 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003b_33 tc003b_33 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040b_33 tc040b_33 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004b_33 tc004b_33 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
tc035b_33 tc035b_33 - MARITAL STATUS Is [child]... Dropped
cs032b_33 cs032b_33 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036bx_33 tc036bx_33 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036b2p_33 tc036b2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036b2m_33 tc036b2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036b3_33 tc036b3_33 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036b4_33 tc036b4_33 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036b5_33 tc036b5_33 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042by_33 tc042by_33 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042bm_33 tc042bm_33 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032b_34 tc032b_34 - NON-RESIDENT children.  L... Dropped
cs018ba_34 cs018ba_34 - How old is [child]? Dropped
cs018bb_34 cs018bb_34 - Which of these age group... Dropped
tc033b_34 tc033b_34 - RESIDENCE Does [child] st... Dropped
tc001b_34 tc001b_34 - Where does [child] live? Dropped
tc034b_34 tc034b_34 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003b_34 tc003b_34 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040b_34 tc040b_34 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004b_34 tc004b_34 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
tc035b_34 tc035b_34 - MARITAL STATUS Is [child]... Dropped
cs032b_34 cs032b_34 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036bx_34 tc036bx_34 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036b2p_34 tc036b2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036b2m_34 tc036b2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036b3_34 tc036b3_34 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036b4_34 tc036b4_34 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036b5_34 tc036b5_34 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042by_34 tc042by_34 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042bm_34 tc042bm_34 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032b_35 tc032b_35 - NON-RESIDENT children.  L... Dropped
cs018ba_35 cs018ba_35 - How old is [child]? Dropped
cs018bb_35 cs018bb_35 - Which of these age group... Dropped
tc033b_35 tc033b_35 - RESIDENCE Does [child] st... Dropped
tc001b_35 tc001b_35 - Where does [child] live? Dropped
tc034b_35 tc034b_35 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003b_35 tc003b_35 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040b_35 tc040b_35 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004b_35 tc004b_35 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
tc035b_35 tc035b_35 - MARITAL STATUS Is [child]... Dropped
cs032b_35 cs032b_35 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036bx_35 tc036bx_35 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036b2p_35 tc036b2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036b2m_35 tc036b2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036b3_35 tc036b3_35 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036b4_35 tc036b4_35 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036b5_35 tc036b5_35 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042by_35 tc042by_35 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042bm_35 tc042bm_35 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032b_36 tc032b_36 - NON-RESIDENT children.  L... Dropped
cs018ba_36 cs018ba_36 - How old is [child]? Dropped
cs018bb_36 cs018bb_36 - Which of these age group... Dropped
tc033b_36 tc033b_36 - RESIDENCE Does [child] st... Dropped



tc001b_36 tc001b_36 - Where does [child] live? Dropped
tc034b_36 tc034b_36 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003b_36 tc003b_36 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040b_36 tc040b_36 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004b_36 tc004b_36 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
tc035b_36 tc035b_36 - MARITAL STATUS Is [child]... Dropped
cs032b_36 cs032b_36 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036bx_36 tc036bx_36 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036b2p_36 tc036b2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036b2m_36 tc036b2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036b3_36 tc036b3_36 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036b4_36 tc036b4_36 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036b5_36 tc036b5_36 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042by_36 tc042by_36 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042bm_36 tc042bm_36 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032b_37 tc032b_37 - NON-RESIDENT children.  L... Dropped
cs018ba_37 cs018ba_37 - How old is [child]? Dropped
cs018bb_37 cs018bb_37 - Which of these age group... Dropped
tc033b_37 tc033b_37 - RESIDENCE Does [child] st... Dropped
tc001b_37 tc001b_37 - Where does [child] live? Dropped
tc034b_37 tc034b_37 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003b_37 tc003b_37 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040b_37 tc040b_37 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004b_37 tc004b_37 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
tc035b_37 tc035b_37 - MARITAL STATUS Is [child]... Dropped
cs032b_37 cs032b_37 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036bx_37 tc036bx_37 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036b2p_37 tc036b2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036b2m_37 tc036b2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036b3_37 tc036b3_37 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036b4_37 tc036b4_37 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036b5_37 tc036b5_37 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042by_37 tc042by_37 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042bm_37 tc042bm_37 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032b_38 tc032b_38 - NON-RESIDENT children.  L... Dropped
cs018ba_38 cs018ba_38 - How old is [child]? Dropped
cs018bb_38 cs018bb_38 - Which of these age group... Dropped
tc033b_38 tc033b_38 - RESIDENCE Does [child] st... Dropped
tc001b_38 tc001b_38 - Where does [child] live? Dropped
tc034b_38 tc034b_38 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003b_38 tc003b_38 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040b_38 tc040b_38 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004b_38 tc004b_38 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
tc035b_38 tc035b_38 - MARITAL STATUS Is [child]... Dropped
cs032b_38 cs032b_38 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036bx_38 tc036bx_38 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036b2p_38 tc036b2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036b2m_38 tc036b2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036b3_38 tc036b3_38 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036b4_38 tc036b4_38 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036b5_38 tc036b5_38 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042by_38 tc042by_38 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042bm_38 tc042bm_38 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032b_39 tc032b_39 - NON-RESIDENT children.  L... Dropped
cs018ba_39 cs018ba_39 - How old is [child]? Dropped
cs018bb_39 cs018bb_39 - Which of these age group... Dropped
tc033b_39 tc033b_39 - RESIDENCE Does [child] st... Dropped
tc001b_39 tc001b_39 - Where does [child] live? Dropped
tc034b_39 tc034b_39 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003b_39 tc003b_39 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040b_39 tc040b_39 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004b_39 tc004b_39 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
tc035b_39 tc035b_39 - MARITAL STATUS Is [child]... Dropped
cs032b_39 cs032b_39 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036bx_39 tc036bx_39 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036b2p_39 tc036b2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036b2m_39 tc036b2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036b3_39 tc036b3_39 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036b4_39 tc036b4_39 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036b5_39 tc036b5_39 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042by_39 tc042by_39 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042bm_39 tc042bm_39 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc032b_40 tc032b_40 - NON-RESIDENT children.  L... Dropped



cs018ba_40 cs018ba_40 - How old is [child]? Dropped
cs018bb_40 cs018bb_40 - Which of these age group... Dropped
tc033b_40 tc033b_40 - RESIDENCE Does [child] st... Dropped
tc001b_40 tc001b_40 - Where does [child] live? Dropped
tc034b_40 tc034b_40 - EDUCATION LEVEL Is [child... Dropped
tc003b_40 tc003b_40 - What level of education h... Dropped
tc040b_40 tc040b_40 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS Is [chi... Dropped
tc004b_40 tc004b_40 - What is [child]'s employm... Dropped
tc035b_40 tc035b_40 - MARITAL STATUS Is [child]... Dropped
cs032b_40 cs032b_40 - What is [child]'s present... Dropped
tc036bx_40 tc036bx_40 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKIN... Dropped
tc036b2p_40 tc036b2 - Social class category (pilo... Dropped
tc036b2m_40 tc036b2 - Social class category (main... Dropped
tc036b3_40 tc036b3_40 - Record job title for unc... Dropped
tc036b4_40 tc036b4_40 - What was the acreage of ... Dropped
tc036b5_40 tc036b5_40 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND ... Dropped
tc042by_40 tc042by_40 - Can you tell me what yea... Dropped
tc042bm_40 tc042bm_40 - And in what month of [ye... Dropped
tc037_41 tc037_41 - [Do/Does] [you/Rname] or [... Dropped
cs029_41 cs029_41 - Please tell me the name of... Dropped
cs030_41 cs030_41 - Is [name of child] male or... Dropped
cs019a_41 cs019a_41 - How old is [Child's name]? Dropped
cs031b_41 cs031b_41 - Which of these age groups... Dropped
cs032_41 cs032_41 - What is [name of child]'s ... Dropped
cs033_41 cs033_41 - What is the name of [name ... Dropped
tc001_41 tc001_41 - Where does [name of child]... Dropped
tc002_41 tc002_41 - Does [name of child] own a... Dropped
tc003_41 tc003_41 - What level of education ha... Dropped
tc004_41 tc004_41 - What is [name of child]'s ... Dropped
tc036x2x_41 tc036x2x_41 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKI... Dropped
tc036x2a_41 tc036x2a_41 - Social class code for [... Dropped
tc036x2b_41 tc036x2b_41 - Record job title for un... Dropped
tc036x2c_41 tc036x2c_41 - What was the acreage of... Dropped
tc036x2d_41 tc036x2d_41 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND... Dropped
tc005_41 tc005_41 - What is [name of child]'s ... Dropped
tc006_41 tc006_41 - How many children [do/does... Dropped
tc007_41 tc007_41 - Are any of [his/her] child... Dropped
tc037_42 tc037_42 - [Do/Does] [you/Rname] or [... Dropped
cs029_42 cs029_42 - Please tell me the name of... Dropped
cs030_42 cs030_42 - Is [name of child] male or... Dropped
cs019a_42 cs019a_42 - How old is [Child's name]? Dropped
cs031b_42 cs031b_42 - Which of these age groups... Dropped
cs032_42 cs032_42 - What is [name of child]'s ... Dropped
cs033_42 cs033_42 - What is the name of [name ... Dropped
tc001_42 tc001_42 - Where does [name of child]... Dropped
tc002_42 tc002_42 - Does [name of child] own a... Dropped
tc003_42 tc003_42 - What level of education ha... Dropped
tc004_42 tc004_42 - What is [name of child]'s ... Dropped
tc036x2x_42 tc036x2x_42 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKI... Dropped
tc036x2a_42 tc036x2a_42 - Social class code for [... Dropped
tc036x2b_42 tc036x2b_42 - Record job title for un... Dropped
tc036x2c_42 tc036x2c_42 - What was the acreage of... Dropped
tc036x2d_42 tc036x2d_42 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND... Dropped
tc005_42 tc005_42 - What is [name of child]'s ... Dropped
tc006_42 tc006_42 - How many children [do/does... Dropped
tc007_42 tc007_42 - Are any of [his/her] child... Dropped
tc037_43 tc037_43 - [Do/Does] [you/Rname] or [... Dropped
cs029_43 cs029_43 - Please tell me the name of... Dropped
cs030_43 cs030_43 - Is [name of child] male or... Dropped
cs019a_43 cs019a_43 - How old is [Child's name]? Dropped
cs031b_43 cs031b_43 - Which of these age groups... Dropped
cs032_43 cs032_43 - What is [name of child]'s ... Dropped
cs033_43 cs033_43 - What is the name of [name ... Dropped
tc001_43 tc001_43 - Where does [name of child]... Dropped
tc002_43 tc002_43 - Does [name of child] own a... Dropped
tc003_43 tc003_43 - What level of education ha... Dropped
tc004_43 tc004_43 - What is [name of child]'s ... Dropped
tc036x2x_43 tc036x2x_43 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKI... Dropped
tc036x2a_43 tc036x2a_43 - Social class code for [... Dropped
tc036x2b_43 tc036x2b_43 - Record job title for un... Dropped
tc036x2c_43 tc036x2c_43 - What was the acreage of... Dropped
tc036x2d_43 tc036x2d_43 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND... Dropped
tc005_43 tc005_43 - What is [name of child]'s ... Dropped



tc006_43 tc006_43 - How many children [do/does... Dropped
tc007_43 tc007_43 - Are any of [his/her] child... Dropped
tc037_44 tc037_44 - [Do/Does] [you/Rname] or [... Dropped
cs029_44 cs029_44 - Please tell me the name of... Dropped
cs030_44 cs030_44 - Is [name of child] male or... Dropped
cs019a_44 cs019a_44 - How old is [Child's name]? Dropped
cs031b_44 cs031b_44 - Which of these age groups... Dropped
cs032_44 cs032_44 - What is [name of child]'s ... Dropped
cs033_44 cs033_44 - What is the name of [name ... Dropped
tc001_44 tc001_44 - Where does [name of child]... Dropped
tc002_44 tc002_44 - Does [name of child] own a... Dropped
tc003_44 tc003_44 - What level of education ha... Dropped
tc004_44 tc004_44 - What is [name of child]'s ... Dropped
tc036x2x_44 tc036x2x_44 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKI... Dropped
tc036x2a_44 tc036x2a_44 - Social class code for [... Dropped
tc036x2b_44 tc036x2b_44 - Record job title for un... Dropped
tc036x2c_44 tc036x2c_44 - What was the acreage of... Dropped
tc036x2d_44 tc036x2d_44 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND... Dropped
tc005_44 tc005_44 - What is [name of child]'s ... Dropped
tc006_44 tc006_44 - How many children [do/does... Dropped
tc007_44 tc007_44 - Are any of [his/her] child... Dropped
tc037_45 tc037_45 - [Do/Does] [you/Rname] or [... Dropped
cs029_45 cs029_45 - Please tell me the name of... Dropped
cs030_45 cs030_45 - Is [name of child] male or... Dropped
cs019a_45 cs019a_45 - How old is [Child's name]? Dropped
cs031b_45 cs031b_45 - Which of these age groups... Dropped
cs032_45 cs032_45 - What is [name of child]'s ... Dropped
cs033_45 cs033_45 - What is the name of [name ... Dropped
tc001_45 tc001_45 - Where does [name of child]... Dropped
tc002_45 tc002_45 - Does [name of child] own a... Dropped
tc003_45 tc003_45 - What level of education ha... Dropped
tc004_45 tc004_45 - What is [name of child]'s ... Dropped
tc036x2x_45 tc036x2x_45 - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKI... Dropped
tc036x2a_45 tc036x2a_45 - Social class code for [... Dropped
tc036x2b_45 tc036x2b_45 - Record job title for un... Dropped
tc036x2c_45 tc036x2c_45 - What was the acreage of... Dropped
tc036x2d_45 tc036x2d_45 - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND... Dropped
tc005_45 tc005_45 - What is [name of child]'s ... Dropped
tc006_45 tc006_45 - How many children [do/does... Dropped
tc007_45 tc007_45 - Are any of [his/her] child... Dropped
tc039_01 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_02 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_03 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_04 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_05 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_06 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_07 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_08 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_09 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_10 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_11 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_12 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_13 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_14 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_15 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_16 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_17 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_18 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_19 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_20 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_21 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_22 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_23 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_24 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_25 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_26 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_27 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_28 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_29 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_30 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_31 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_32 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_33 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped



tc039_34 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_35 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_36 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_37 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_38 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_39 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_40 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_41 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_42 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_43 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_44 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_45 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_46 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_47 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_95 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_98 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039_99 tc039 - Which [child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc039oth tc039 - Which other child was that? Dropped
tc008 tc008 - In the last two years [have/h... No change
tc008a_01 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_02 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_03 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_04 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_05 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_06 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_07 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_08 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_09 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_10 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_11 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_12 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_13 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_14 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_15 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_16 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_17 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_18 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_19 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_20 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_21 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_22 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_23 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_24 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_25 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_26 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_27 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_28 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_29 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_30 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_31 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_32 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_33 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_34 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_35 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_36 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_37 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_38 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_39 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_40 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_41 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_42 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_43 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_44 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_45 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_46 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_47 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_95 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_98 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008a_99 tc008a - Which child(ren)/grandchild(... Dropped
tc008aoth tc008a - Which other child/grandchild... Dropped
tc009 tc009 - About how much was this suppo... Dropped
tc010 TC010 - Would you say in total it was... Dropped
tc011 tc011 - During the last 2 years, did ... No change



tc011a_01 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_02 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_03 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_04 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_05 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_06 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_07 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_08 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_09 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_10 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_11 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_12 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_13 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_14 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_15 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_16 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_17 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_18 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_19 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_20 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_21 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_22 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_23 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_24 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_25 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_26 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_27 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_28 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_29 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_30 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_31 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_32 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_33 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_34 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_35 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_36 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_37 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_38 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_39 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_40 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_41 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_42 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_43 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_44 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_45 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_46 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_47 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_95 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_98 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011a_99 tc011a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc011aoth tc011a - Which other child/grandchild... Dropped
tc012 tc012 - About how much was this suppo... Dropped
tc013 TC013 - Would you say in total it was... Dropped
tc041 tc041 - Did [you/he/she] agree to be ... Recode - options 1 & 2 and options 3 & 4 combined
tc014 tc014 - In the last 2 years, excludin... No change
tc014a_01 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_02 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_03 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_04 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_05 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_06 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_07 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_08 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_09 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_10 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_11 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_12 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_13 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_14 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_15 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_16 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_17 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_18 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped



tc014a_19 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_20 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_21 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_22 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_23 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_24 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_25 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_26 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_27 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_28 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_29 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_30 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_31 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_32 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_33 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_34 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_35 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_36 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_37 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_38 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_39 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_40 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_41 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_42 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_43 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_44 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_45 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_46 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_47 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_95 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_98 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014a_99 tc014a - Who was this support given to? Dropped
tc014aoth tc014a - Who else was this support gi... Dropped
tc015 tc015 - About how many hours per mont... Dropped
tc016 tc016 - In the last two years, [have/... Dropped
tc016a_01 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_02 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_03 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_04 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_05 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_06 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_07 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_08 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_09 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_10 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_11 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_12 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_13 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_14 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_15 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_16 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_17 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_18 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_19 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_20 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_21 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_22 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_23 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_24 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_25 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_26 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_27 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_28 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_29 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_30 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_31 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_32 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_33 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_34 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_35 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_36 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_37 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_38 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped



tc016a_39 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_40 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_41 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_42 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_43 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_44 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_45 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_46 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_47 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_95 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_98 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016a_99 tc016a - In the last two years, [have... Dropped
tc016aoth tc016a - Which other child is the par... Dropped
tc017 tc017 - About how many hours on avera... Dropped
tc018 tc018 - In the last two years,  [have... Dropped
tc019 tc019 - Over the last 2 years, about ... Dropped
tc020 TC020 - Did it amount to a total of l... Dropped
tc019a_01 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_02 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_03 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_04 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_05 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_06 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_07 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_08 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_09 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_10 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_11 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_12 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_13 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_14 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_15 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_16 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_17 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_18 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_19 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_20 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_21 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_22 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_23 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_24 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_25 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_26 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_27 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_28 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_29 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_30 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_31 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_32 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_33 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_34 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_35 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_36 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_37 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_38 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_39 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_40 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_41 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_42 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_43 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_44 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_45 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_46 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_47 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_95 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_98 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019a_99 tc019a - Who gave this support? Dropped
tc019aoth tc019a - Who else gave this support? Dropped
tc021 tc021 - In the last 2 years, [have/ha... No change
tc021a_01 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_02 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_03 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_04 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped



tc021a_05 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_06 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_07 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_08 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_09 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_10 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_11 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_12 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_13 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_14 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_15 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_16 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_17 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_18 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_19 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_20 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_21 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_22 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_23 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_24 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_25 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_26 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_27 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_28 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_29 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_30 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_31 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_32 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_33 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_34 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_35 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_36 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_37 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_38 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_39 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_40 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_41 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_42 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_43 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_44 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_45 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_46 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_47 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_95 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_98 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021a_99 tc021a - Who gave this help? Dropped
tc021aoth tc021a - Who else gave this help? Dropped
tc022 tc022 - About how many hours per mont... Dropped
tc023 tc023 - In the last 2 years, did [you... No change
tc024 tc024 - About how many hours per mont... Dropped
tc025 tc025 - In the last 2 years, did [you... No change
tc026 tc026 - About how many hours per mont... Dropped
tc027 tc027 - In the last 2 years, did [you... No change
tc028 tc028 - About how many hours per mont... Dropped
tc029 tc029 - In the last 2 years, did [you... No change
tc030 tc030 - About how many hours per mont... Dropped
tc031 tc031 - HOW OFTEN DID RESPONDENT RECE... Dropped
phtimfx_tm Time stamp - start of Section 6 - Phy... Dropped
ph001 ph001 - Now I would like to ask you s... No change
ph002 ph002 - What about your emotional or ... No change
ph003 ph003 - [Do/Does] [you/he/she] have a... No change
ph004 ph004 - Does this illness or disabili... No change
ph005 ph005 - For the past six months or mo... Dropped
ph006 ph006 - [Do/Does] [you/Rname] have an... No change
ph007 ph007 - Is this a health problem or d... No change
ph008 ph008 - In the past year [have/has] [... No change
ph101 ph101 - [Do/Does] [you/he/she] usuall... No change
ph101a ph101a - [Do/Does] [you/he/she] usual... No change
ph101b ph101b - How long [have/has] [you/he/... Dropped
ph102 ph102 - Is your eyesight (using glass... Recode - options 5 & 6 combined
ph105a ph105a - Last time [you/Rname] [were/... Dropped
ph105x0_01 ph105x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped
ph105x0_02 ph105x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped



ph105x0_03 ph105x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped
ph105x_01 ph105x_01 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph105x_02 ph105x_02 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph105x_03 ph105x_03 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph105y_01 ph105y_01 - Do you still have: Catara... Dropped
ph105y_02 ph105y_02 - Do you still have: Glaucoma? Dropped
ph105y_03 ph105y_03 - Do you still have: Age re... Dropped
ph105_01 ph105 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_07
ph105_02 ph105 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_07
ph105_03 ph105 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_07
ph105_95 ph105 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_07
ph105_96 ph105 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph105_98 ph105 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph105_99 ph105 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph106 ph106 - [have/has] [you/he/she] had c... No change
ph107_01 ph107 - HEARING  [Do/Does] [you/he/sh... Dropped
ph107_02 ph107 - HEARING  [Do/Does] [you/he/sh... Dropped
ph107_03 ph107 - HEARING  [Do/Does] [you/he/sh... Dropped
ph107_96 ph107 - HEARING  [Do/Does] [you/he/sh... Dropped
ph107_98 ph107 - HEARING  [Do/Does] [you/he/sh... Dropped
ph107_99 ph107 - HEARING  [Do/Does] [you/he/sh... Dropped
ph145 ph145 - Do you feel [you/he/she] [hav... No change
ph108 ph108 - Is your hearing (with or with... No change
ph109 ph109 - Can you follow a conversation... Recode - options 2 & 3 combined
ph110 ph110 - Can you follow a conversation... Recode - options 2 & 3 combined
ph112 ph112 - SMELL  Is your sense of smell... Recode into DISSmell
ph113 ph113 - TASTE  Is your sense of taste... Recode into DISTaste
ph114 ph114 - How would you rate your day-t... No change
ph142 ph142 - Compared to the last time we ... No change
ph143 ph143 - How would you rate [Rname]'s ... Dropped
ph144 ph144 - Compared to [date of previous... Dropped
ph100 ph100 - IMPORTANT: THIS NEXT SECTION ... Dropped
phtm1fx_tm Time stamp - start of MMSE Dropped
ph121 ph121 - Please tell me what year it is. Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
ph126 ph126 - What season it is. Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
ph122 ph122 - What month it is. Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
ph123 ph123 - Can you tell me what day of t... Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
ph124 ph124 - Can you tell me what today's ... Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
ph127 ph127 - What is the name of this coun... Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
ph128 ph128 - What is the name of this county? Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
ph129 ph129 - What is the name of this city... Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
ph130 ph130 - What is this building? Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
ph131 ph131 - What floor are we on? Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
ph132 ph132 - IWER: CODE THE ONE THAT APPLI... Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
ph133 ph133 - IWER: CODE THE ONE THAT APPLI... Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
ph134 ph134 - IWER: CODE THE ONE THAT APPLI... Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
ph135 ph135 - IWER: CODE THE ONE THAT APPLI... Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
ph136 ph136 - INTRO: SHOW THE RESPONDENT A ... Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
ph137 ph137 - IWER: CODE THE ONE THAT APPLIES Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
ph138 ph138 - IWER: CODE THE ONE THAT APPLI... Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
ph139 ph139 - IWER: CODE THE ONE THAT APPLIES Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
ph140 ph140 - INTRO: GIVE THE RESPONDENT TH... Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
ph141 ph141 - IWER: CODE THE ONE THAT APPLIES Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
ph146_01 ph146 - of the cognitive questions (p... Dropped
ph146_02 ph146 - of the cognitive questions (p... Dropped
ph146_03 ph146 - of the cognitive questions (p... Dropped
ph146_04 ph146 - of the cognitive questions (p... Dropped
ph146_05 ph146 - of the cognitive questions (p... Dropped
mmsescr_capi Mini-mental state examination (CAPI) No change
mmsefail mmsefail - IS RECOMMENDED THAT YOU SE... Dropped
mmsecomm INTERVIEWER Record details why with y... Dropped
ph116x ph116x - First I'd like to check that... Dropped
ph116 ph116 - list yourself. No change
phtm2fx_tm Time stamp - before word list (read b... Dropped
ph117x ph117x - PRESS F5 TO START THE AUDIO.... Dropped
ph117 ph117 - Now please tell me all the wo... Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
ph118x ph118x - PRESS F5 TO START THE AUDIO.... Dropped
ph118 ph118 - Now please tell me all the wo... Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
phtm3fx_tm Time stamp - before word list (read b... Dropped
ph119 ph119 - Now please tell me all the wo... Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
ph120 ph120 - Now please tell me all the wo... Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
phtm4fx_tm Time stamp - before naming different ... Dropped
ph125 ph125 - Now I would like you to name ... Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)



ph201a ph201a - Last time [you/Rname] [were/... Dropped
ph201x0_01 ph201x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped
ph201x0_02 ph201x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped
ph201x0_03 ph201x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped
ph201x0_04 ph201x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped
ph201x0_05 ph201x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped
ph201x0_06 ph201x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped
ph201x0_07 ph201x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped
ph201x0_08 ph201x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped
ph201x0_09 ph201x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped
ph201x0_11 ph201x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped
ph201x_01 ph201x_01 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph201x_02 ph201x_02 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph201x_03 ph201x_03 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph201x_04 ph201x_04 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph201x_05 ph201x_05 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph201x_06 ph201x_06 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph201x_07 ph201x_07 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph201x_08 ph201x_08 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph201x_09 ph201x_09 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph201x_11 ph201x_11 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph226 ph226 - With regards to [your/his/her... Dropped
ph201y_01 ph201y_01 - Do you still have: [High ... Dropped
ph201y_02 ph201y_02 - Do you still have: [Angina]? Dropped
ph201y_04 ph201y_04 - Do you still have: [Conge... Dropped
ph201y_05 ph201y_05 - Do you still have: [Diabe... Dropped
ph201y_08 ph201y_08 - Do you still have: [High ... Dropped
ph201y_09 ph201y_09 - Do you still have: [A hea... Dropped
ph201y_10 ph201y_10 - Do you still have: [Atria... Dropped
ph201y_11 ph201y_11 - Do you still have: [An ab... Dropped
ph201_01 ph201 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_09 & raw variable kept
ph201_02 ph201 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_09
ph201_03 ph201 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_09
ph201_04 ph201 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_09
ph201_05 ph201 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_04
ph201_06 ph201 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_09
ph201_07 ph201 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_06
ph201_08 ph201 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_04
ph201_09 ph201 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_09
ph201_10 ph201 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_09
ph201_11 ph201 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_09
ph201_95 ph201 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_09
ph201_96 ph201 - [Since our last interview] ha... No change
ph201_98 ph201 - [Since our last interview] ha... No change
ph201_99 ph201 - [Since our last interview] ha... No change
ph201oth ph201oth - Specify other heart trouble Dropped
ph202 ph202 - Approximately how old [were/w... Dropped
ph202a ph202a - [Is/Are] [you/he/she] curren... No change
ph203 ph203 - Approximately how old [were/w... Dropped
ph204 ph204 - [Is/Are] [you/he/she] limitin... Dropped
ph204a ph204a - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] ever... Dropped
ph204by ph204by - In what year was [your/his/... Dropped
ph204bm ph204bm - ENTER MONTH HERE (In what y... Dropped
ph204c ph204c - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] ever... Dropped
ph204dy ph204dy - In what year was [your/his/... Dropped
ph204dm ph204dm - ENTER MONTH HERE (In what y... Dropped
ph205 ph205 - Approximately how old [were/w... Dropped
ph206y ph206y - In what year was [your/his/h... Dropped
ph206m ph206m - ENTER MONTH HERE (In what ye... Dropped
ph207 ph207 - According to the doctor how m... Dropped
ph208 ph208 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] ever ... Dropped
ph209y ph209y - In what year was [your/his/h... Dropped
ph209m ph209m - ENTER MONTH HERE (In what ye... Dropped
ph210 ph210 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] ever ... Dropped
ph211y ph211y - In what year was [your/his/h... Dropped
ph211m ph211m - ENTER MONTH HERE (In what mo... Dropped
ph206b ph206b - Since [your/Rname's] last in... Dropped
ph206cy ph206cy - In what year was [your/his/... Dropped
ph206cm ph206cm - ENTER MONTH HERE (In what m... Dropped
ph207b ph207b - According to the doctor how ... Dropped
ph208b ph208b - Since [your/Rname's] last in... Dropped
ph209by ph209by - In what year was [your/his/... Dropped
ph209bm ph209bm - ENTER MONTH HERE (In what m... Dropped



ph210b ph210b - Since [your/Rname's] last in... Dropped
ph211by ph211by - In what year was [your/his/... Dropped
ph211bm ph211bm - ENTER MONTH HERE (In what y... Dropped
ph212 ph212 - Approximately how old [were/w... Dropped
ph213 ph213 - Approximately how old [were/w... Dropped
ph214 ph214 - [Is/Are] [you/he/she] current... Dropped
ph215 ph215 - [Do/Does] [you/he/she] curren... Dropped
ph216_01 ph216 - Has a doctor ever told [you/h... Dropped
ph216_02 ph216 - Has a doctor ever told [you/h... Dropped
ph216_03 ph216 - Has a doctor ever told [you/h... Dropped
ph216_04 ph216 - Has a doctor ever told [you/h... Dropped
ph216_05 ph216 - Has a doctor ever told [you/h... Dropped
ph216_96 ph216 - Has a doctor ever told [you/h... Dropped
ph216_98 ph216 - Has a doctor ever told [you/h... Dropped
ph216_99 ph216 - Has a doctor ever told [you/h... Dropped
ph218 ph218 - Approximately how old [were/w... Dropped
ph219 ph219 - How many strokes [have/has] [... Dropped
ph220y ph220y - In what year was [your/his/h... Dropped
ph220m ph220m - ENTER MONTH HERE (In what ye... Dropped
ph219b ph219b - Since [your/Rname's] last in... Dropped
ph219c ph219c - How many strokes [have/has] ... Dropped
ph219dy ph219dy - When was [your/his/her] mos... Dropped
ph219dm ph219dm - ENTER MONTH HERE (When was ... Dropped
ph221 ph221 - Approximately how old [were/w... Dropped
ph222 ph222 - How many TIAs or ministrokes ... Dropped
ph223y ph223y - In what year was [your/his/h... Dropped
ph223m ph223m - ENTER MONTH HERE (In what mo... Dropped
ph222b ph222b - Since [your/Rname's] last in... Dropped
ph222c ph222c - How many TIA's or ministroke... Dropped
ph222dy ph222dy - When was [your/his/her] mos... Dropped
ph222dm ph222dm - ENTER MONTH HERE (When was ... Dropped
ph225 ph225 - [Is/Are] [you/he/she] current... No change
ph224 ph224 - Approximately how old [were/w... Dropped
ph301a ph301a - Last time [you/Rname] [were/... Dropped
ph301x0_01 ph301x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped
ph301x0_02 ph301x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped
ph301x0_03 ph301x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped
ph301x0_04 ph301x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped
ph301x0_05 ph301x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped
ph301x0_06 ph301x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped
ph301x0_07 ph301x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped
ph301x0_08 ph301x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped
ph301x0_09 ph301x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped
ph301x0_10 ph301x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped
ph301x0_11 ph301x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped
ph301x0_12 ph301x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped
ph301x0_13 ph301x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped
ph301x0_14 ph301x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CONDITIO... Dropped
ph301x_01 ph301x_01 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph301x_02 ph301x_02 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph301x_03 ph301x_03 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph301x_04 ph301x_04 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph301x_05 ph301x_05 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph301x_06 ph301x_06 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph301x_07 ph301x_07 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph301x_08 ph301x_08 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph301x_09 ph301x_09 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph301x_10 ph301x_10 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph301x_11 ph301x_11 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph301x_12 ph301x_12 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph301x_13 ph301x_13 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph301x_14 ph301x_14 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph301y_01 ph301y_01 - Do you still have: [Chron... Dropped
ph301y_02 ph301y_02 - Do you still have: [Asthma]? Dropped
ph301y_03 ph301y_03 - Do you still have: [Arthr... Dropped
ph301y_04 ph301y_04 - Do you still have: [Osteo... Dropped
ph301y_05 ph301y_05 - Do you still have: [Cance... Dropped
ph301y_07 ph301y_07 - Do you still have: [emoti... Dropped
ph326 ph326 - Can you clarify, did [you/he/... Dropped
ph301y_12 ph301y_12 - Do you still have: [Stoma... Dropped
ph301y_13 ph301y_13 - Do you still have: [Varic... Dropped
ph301y_14 ph301y_14 - Do you still have: [Cirrh... Dropped
ph301_01 ph301 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_10



ph301_02 ph301 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_10
ph301_03 ph301 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_13 & raw variable kept
ph301_04 ph301 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_13
ph301_05 ph301 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_02
ph301_06 ph301 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_06
ph301_07 ph301 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_05
ph301_08 ph301 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_05
ph301_08a ph301 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_05
ph301_09 ph301 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_05
ph301_10 ph301 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_05
ph301_11 ph301 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_05
ph301_12 ph301 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_11
ph301_13 ph301 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_09
ph301_14 ph301 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_11
ph301_15a ph301 - [Since our last interview] ha... Recode - recoded to ICD10_04 & raw variable kept
ph301_96 ph301 - [Since our last interview] ha... No change
ph301_98 ph301 - [Since our last interview] ha... No change
ph301_99 ph301 - [Since our last interview] ha... No change
ph302 ph302 - [Is/Are] [you/Rname] receivin... Dropped
ph303 ph303 - Does [your/his/her] lung cond... Dropped
ph304_01 ph304 - Which type or types of arthri... Dropped
ph304_02 ph304 - Which type or types of arthri... Dropped
ph304_95 ph304 - Which type or types of arthri... Dropped
ph304_98 ph304 - Which type or types of arthri... Dropped
ph304_99 ph304 - Which type or types of arthri... Dropped
ph305 ph305 - Approximately how old [were/w... Dropped
ph306 ph306 - Does [your/his/her] arthritis... No change
ph307 ph307 - Does the arthritis limit [you... No change
ph308 ph308 - Does [your/his/her] arthritis... No change
ph309 ph309 - Approximately how old [were/w... Dropped
ph310a ph310a - Last time [you/Rname] [were/... Dropped
ph310x0_01 ph310x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CANCER T... Dropped
ph310x0_02 ph310x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CANCER T... Dropped
ph310x0_03 ph310x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CANCER T... Dropped
ph310x0_04 ph310x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CANCER T... Dropped
ph310x0_05 ph310x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CANCER T... Dropped
ph310x0_06 ph310x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CANCER T... Dropped
ph310x0_07 ph310x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CANCER T... Dropped
ph310x0_08 ph310x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CANCER T... Dropped
ph310x0_09 ph310x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CANCER T... Dropped
ph310x0_10 ph310x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CANCER T... Dropped
ph310x0_11 ph310x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CANCER T... Dropped
ph310x0_12 ph310x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CANCER T... Dropped
ph310x0_13 ph310x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CANCER T... Dropped
ph310x0_14 ph310x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CANCER T... Dropped
ph310x0_15 ph310x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CANCER T... Dropped
ph310x0_16 ph310x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CANCER T... Dropped
ph310x0_17 ph310x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CANCER T... Dropped
ph310x0_18 ph310x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CANCER T... Dropped
ph310x0_19 ph310x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CANCER T... Dropped
ph310x0_20 ph310x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CANCER T... Dropped
ph310x0_21 ph310x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CANCER T... Dropped
ph310x0_22 ph310x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE CANCER T... Dropped
ph310x_01 ph310x_1 - It may be that we have a r... Dropped
ph310x_02 ph310x_2 - It may be that we have a r... Dropped
ph310x_03 ph310x_3 - It may be that we have a r... Dropped
ph310x_04 ph310x_4 - It may be that we have a r... Dropped
ph310x_05 ph310x_5 - It may be that we have a r... Dropped
ph310x_06 ph310x_6 - It may be that we have a r... Dropped
ph310x_07 ph310x_7 - It may be that we have a r... Dropped
ph310x_08 ph310x_8 - It may be that we have a r... Dropped
ph310x_09 ph310x_9 - It may be that we have a r... Dropped
ph310x_10 ph310x_10 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph310x_11 ph310x_11 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph310x_12 ph310x_12 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph310x_13 ph310x_13 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph310x_14 ph310x_14 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph310x_15 ph310x_15 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph310x_16 ph310x_16 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph310x_17 ph310x_17 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph310x_18 ph310x_18 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph310x_19 ph310x_19 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph310x_20 ph310x_20 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped



ph310x_21 ph310x_21 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph310x_22 ph310x_22 - It may be that we have a ... Dropped
ph310y_01 ph310y_01 - Do you still have: [lung ... Dropped
ph310y_02 ph310y_02 - Do you still have: [breas... Dropped
ph310y_03 ph310y_03 - Do you still have: [colon... Dropped
ph310y_04 ph310y_04 - Do you still have: [stoma... Dropped
ph310y_05 ph310y_05 - Do you still have: [cance... Dropped
ph310y_06 ph310y_06 - Do you still have: [prost... Dropped
ph310y_07 ph310y_07 - Do you still have: [cance... Dropped
ph310y_08 ph310y_08 - Do you still have: [liver... Dropped
ph310y_09 ph310y_09 - Do you still have: [brain... Dropped
ph310y_10 ph310y_10 - Do you still have: [cance... Dropped
ph310y_11 ph310y_11 - Do you still have: [cance... Dropped
ph310y_12 ph310y_12 - Do you still have: [cance... Dropped
ph310y_13 ph310y_13 - Do you still have: [cance... Dropped
ph310y_14 ph310y_14 - Do you still have: [cance... Dropped
ph310y_15 ph310y_15 - Do you still have: [testi... Dropped
ph310y_16 ph310y_16 - Do you still have: [cance... Dropped
ph310y_17 ph310y_17 - Do you still have: [malig... Dropped
ph310y_18 ph310y_18 - Do you still have: [cance... Dropped
ph310y_19 ph310y_19 - Do you still have: [cance... Dropped
ph310y_20 ph310y_20 - Do you still have: [cance... Dropped
ph310y_21 ph310y_21 - Do you still have: [Non-H... Dropped
ph310y_22 ph310y_22 - Do you still have: [Leuka... Dropped
ph310_01 ph310 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph310_02 ph310 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph310_03 ph310 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph310_04 ph310 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph310_05 ph310 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph310_06 ph310 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph310_07 ph310 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph310_08 ph310 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph310_09 ph310 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph310_10 ph310 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph310_11 ph310 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph310_12 ph310 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph310_13 ph310 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph310_14 ph310 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph310_15 ph310 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph310_16 ph310 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph310_17 ph310 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph310_18 ph310 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph310_19 ph310 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph310_20 ph310 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph310_21 ph310 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph310_22 ph310 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph310_95 ph310 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph310_96 ph310 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph310_98 ph310 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph310_99 ph310 - [Since our last interview] ha... Dropped
ph311_01 ph311_01 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] re... Dropped
ph312_01_01 ph312_01 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_01_02 ph312_01 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_01_03 ph312_01 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_01_04 ph312_01 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_01_05 ph312_01 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_01_06 ph312_01 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_01_95 ph312_01 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_01_96 ph312_01 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_01_98 ph312_01 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_01_99 ph312_01 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312oth_01 ph312oth_01 - What other sort of trea... Dropped
ph313_01 ph313_01 - Since [you/he/she] receive... Dropped
ph311a_01 ph311a_01 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_01_01 ph312a_01 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_01_02 ph312a_01 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_01_03 ph312a_01 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_01_04 ph312a_01 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_01_05 ph312a_01 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_01_06 ph312a_01 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_01_95 ph312a_01 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_01_98 ph312a_01 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_01_99 ph312a_01 - Since our last interview,... Dropped



ph312aoth_01 ph312aoth_01 - Other sort of treatmen... Dropped
ph313a_01 ph313a_01 - Since [you/he/she] receiv... Dropped
ph311_02 ph311_02 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] re... Dropped
ph312_02_01 ph312_02 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_02_02 ph312_02 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_02_03 ph312_02 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_02_04 ph312_02 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_02_05 ph312_02 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_02_06 ph312_02 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_02_95 ph312_02 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_02_96 ph312_02 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_02_98 ph312_02 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_02_99 ph312_02 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312oth_02 ph312oth_02 - What other sort of trea... Dropped
ph313_02 ph313_02 - Since [you/he/she] receive... Dropped
ph311a_02 ph311a_02 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_02_01 ph312a_02 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_02_02 ph312a_02 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_02_03 ph312a_02 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_02_04 ph312a_02 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_02_05 ph312a_02 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_02_06 ph312a_02 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_02_95 ph312a_02 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_02_98 ph312a_02 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_02_99 ph312a_02 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312aoth_02 ph312aoth_02 - Other sort of treatmen... Dropped
ph313a_02 ph313a_02 - Since [you/he/she] receiv... Dropped
ph311_03 ph311_03 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] re... Dropped
ph312_03_01 ph312_03 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_03_02 ph312_03 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_03_03 ph312_03 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_03_04 ph312_03 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_03_05 ph312_03 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_03_06 ph312_03 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_03_95 ph312_03 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_03_96 ph312_03 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_03_98 ph312_03 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_03_99 ph312_03 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312oth_03 ph312oth_03 - What other sort of trea... Dropped
ph313_03 ph313_03 - Since [you/he/she] receive... Dropped
ph311a_03 ph311a_03 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_03_01 ph312a_03 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_03_02 ph312a_03 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_03_03 ph312a_03 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_03_04 ph312a_03 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_03_05 ph312a_03 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_03_06 ph312a_03 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_03_95 ph312a_03 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_03_98 ph312a_03 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_03_99 ph312a_03 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312aoth_03 ph312aoth_03 - Other sort of treatmen... Dropped
ph313a_03 ph313a_03 - Since [you/he/she] receiv... Dropped
ph311_04 ph311_04 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] re... Dropped
ph312_04_01 ph312_04 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_04_02 ph312_04 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_04_03 ph312_04 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_04_04 ph312_04 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_04_05 ph312_04 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_04_06 ph312_04 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_04_95 ph312_04 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_04_96 ph312_04 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_04_98 ph312_04 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_04_99 ph312_04 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312oth_04 ph312oth_04 - What other sort of trea... Dropped
ph313_04 ph313_04 - Since [you/he/she] receive... Dropped
ph311a_04 ph311a_04 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_04_01 ph312a_04 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_04_02 ph312a_04 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_04_03 ph312a_04 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_04_04 ph312a_04 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_04_05 ph312a_04 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_04_06 ph312a_04 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_04_95 ph312a_04 - Since our last interview,... Dropped



ph312a_04_98 ph312a_04 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_04_99 ph312a_04 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312aoth_04 ph312aoth_04 - Other sort of treatmen... Dropped
ph313a_04 ph313a_04 - Since [you/he/she] receiv... Dropped
ph311_05 ph311_05 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] re... Dropped
ph312_05_01 ph312_05 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_05_02 ph312_05 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_05_03 ph312_05 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_05_04 ph312_05 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_05_05 ph312_05 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_05_06 ph312_05 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_05_95 ph312_05 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_05_96 ph312_05 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_05_98 ph312_05 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_05_99 ph312_05 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312oth_05 ph312oth_05 - What other sort of trea... Dropped
ph313_05 ph313_05 - Since [you/he/she] receive... Dropped
ph311a_05 ph311a_05 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_05_01 ph312a_05 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_05_02 ph312a_05 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_05_03 ph312a_05 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_05_04 ph312a_05 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_05_05 ph312a_05 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_05_06 ph312a_05 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_05_95 ph312a_05 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_05_98 ph312a_05 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_05_99 ph312a_05 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312aoth_05 ph312aoth_05 - Other sort of treatmen... Dropped
ph313a_05 ph313a_05 - Since [you/he/she] receiv... Dropped
ph311_06 ph311_06 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] re... Dropped
ph312_06_01 ph312_06 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_06_02 ph312_06 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_06_03 ph312_06 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_06_04 ph312_06 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_06_05 ph312_06 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_06_06 ph312_06 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_06_95 ph312_06 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_06_96 ph312_06 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_06_98 ph312_06 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_06_99 ph312_06 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312oth_06 ph312oth_06 - What other sort of trea... Dropped
ph313_06 ph313_06 - Since [you/he/she] receive... Dropped
ph311a_06 ph311a_06 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_06_01 ph312a_06 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_06_02 ph312a_06 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_06_03 ph312a_06 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_06_04 ph312a_06 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_06_05 ph312a_06 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_06_06 ph312a_06 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_06_95 ph312a_06 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_06_98 ph312a_06 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_06_99 ph312a_06 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312aoth_06 ph312aoth_06 - Other sort of treatmen... Dropped
ph313a_06 ph313a_06 - Since [you/he/she] receiv... Dropped
ph311_07 ph311_07 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] re... Dropped
ph312_07_01 ph312_07 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_07_02 ph312_07 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_07_03 ph312_07 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_07_04 ph312_07 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_07_05 ph312_07 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_07_06 ph312_07 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_07_95 ph312_07 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_07_96 ph312_07 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_07_98 ph312_07 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_07_99 ph312_07 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312oth_07 ph312oth_07 - What other sort of trea... Dropped
ph313_07 ph313_07 - Since [you/he/she] receive... Dropped
ph311a_07 ph311a_07 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_07_01 ph312a_07 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_07_02 ph312a_07 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_07_03 ph312a_07 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_07_04 ph312a_07 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_07_05 ph312a_07 - Since our last interview,... Dropped



ph312a_07_06 ph312a_07 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_07_95 ph312a_07 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_07_98 ph312a_07 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_07_99 ph312a_07 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312aoth_07 ph312aoth_07 - Other sort of treatmen... Dropped
ph313a_07 ph313a_07 - Since [you/he/she] receiv... Dropped
ph311_08 ph311_08 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] re... Dropped
ph312_08_01 ph312_08 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_08_02 ph312_08 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_08_03 ph312_08 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_08_04 ph312_08 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_08_05 ph312_08 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_08_06 ph312_08 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_08_95 ph312_08 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_08_96 ph312_08 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_08_98 ph312_08 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_08_99 ph312_08 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312oth_08 ph312oth_08 - What other sort of trea... Dropped
ph313_08 ph313_08 - Since [you/he/she] receive... Dropped
ph311a_08 ph311a_08 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_08_01 ph312a_08 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_08_02 ph312a_08 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_08_03 ph312a_08 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_08_04 ph312a_08 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_08_05 ph312a_08 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_08_06 ph312a_08 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_08_95 ph312a_08 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_08_98 ph312a_08 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_08_99 ph312a_08 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312aoth_08 ph312aoth_08 - Other sort of treatmen... Dropped
ph313a_08 ph313a_08 - Since [you/he/she] receiv... Dropped
ph311_09 ph311_09 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] re... Dropped
ph312_09_01 ph312_09 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_09_02 ph312_09 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_09_03 ph312_09 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_09_04 ph312_09 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_09_05 ph312_09 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_09_06 ph312_09 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_09_95 ph312_09 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_09_96 ph312_09 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_09_98 ph312_09 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_09_99 ph312_09 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312oth_09 ph312oth_09 - What other sort of trea... Dropped
ph313_09 ph313_09 - Since [you/he/she] receive... Dropped
ph311a_09 ph311a_09 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_09_01 ph312a_09 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_09_02 ph312a_09 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_09_03 ph312a_09 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_09_04 ph312a_09 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_09_05 ph312a_09 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_09_06 ph312a_09 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_09_95 ph312a_09 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_09_98 ph312a_09 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_09_99 ph312a_09 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312aoth_09 ph312aoth_09 - Other sort of treatmen... Dropped
ph313a_09 ph313a_09 - Since [you/he/she] receiv... Dropped
ph311_10 ph311_10 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] re... Dropped
ph312_10_01 ph312_10 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_10_02 ph312_10 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_10_03 ph312_10 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_10_04 ph312_10 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_10_05 ph312_10 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_10_06 ph312_10 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_10_95 ph312_10 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_10_96 ph312_10 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_10_98 ph312_10 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_10_99 ph312_10 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312oth_10 ph312oth_10 - What other sort of trea... Dropped
ph313_10 ph313_10 - Since [you/he/she] receive... Dropped
ph311a_10 ph311a_10 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_10_01 ph312a_10 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_10_02 ph312a_10 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_10_03 ph312a_10 - Since our last interview,... Dropped



ph312a_10_04 ph312a_10 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_10_05 ph312a_10 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_10_06 ph312a_10 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_10_95 ph312a_10 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_10_98 ph312a_10 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_10_99 ph312a_10 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312aoth_10 ph312aoth_10 - Other sort of treatmen... Dropped
ph313a_10 ph313a_10 - Since [you/he/she] receiv... Dropped
ph311_11 ph311_11 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] re... Dropped
ph312_11_01 ph312_11 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_11_02 ph312_11 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_11_03 ph312_11 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_11_04 ph312_11 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_11_05 ph312_11 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_11_06 ph312_11 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_11_95 ph312_11 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_11_96 ph312_11 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_11_98 ph312_11 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_11_99 ph312_11 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312oth_11 ph312oth_11 - What other sort of trea... Dropped
ph313_11 ph313_11 - Since [you/he/she] receive... Dropped
ph311a_11 ph311a_11 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_11_01 ph312a_11 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_11_02 ph312a_11 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_11_03 ph312a_11 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_11_04 ph312a_11 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_11_05 ph312a_11 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_11_06 ph312a_11 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_11_95 ph312a_11 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_11_98 ph312a_11 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_11_99 ph312a_11 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312aoth_11 ph312aoth_11 - Other sort of treatmen... Dropped
ph313a_11 ph313a_11 - Since [you/he/she] receiv... Dropped
ph311_12 ph311_12 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] re... Dropped
ph312_12_01 ph312_12 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_12_02 ph312_12 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_12_03 ph312_12 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_12_04 ph312_12 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_12_05 ph312_12 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_12_06 ph312_12 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_12_95 ph312_12 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_12_96 ph312_12 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_12_98 ph312_12 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_12_99 ph312_12 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312oth_12 ph312oth_12 - What other sort of trea... Dropped
ph313_12 ph313_12 - Since [you/he/she] receive... Dropped
ph311a_12 ph311a_12 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_12_01 ph312a_12 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_12_02 ph312a_12 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_12_03 ph312a_12 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_12_04 ph312a_12 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_12_05 ph312a_12 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_12_06 ph312a_12 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_12_95 ph312a_12 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_12_98 ph312a_12 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_12_99 ph312a_12 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312aoth_12 ph312aoth_12 - Other sort of treatmen... Dropped
ph313a_12 ph313a_12 - Since [you/he/she] receiv... Dropped
ph311_13 ph311_13 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] re... Dropped
ph312_13_01 ph312_13 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_13_02 ph312_13 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_13_03 ph312_13 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_13_04 ph312_13 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_13_05 ph312_13 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_13_06 ph312_13 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_13_95 ph312_13 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_13_96 ph312_13 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_13_98 ph312_13 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_13_99 ph312_13 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312oth_13 ph312oth_13 - What other sort of trea... Dropped
ph313_13 ph313_13 - Since [you/he/she] receive... Dropped
ph311a_13 ph311a_13 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_13_01 ph312a_13 - Since our last interview,... Dropped



ph312a_13_02 ph312a_13 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_13_03 ph312a_13 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_13_04 ph312a_13 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_13_05 ph312a_13 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_13_06 ph312a_13 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_13_95 ph312a_13 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_13_98 ph312a_13 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_13_99 ph312a_13 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312aoth_13 ph312aoth_13 - Other sort of treatmen... Dropped
ph313a_13 ph313a_13 - Since [you/he/she] receiv... Dropped
ph311_14 ph311_14 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] re... Dropped
ph312_14_01 ph312_14 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_14_02 ph312_14 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_14_03 ph312_14 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_14_04 ph312_14 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_14_05 ph312_14 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_14_06 ph312_14 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_14_95 ph312_14 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_14_96 ph312_14 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_14_98 ph312_14 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_14_99 ph312_14 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312oth_14 ph312oth_14 - What other sort of trea... Dropped
ph313_14 ph313_14 - Since [you/he/she] receive... Dropped
ph311a_14 ph311a_14 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_14_01 ph312a_14 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_14_02 ph312a_14 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_14_03 ph312a_14 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_14_04 ph312a_14 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_14_05 ph312a_14 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_14_06 ph312a_14 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_14_95 ph312a_14 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_14_98 ph312a_14 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_14_99 ph312a_14 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312aoth_14 ph312aoth_14 - Other sort of treatmen... Dropped
ph313a_14 ph313a_14 - Since [you/he/she] receiv... Dropped
ph311_15 ph311_15 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] re... Dropped
ph312_15_01 ph312_15 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_15_02 ph312_15 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_15_03 ph312_15 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_15_04 ph312_15 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_15_05 ph312_15 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_15_06 ph312_15 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_15_95 ph312_15 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_15_96 ph312_15 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_15_98 ph312_15 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_15_99 ph312_15 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312oth_15 ph312oth_15 - What other sort of trea... Dropped
ph313_15 ph313_15 - Since [you/he/she] receive... Dropped
ph311a_15 ph311a_15 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_15_01 ph312a_15 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_15_02 ph312a_15 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_15_03 ph312a_15 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_15_04 ph312a_15 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_15_05 ph312a_15 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_15_06 ph312a_15 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_15_95 ph312a_15 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_15_98 ph312a_15 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_15_99 ph312a_15 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312aoth_15 ph312aoth_15 - Other sort of treatmen... Dropped
ph313a_15 ph313a_15 - Since [you/he/she] receiv... Dropped
ph311_16 ph311_16 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] re... Dropped
ph312_16_01 ph312_16 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_16_02 ph312_16 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_16_03 ph312_16 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_16_04 ph312_16 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_16_05 ph312_16 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_16_06 ph312_16 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_16_95 ph312_16 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_16_96 ph312_16 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_16_98 ph312_16 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_16_99 ph312_16 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312oth_16 ph312oth_16 - What other sort of trea... Dropped
ph313_16 ph313_16 - Since [you/he/she] receive... Dropped



ph311a_16 ph311a_16 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_16_01 ph312a_16 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_16_02 ph312a_16 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_16_03 ph312a_16 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_16_04 ph312a_16 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_16_05 ph312a_16 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_16_06 ph312a_16 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_16_95 ph312a_16 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_16_98 ph312a_16 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_16_99 ph312a_16 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312aoth_16 ph312aoth_16 - Other sort of treatmen... Dropped
ph313a_16 ph313a_16 - Since [you/he/she] receiv... Dropped
ph311_17 ph311_17 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] re... Dropped
ph312_17_01 ph312_17 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_17_02 ph312_17 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_17_03 ph312_17 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_17_04 ph312_17 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_17_05 ph312_17 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_17_06 ph312_17 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_17_95 ph312_17 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_17_96 ph312_17 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_17_98 ph312_17 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_17_99 ph312_17 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312oth_17 ph312oth_17 - What other sort of trea... Dropped
ph313_17 ph313_17 - Since [you/he/she] receive... Dropped
ph311a_17 ph311a_17 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_17_01 ph312a_17 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_17_02 ph312a_17 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_17_03 ph312a_17 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_17_04 ph312a_17 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_17_05 ph312a_17 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_17_06 ph312a_17 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_17_95 ph312a_17 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_17_98 ph312a_17 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_17_99 ph312a_17 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312aoth_17 ph312aoth_17 - Other sort of treatmen... Dropped
ph313a_17 ph313a_17 - Since [you/he/she] receiv... Dropped
ph311_18 ph311_18 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] re... Dropped
ph312_18_01 ph312_18 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_18_02 ph312_18 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_18_03 ph312_18 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_18_04 ph312_18 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_18_05 ph312_18 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_18_06 ph312_18 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_18_95 ph312_18 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_18_96 ph312_18 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_18_98 ph312_18 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_18_99 ph312_18 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312oth_18 ph312oth_18 - What other sort of trea... Dropped
ph313_18 ph313_18 - Since [you/he/she] receive... Dropped
ph311a_18 ph311a_18 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_18_01 ph312a_18 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_18_02 ph312a_18 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_18_03 ph312a_18 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_18_04 ph312a_18 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_18_05 ph312a_18 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_18_06 ph312a_18 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_18_95 ph312a_18 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_18_98 ph312a_18 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_18_99 ph312a_18 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312aoth_18 ph312aoth_18 - Other sort of treatmen... Dropped
ph313a_18 ph313a_18 - Since [you/he/she] receiv... Dropped
ph311_19 ph311_19 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] re... Dropped
ph312_19_01 ph312_19 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_19_02 ph312_19 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_19_03 ph312_19 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_19_04 ph312_19 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_19_05 ph312_19 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_19_06 ph312_19 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_19_95 ph312_19 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_19_96 ph312_19 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_19_98 ph312_19 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_19_99 ph312_19 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped



ph312oth_19 ph312oth_19 - What other sort of trea... Dropped
ph313_19 ph313_19 - Since [you/he/she] receive... Dropped
ph311a_19 ph311a_19 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_19_01 ph312a_19 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_19_02 ph312a_19 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_19_03 ph312a_19 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_19_04 ph312a_19 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_19_05 ph312a_19 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_19_06 ph312a_19 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_19_95 ph312a_19 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_19_98 ph312a_19 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_19_99 ph312a_19 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312aoth_19 ph312aoth_19 - Other sort of treatmen... Dropped
ph313a_19 ph313a_19 - Since [you/he/she] receiv... Dropped
ph311_20 ph311_20 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] re... Dropped
ph312_20_01 ph312_20 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_20_02 ph312_20 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_20_03 ph312_20 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_20_04 ph312_20 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_20_05 ph312_20 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_20_06 ph312_20 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_20_95 ph312_20 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_20_96 ph312_20 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_20_98 ph312_20 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_20_99 ph312_20 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312oth_20 ph312oth_20 - What other sort of trea... Dropped
ph313_20 ph313_20 - Since [you/he/she] receive... Dropped
ph311a_20 ph311a_20 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_20_01 ph312a_20 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_20_02 ph312a_20 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_20_03 ph312a_20 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_20_04 ph312a_20 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_20_05 ph312a_20 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_20_06 ph312a_20 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_20_95 ph312a_20 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_20_98 ph312a_20 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_20_99 ph312a_20 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312aoth_20 ph312aoth_20 - Other sort of treatmen... Dropped
ph313a_20 ph313a_20 - Since [you/he/she] receiv... Dropped
ph311_21 ph311_21 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] re... Dropped
ph312_21_01 ph312_21 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_21_02 ph312_21 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_21_03 ph312_21 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_21_04 ph312_21 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_21_05 ph312_21 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_21_06 ph312_21 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_21_95 ph312_21 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_21_96 ph312_21 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_21_98 ph312_21 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_21_99 ph312_21 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312oth_21 ph312oth_21 - What other sort of trea... Dropped
ph313_21 ph313_21 - Since [you/he/she] receive... Dropped
ph311a_21 ph311a_21 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_21_01 ph312a_21 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_21_02 ph312a_21 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_21_03 ph312a_21 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_21_04 ph312a_21 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_21_05 ph312a_21 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_21_06 ph312a_21 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_21_95 ph312a_21 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_21_98 ph312a_21 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_21_99 ph312a_21 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312aoth_21 ph312aoth_21 - Other sort of treatmen... Dropped
ph313a_21 ph313a_21 - Since [you/he/she] receiv... Dropped
ph311_22 ph311_22 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] re... Dropped
ph312_22_01 ph312_22 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_22_02 ph312_22 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_22_03 ph312_22 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_22_04 ph312_22 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_22_05 ph312_22 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_22_06 ph312_22 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_22_95 ph312_22 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_22_96 ph312_22 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped



ph312_22_98 ph312_22 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_22_99 ph312_22 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312oth_22 ph312oth_22 - What other sort of trea... Dropped
ph313_22 ph313_22 - Since [you/he/she] receive... Dropped
ph311a_22 ph311a_22 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_22_01 ph312a_22 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_22_02 ph312a_22 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_22_03 ph312a_22 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_22_04 ph312a_22 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_22_05 ph312a_22 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_22_06 ph312a_22 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_22_95 ph312a_22 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_22_98 ph312a_22 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_22_99 ph312a_22 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312aoth_22 ph312aoth_22 - Other sort of treatmen... Dropped
ph313a_22 ph313a_22 - Since [you/he/she] receiv... Dropped
ph311_95 ph311_95 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] re... Dropped
ph312_95_01 ph312_95 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_95_02 ph312_95 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_95_03 ph312_95 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_95_04 ph312_95 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_95_05 ph312_95 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_95_06 ph312_95 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_95_95 ph312_95 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_95_96 ph312_95 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_95_98 ph312_95 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312_95_99 ph312_95 - What sort of treatments [h... Dropped
ph312oth_95 ph312oth_95 - What other sort of trea... Dropped
ph313_95 ph313_95 - Since [you/he/she] receive... Dropped
ph311a_95 ph311a_95 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_95_01 ph312a_95 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_95_02 ph312a_95 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_95_03 ph312a_95 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_95_04 ph312a_95 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_95_05 ph312a_95 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_95_06 ph312a_95 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_95_95 ph312a_95 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_95_98 ph312a_95 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312a_95_99 ph312a_95 - Since our last interview,... Dropped
ph312aoth_95 ph312aoth_95 - Other sort of treatmen... Dropped
ph313a_95 ph313a_95 - Since [you/he/she] receiv... Dropped
ph314 ph314 - Approximately how old [were/w... Dropped
ph315 ph315 - Approximately how old [were/w... Dropped
ph316_01 ph316 - What type of emotional, nervo... Dropped
ph316_02 ph316 - What type of emotional, nervo... Dropped
ph316_03 ph316 - What type of emotional, nervo... Dropped
ph316_04 ph316 - What type of emotional, nervo... Dropped
ph316_05 ph316 - What type of emotional, nervo... Dropped
ph316_06 ph316 - What type of emotional, nervo... Dropped
ph316_07 ph316 - What type of emotional, nervo... Dropped
ph316_08 ph316 - What type of emotional, nervo... Dropped
ph316_95 ph316 - What type of emotional, nervo... Dropped
ph316_98 ph316 - What type of emotional, nervo... Dropped
ph316_99 ph316 - What type of emotional, nervo... Dropped
ph317 ph317 - [Do/Does] [you/he/she] get ps... Dropped
ph317a ph317a - [Do/Does] [you/he/she] get p... Dropped
ph317b ph317b - Since [your/Rname's] last in... Dropped
ph317c ph317c - Since [your/his/her] last in... Dropped
ph320 ph320 - Approximately how old [were/w... Dropped
ph321 ph321 - [Do/Does] [you/he/she] curren... Dropped
ph322 ph322 - [Is/Are] [you/he/she] receivi... Dropped
ph323 ph323 - How long did [you/Rname] suff... Dropped
ph324 ph324 - Did [you/he/she] ever receive... Dropped
ph320a ph320a - Approximately how old [were/... Dropped
ph321a ph321a - [Do/Does] [you/he/she] curre... Dropped
ph322a ph322a - [Is/Are] [you/he/she] receiv... Dropped
ph323a ph323a - How long did [you/he/she] su... Dropped
ph324a ph324a - Did [you/he/she] ever receiv... Dropped
ph318 ph318 - Approximately how old [were/w... Dropped
ph319 ph319 - Approximately how old [were/w... Dropped
ph319a ph319a - Approximately how old [were/... Dropped
ph325 ph325 - [Do/Does] [you/Rname] have an... Dropped
ph401 ph401 - [Have/Has] [you/Rname] fallen... No change



ph402 ph402 - How many times [have/has] [yo... Recode - recoded to single and multiple falls
ph403 ph403 - Were any of these falls non-a... No change
ph404 ph404 - Did [you/he/she] injure [your... Recode - options 1 & 2 combined
ph405 ph405 - [Have/Has] [you/Rname] had a ... No change
ph406 ph406 - Approximately how many times ... Recode - grouped
ph406a ph406a - In [your/his/her] last inter... Recode - grouped
ph408 ph408 - [Is/Are] [you/Rname] afraid o... No change
ph409 ph409 - Do you feel somewhat afraid o... No change
ph410 ph410 - [Do/Does] [you/he/she] ever l... No change
ph411 ph411 - When walking, do you feel... No change
ph412 ph412 - When standing, do you feel ... No change
ph413 ph413 - When getting up from a chair,... No change
ph414a ph414a - In your last interview, you ... Dropped
ph414x0_01 ph414x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE FRACTURE... Dropped
ph414x0_02 ph414x0 - IWER: WHICH OF THE FRACTURE... Dropped
ph414x_01 ph414x_1 - It may be that we have a r... Dropped
ph414x_02 ph414x_2 - It may be that we have a r... Dropped
ph414_01 ph414 - Since [your/his/her] last int... Dropped
ph414_02 ph414 - Since [your/his/her] last int... Dropped
ph414_03 ph414 - Since [your/his/her] last int... Dropped
ph414_95 ph414 - Since [your/his/her] last int... Dropped
ph414_96 ph414 - Since [your/his/her] last int... Dropped
ph414_98 ph414 - Since [your/his/her] last int... Dropped
ph414_99 ph414 - Since [your/his/her] last int... Dropped
ph436 ph436 - Did either of [your/his/her] ... No change
ph437 ph437 - Which of [your/his/her] paren... Dropped
ph415 ph415 - [Have/Has] [you/Rname] had an... Recode - grouped
ph416_01 ph416 - Which joints did [you/he/she]... Dropped
ph416_02 ph416 - Which joints did [you/he/she]... Dropped
ph416_03 ph416 - Which joints did [you/he/she]... Dropped
ph416_04 ph416 - Which joints did [you/he/she]... Dropped
ph416_95 ph416 - Which joints did [you/he/she]... Dropped
ph416_98 ph416 - Which joints did [you/he/she]... Dropped
ph416_99 ph416 - Which joints did [you/he/she]... Dropped
ph417 ph417 - [Was/were] the joint replacem... Dropped
ph418a ph418a - IMPORTANT: THE NEXT QUESTION... Dropped
ph418 ph418 - IWER: HAND THE COGNITIVE MODU... No change
ph419 ph419 - IWER: NOW TAKE BACK THE BOOKL... Recode - options 97 & 99 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
ph501 ph501 - [Is/Are] [you/Rname] often tr... No change
ph502 ph502 - How bad is the pain most of t... No change
ph503_01 ph503 - Now thinking about this pain,... No change
ph503_02 ph503 - Now thinking about this pain,... No change
ph503_03 ph503 - Now thinking about this pain,... No change
ph503_04 ph503 - Now thinking about this pain,... No change
ph503_05 ph503 - Now thinking about this pain,... Recode - recoded to ph503_95
ph503_06 ph503 - Now thinking about this pain,... No change
ph503_95 ph503 - Now thinking about this pain,... Recode - ph503_05 added
ph503_98 ph503 - Now thinking about this pain,... No change
ph503_99 ph503 - Now thinking about this pain,... No change
ph504 ph504 - Does the pain make it difficu... No change
ph505 ph505 - Are you taking any medication... No change
ph507 ph507 - Which best describes the teet... Dropped
ph600 ph600 - I would therefore like to ask... Recode - recoded to ph601
ph601 ph601 - During the last 12 months, [h... Recode - Don't know and refused options recoded to 100
ph602 ph602 - Did this happen more than onc... No change
ph603 ph603 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] ever ... No change
ph604 ph604 - [Do/Does] [you/he/she] ever l... No change
ph701 ph701 - A flu vaccination? No change
ph701a ph701a - Since [your/Rname's] last in... No change
ph702 ph702 - A blood test for cholesterol? No change
ph702a ph702a - Since [your/Rname's] last in... No change
ph703 ph703 - Have you gone through or are ... Dropped
ph704 ph704 - Can you remember approximatel... Dropped
ph705 ph705 - Since menopause, have you use... Dropped
ph705a ph705a - Are you using perscription h... Dropped
ph705b ph705b - Have you used perscription h... Dropped
ph705c ph705c - Are you taking prescription ... Dropped
ph705d ph705d - In your last interview, you ... Dropped
ph706 ph706 - For how many years have you b... Dropped
ph707 ph707 - For how many years did you ta... Dropped
ph708 ph708 - Do you check your breasts for... No change
ph709 ph709 - Have you had a mammogram or x... No change
ph709a ph709a - Since your last interview, h... No change



ph725 ph725 - Approximately how old were yo... No change
ph726_15 No change
ph710 ph710 - An examination of your prosta... No change
ph711 ph711 - A PSA blood test to screen fo... No change
ph711a ph711a - Since your last interview, h... No change
ph719 ph719 - Approximately how much do you... Dropped
ph721s ph721s - Weight in stones Recode - converted and merged into PH720
ph721p ph721p - Weight in remaining pounds Recode - converted and merged into PH720
ph720 ph720 - Weight in kilograms Recode - grouped
ph722 ph722 - How tall are you? - height me... Dropped
ph724f ph724f - Height in feet Recode - converted and merged into PH723
ph724i ph724i - Height in remaining inches Recode - converted and merged into PH723
ph723 ph723 - Height in centimetres Recode - grouped
ph726_01 ph726 - Do/did any of [your/his/her] ... No change
ph726_02 ph726 - Do/did any of [your/his/her] ... No change
ph726_03 ph726 - Do/did any of [your/his/her] ... No change
ph726_04 ph726 - Do/did any of [your/his/her] ... No change
ph726_05 ph726 - Do/did any of [your/his/her] ... No change
ph726_06 ph726 - Do/did any of [your/his/her] ... No change
ph726_07 ph726 - Do/did any of [your/his/her] ... No change
ph726_08 ph726 - Do/did any of [your/his/her] ... Recode - recoded to ph726_08_to_11
ph726_09 ph726 - Do/did any of [your/his/her] ... Recode - recoded to ph726_08_to_11
ph726_10 ph726 - Do/did any of [your/his/her] ... Recode - recoded to ph726_08_to_11
ph726_11 ph726 - Do/did any of [your/his/her] ... Recode - recoded to ph726_08_to_11
ph726_12 ph726 - Do/did any of [your/his/her] ... No change
ph726_13 ph726 - Do/did any of [your/his/her] ... No change
ph726_95 ph726 - Do/did any of [your/his/her] ... No change
ph726_96 ph726 - Do/did any of [your/his/her] ... No change
ph726_98 ph726 - Do/did any of [your/his/her] ... No change
ph726_99 ph726 - Do/did any of [your/his/her] ... No change
ph700 ph700 - IMPORTANT: THIS NEXT SECTION ... Dropped
phtm5fx_tm Time stamp - before Ph712 - 3rd Word ... Dropped
ph712 ph712 - A little while ago, the compu... Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
ph713 ph713 - A little while ago, I read yo... Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
ph714 ph714 - That is the end of the memory... No change
ph715 ph715 - IWER: CODE WHAT RESPONDENT DID Recode - options 97 & 9 recoded to 100 (Task not done)
ph716 ph716 - IWER: DURING THE COGNITIVE FU... No change
ph717_01 ph717 - IWER: WHAT WERE THESE FACTORS? Dropped
ph717_02 ph717 - IWER: WHAT WERE THESE FACTORS? Dropped
ph717_03 ph717 - IWER: WHAT WERE THESE FACTORS? Dropped
ph717_04 ph717 - IWER: WHAT WERE THESE FACTORS? Dropped
ph717_05 ph717 - IWER: WHAT WERE THESE FACTORS? Dropped
ph717_06 ph717 - IWER: WHAT WERE THESE FACTORS? Dropped
ph717_07 ph717 - IWER: WHAT WERE THESE FACTORS? Dropped
ph717_08 ph717 - IWER: WHAT WERE THESE FACTORS? Dropped
ph717_09 ph717 - IWER: WHAT WERE THESE FACTORS? Dropped
ph717_10 ph717 - IWER: WHAT WERE THESE FACTORS? Dropped
ph717_11 ph717 - IWER: WHAT WERE THESE FACTORS? Dropped
ph717_12 ph717 - IWER: WHAT WERE THESE FACTORS? Dropped
ph717_13 ph717 - IWER: WHAT WERE THESE FACTORS? Dropped
ph717_14 ph717 - IWER: WHAT WERE THESE FACTORS? Dropped
ph717_15 ph717 - IWER: WHAT WERE THESE FACTORS? Dropped
ph717_16 ph717 - IWER: WHAT WERE THESE FACTORS? Dropped
ph717_17 ph717 - IWER: WHAT WERE THESE FACTORS? Dropped
ph717_18 ph717 - IWER: WHAT WERE THESE FACTORS? Dropped
ph717_19 ph717 - IWER: WHAT WERE THESE FACTORS? Dropped
ph717_95 ph717 - IWER: WHAT WERE THESE FACTORS? Dropped
ph718 ph718 - IWER: HOW OFTEN DID R RECEIVE... Dropped
fl001_01 fl001_01 - Because of a physical or m... No change
fl001_02 fl001_02 - Because of a physical or m... No change
fl001_03 fl001_03 - Because of a physical or m... No change
fl001_04 fl001_04 - Because of a physical or m... No change
fl001_05 fl001_05 - Because of a physical or m... No change
fl001_06 fl001_06 - Because of a physical or m... No change
fl001_07 fl001_07 - Because of a physical or m... No change
fl001_08 fl001_08 - Because of a physical or m... No change
fl001_09 fl001_09 - Because of a physical or m... No change
fl001_10 fl001_10 - Because of a physical or m... No change
fl001_11 fl001_11 - Because of a physical or m... No change
fl001_96 fl001_96 - Because of a physical or m... No change
fl001_99 fl001_99 - Because of a physical or m... No change
fl002_01 fl002_01 - Because of a health or mem... Recode - recoded to ADL_reported and ADL_num
fl002_02 fl002_02 - Because of a health or mem... Recode - recoded to ADL_reported and ADL_num



fl002_03 fl002_03 - Because of a health or mem... Recode - recoded to ADL_reported and ADL_num
fl002_04 fl002_04 - Because of a health or mem... Recode - recoded to ADL_reported and ADL_num
fl002_05 fl002_05 - Because of a health or mem... Recode - recoded to ADL_reported and ADL_num
fl002_06 fl002_06 - Because of a health or mem... Recode - recoded to ADL_reported and ADL_num
fl002_96 fl002_96 - Because of a health or mem... Recode - recoded to ADL_reported and ADL_num
fl002_98 fl002_98 - Because of a health or mem... Recode - recoded to ADL_reported and ADL_num
fl002_99 fl002_99 - Because of a health or mem... Recode - recoded to ADL_reported and ADL_num
fl003 fl003 - [Do/Does] [you/he/she] ever u... Dropped
fl005 fl005 - Does anyone ever help [you/hi... Recode - recoded to ADL_helper
fl006 fl006 - [Do/Does] [you/he/she] ever u... Dropped
fl008 fl008 - Does anyone ever help [you/hi... Recode - recoded to ADL_helper
fl009 fl009 - [Do/Does] [you/he/she] ever u... No change
fl011 fl011 - Does anyone ever help [you/hi... Recode - recoded to ADL_helper
fl012 fl012 - [Do/Does] [you/he/she] ever u... Dropped
fl013 fl013 - Does anyone ever help [you/hi... Recode - recoded to ADL_helper
fl014 fl014 - [Do/Does] [you/he/she] ever u... Dropped
fl016 fl016 - Does anyone ever help [you/hi... Recode - recoded to ADL_helper
fl017 fl017 - [Do/Does] [you/he/she] ever u... Dropped
fl019 fl019 - Does anyone ever help [you/hi... Recode - recoded to ADL_helper
fl020 fl020 - Who most often helps [you/him... Dropped
fl020o1 fl020o1 - SPECIFY NAME OF Non-residen... Dropped
fl020o2 fl020o2 - SPECIFY NAME OF Non-relative: Dropped
fl020a fl020a - SPECIFY SEX OF [Non-resident... Dropped
fl020b fl020b - How old is [Non-resident rel... Dropped
fl020b1 fl020b1 - What age band applies to [N... Dropped
fl020g fl020g - What is [your/his/her] relat... Dropped
fl020c fl020c - What level of education has ... Dropped
fl020e fl020e - What is [Non-resident relati... Dropped
fl022_01 fl022_01 - Does anyone else help [you... Dropped
fl023_01 fl023_01 - Who is that? Dropped
fl023o1_01 fl023o1 - SPECIFY NAME OF Non-residen... Dropped
fl023o2_01 fl023o2 - SPECIFY NAME OF Non-relative: Dropped
fl023a_01 fl023a_01 - SPECIFY SEX OF [Non-resid... Dropped
fl023b_01 fl023b_01 - How old is [Non-resident ... Dropped
fl023b1_01 fl023b1_01 - What age band applies to... Dropped
fl023g_01 fl023g_01 - What is [your/his/her] re... Dropped
fl023c_01 fl023c_01 - What level of education h... Dropped
fl023e_01 fl023e_01 - What is [Non-resident rel... Dropped
fl022_02 fl022_02 - Does anyone else help [you... Dropped
fl023_02 fl023_02 - Who is that? Dropped
fl023o1_02 fl023o1_02 - SPECIFY NAME OF Non-resi... Dropped
fl023o2_02 fl023o2_02 - SPECIFY NAME OF Non-rela... Dropped
fl023a_02 fl023a_02 - SPECIFY SEX OF [Non-resid... Dropped
fl023b_02 fl023b_02 - How old is [Non-resident ... Dropped
fl023b1_02 fl023b1_02 - What age band applies to... Dropped
fl023g_02 fl023g_02 - What is [your/his/her] re... Dropped
fl023c_02 fl023c_02 - What level of education h... Dropped
fl023e_02 fl023e_02 - What is [Non-resident rel... Dropped
fl022_03 fl022_03 - Does anyone else help [you... Dropped
fl023_03 fl023_03 - Who is that? Dropped
fl023o1_03 fl023o1_03 - SPECIFY NAME OF Non-resi... Dropped
fl023o2_03 fl023o2_03 - SPECIFY NAME OF Non-rela... Dropped
fl023a_03 fl023a_03 - SPECIFY SEX OF [Non-resid... Dropped
fl023b_03 fl023b_03 - How old is [Non-resident ... Dropped
fl023b1_03 fl023b1_03 - What age band applies to... Dropped
fl023g_03 fl023g_03 - What is [your/his/her] re... Dropped
fl023c_03 fl023c_03 - What level of education h... Dropped
fl023e_03 fl023e_03 - What is [Non-resident rel... Dropped
fl025_01 fl025_01 - Because of a health or mem... Recode - recoded to IADL_reported and IADL_num
fl025_02 fl025_02 - Because of a health or mem... Recode - recoded to IADL_reported and IADL_num
fl025_03 fl025_03 - Because of a health or mem... Recode - recoded to IADL_reported and IADL_num
fl025_04 fl025_04 - Because of a health or mem... Recode - recoded to IADL_reported and IADL_num
fl025_05 fl025_05 - Because of a health or mem... Recode - recoded to IADL_reported and IADL_num
fl025_06 fl025_06 - Because of a health or mem... Recode - recoded to IADL_reported and IADL_num
fl025_96 fl025_96 - Because of a health or mem... Recode - recoded to IADL_reported and IADL_num
fl025_99 fl025_99 - Because of a health or mem... Recode - recoded to IADL_reported and IADL_num
fl026 fl026 - Does anyone help [you/him/her... Recode - recoded to IADL_helper
fl029 fl029 - Does anyone help [you/him/her... Recode - recoded to IADL_helper
fl030 fl030 - Does anyone help [you/him/her... Recode - recoded to IADL_helper
fl031 fl031 - Does anyone help [you/him/her... Recode - recoded to IADL_helper
fl032 fl032 - Who most often helps [you/him... Dropped
fl032o1 fl032o1 - SPECIFY NAME OF Non-residen... Dropped
fl032o2 fl032o2 - SPECIFY NAME OF Non-relative: Dropped



fl032a fl032a - SPECIFY SEX OF [Non-resident... Dropped
fl032b fl032b - How old is [Non-resident rel... Dropped
fl032b1 fl032b1 - What age band applies to [N... Dropped
fl032g fl032g - What is [your/his/her] relat... Dropped
fl032c fl032c - What level of education has ... Dropped
fl032e fl032e - What is [Non-resident relati... Dropped
fl034_01 fl034_01 - Does anyone else help [you... Dropped
fl035_01 fl035_01 - Who is that? Dropped
fl035o1_01 fl035o1_01 - SPECIFY NAME OF Non-resi... Dropped
fl035o2_01 fl035o2_01 - SPECIFY NAME OF Non-rela... Dropped
fl035a_01 fl035a_01 - SPECIFY SEX OF [Non-resid... Dropped
fl035b_01 fl035b_01 - How old is [Non-resident ... Dropped
fl035b1_01 fl035b1_01 - What age band applies to... Dropped
fl035g_01 fl035g_01 - What is [your/his/her] re... Dropped
fl035e_01 fl035e_01 - What is [Non-resident rel... Dropped
fl034_02 fl034_02 - Does anyone else help [you... Dropped
fl035_02 fl035_02 - Who is that? Dropped
fl035o1_02 fl035o1_02 - SPECIFY NAME OF Non-resi... Dropped
fl035o2_02 fl035o2_02 - SPECIFY NAME OF Non-rela... Dropped
fl035a_02 fl035a_02 - SPECIFY SEX OF [Non-resid... Dropped
fl035b_02 fl035b_02 - How old is [Non-resident ... Dropped
fl035b1_02 fl035b1_02 - What age band applies to... Dropped
fl035g_02 fl035g_02 - What is [your/his/her] re... Dropped
fl035e_02 fl035e_02 - What is [Non-resident rel... Dropped
fl034_03 fl034_03 - Does anyone else help [you... Dropped
fl035_03 fl035_03 - Who is that? Dropped
fl035o1_03 fl035o1_03 - SPECIFY NAME OF Non-resi... Dropped
fl035o2_03 fl035o2_03 - SPECIFY NAME OF Non-rela... Dropped
fl035a_03 fl035a_03 - SPECIFY SEX OF [Non-resid... Dropped
fl035b_03 fl035b_03 - How old is [Non-resident ... Dropped
fl035b1_03 fl035b1_03 - What age band applies to... Dropped
fl035g_03 fl035g_03 - What is [your/his/her] re... Dropped
fl035e_03 fl035e_03 - What is [Non-resident rel... Dropped
fl037 fl037 - Who most often helps [you/him... Dropped
fl037o1 fl037o1 - SPECIFY NAME OF Non-residen... Dropped
fl037o2 fl037o2 - SPECIFY NAME OF Non-relative: Dropped
fl037a fl037a - SPECIFY SEX OF [Non-resident... Dropped
fl037b fl037b - How old is [Non-resident rel... Dropped
fl037b1 fl037b1 - What age band applies to [N... Dropped
fl037g fl037g - What is [your/his/her] relat... Dropped
fl037c fl037c - What level of education has ... Dropped
fl037e fl037e - What is [Non-resident relati... Dropped
fl039_01 fl039_01 - Does anyone else help [you... Dropped
fl040_01 fl040_01 - Who is that? Dropped
fl040o1_01 fl040o1_01 - SPECIFY NAME OF Non-resi... Dropped
fl040o2_01 fl040o2_01 - SPECIFY NAME OF Non-rela... Dropped
fl040a_01 fl040a_01 - SPECIFY SEX OF [Non-resid... Dropped
fl040b_01 fl040b_01 - How old is [Non-resident ... Dropped
fl040b1_01 fl040b1_01 - What age band applies to... Dropped
fl040g_01 fl040g_01 - What is [your/his/her] re... Dropped
fl040e_01 fl040e_01 - What is [Non-resident rel... Dropped
fl039_02 fl039_02 - Does anyone else help [you... Dropped
fl040_02 fl040_02 - Who is that? Dropped
fl040o1_02 fl040o1_02 - SPECIFY NAME OF Non-resi... Dropped
fl040o2_02 fl040o2_02 - SPECIFY NAME OF Non-rela... Dropped
fl040a_02 fl040a_02 - SPECIFY SEX OF [Non-resid... Dropped
fl040b_02 fl040b_02 - How old is [Non-resident ... Dropped
fl040b1_02 fl040b1_02 - What age band applies to... Dropped
fl040g_02 fl040g_02 - What is [your/his/her] re... Dropped
fl040e_02 fl040e_02 - What is [Non-resident rel... Dropped
fl039_03 fl039_03 - Does anyone else help [you... Dropped
fl040_03 fl040_03 - Who is that? Dropped
fl040o1_03 fl040o1_03 - SPECIFY NAME OF Non-resi... Dropped
fl040o2_03 fl040o2_03 - SPECIFY NAME OF Non-rela... Dropped
fl040a_03 fl040a_03 - SPECIFY SEX OF [Non-resid... Dropped
fl040b_03 fl040b_03 - How old is [Non-resident ... Dropped
fl040b1_03 fl040b1_03 - What age band applies to... Dropped
fl040g_03 fl040g_03 - What is [your/his/her] re... Dropped
fl040e_03 fl040e_03 - What is [Non-resident rel... Dropped
fl042id_01_name fl042id - Name of helper 1 (brought f... Dropped
fl042id_01 fl042id_01 - person number of helper i Dropped
fl042_01 fl042_01 - During the last month, on ... Dropped
fl043_01 fl043_01 - On the days when [Helper's... Recode - grouped



fl045_01 fl045_01 - Does [Helper's Name] recei... Dropped
fl045b_01 fl045b_01 - Does [Helper's Name] rece... Dropped
fl046_01 fl046_01 - Is [Helper's Name]... Dropped
fl047_01 fl047_01 - Thinking now about the cos... Dropped
fl048_01 fl048_01 - Not counting costs paid by... Dropped
fl049_01 fl049_01 - Does any other person help... Dropped
fl050_01 fl050_01 - Is that a (child or other)... Dropped
fl051_01_01 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_02 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_03 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_04 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_05 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_06 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_07 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_08 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_09 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_10 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_11 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_12 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_13 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_14 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_15 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_16 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_17 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_18 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_19 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_20 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_21 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_22 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_23 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_24 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_25 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_26 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_27 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_28 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_29 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_30 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_31 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_32 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_33 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_34 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_35 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_36 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_37 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_38 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_39 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_40 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_41 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_42 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_43 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_44 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_45 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_95 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_94 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_98 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_01_99 fl051_01 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051oth_01 fl051oth_01 - Which other child is that? Dropped
fl042id_02_name fl042id - Name of helper 2 (brought f... Dropped
fl042id_02 fl042id_02 - person number of helper i Dropped
fl042_02 fl042_02 - During the last month, on ... Dropped
fl043_02 fl043_02 - On the days when [Helper's... Recode - grouped
fl045_02 fl045_02 - Does [Helper's Name] recei... Dropped
fl045b_02 fl045b_02 - Does [Helper's Name] rece... Dropped
fl046_02 fl046_02 - Is [Helper's Name]... Dropped
fl047_02 fl047_02 - Thinking now about the cos... Dropped
fl048_02 fl048_02 - Not counting costs paid by... Dropped
fl049_02 fl049_02 - Does any other person help... Dropped
fl050_02 fl050_02 - Is that a (child or other)... Dropped
fl051_02_01 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_02 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_03 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_04 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_05 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped



fl051_02_06 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_07 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_08 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_09 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_10 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_11 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_12 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_13 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_14 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_15 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_16 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_17 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_18 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_19 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_20 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_21 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_22 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_23 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_24 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_25 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_26 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_27 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_28 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_29 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_30 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_31 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_32 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_33 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_34 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_35 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_36 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_37 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_38 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_39 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_40 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_41 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_42 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_43 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_44 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_45 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_95 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_94 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_98 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_02_99 fl051_02 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051oth_02 fl051oth_02 - Which other child is that? Dropped
fl042id_03_name fl042id - Name of helper 3 (brought f... Dropped
fl042id_03 fl042id_03 - person number of helper i Dropped
fl042_03 fl042_03 - During the last month, on ... Dropped
fl043_03 fl043_03 - On the days when [Helper's... Recode - grouped
fl045_03 fl045_03 - Does [Helper's Name] recei... Dropped
fl045b_03 fl045b_03 - Does [Helper's Name] rece... Dropped
fl046_03 fl046_03 - Is [Helper's Name]... Dropped
fl047_03 fl047_03 - Thinking now about the cos... Dropped
fl048_03 fl048_03 - Not counting costs paid by... Dropped
fl049_03 fl049_03 - Does any other person help... Dropped
fl050_03 fl050_03 - Is that a (child or other)... Dropped
fl051_03_01 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_02 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_03 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_04 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_05 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_06 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_07 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_08 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_09 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_10 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_11 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_12 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_13 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_14 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_15 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_16 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_17 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped



fl051_03_18 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_19 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_20 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_21 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_22 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_23 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_24 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_25 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_26 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_27 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_28 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_29 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_30 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_31 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_32 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_33 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_34 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_35 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_36 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_37 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_38 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_39 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_40 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_41 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_42 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_43 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_44 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_45 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_95 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_94 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_98 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_03_99 fl051_03 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051oth_03 fl051oth_03 - Which other child is that? Dropped
fl042id_04_name fl042id - Name of helper 4 (brought f... Dropped
fl042id_04 fl042id_04 - person number of helper i Dropped
fl042_04 fl042_04 - During the last month, on ... Dropped
fl043_04 fl043_04 - On the days when [Helper's... Dropped
fl045_04 fl045_04 - Does [Helper's Name] recei... Dropped
fl045b_04 fl045b_04 - Does [Helper's Name] rece... Dropped
fl046_04 fl046_04 - Is [Helper's Name]... Dropped
fl047_04 fl047_04 - Thinking now about the cos... Dropped
fl048_04 fl048_04 - Not counting costs paid by... Dropped
fl049_04 fl049_04 - Does any other person help... Dropped
fl050_04 fl050_04 - Is that a (child or other)... Dropped
fl051_04_01 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_02 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_03 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_04 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_05 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_06 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_07 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_08 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_09 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_10 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_11 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_12 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_13 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_14 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_15 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_16 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_17 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_18 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_19 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_20 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_21 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_22 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_23 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_24 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_25 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_26 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_27 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_28 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_29 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped



fl051_04_30 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_31 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_32 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_33 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_34 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_35 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_36 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_37 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_38 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_39 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_40 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_41 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_42 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_43 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_44 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_45 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_95 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_94 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_98 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_04_99 fl051_04 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051oth_04 fl051oth_04 - Which other child is that? Dropped
fl042id_05_name fl042id - Name of helper 5 (brought f... Dropped
fl042id_05 fl042id_05 - person number of helper i Dropped
fl042_05 fl042_05 - During the last month, on ... Dropped
fl043_05 fl043_05 - On the days when [Helper's... Dropped
fl045_05 fl045_05 - Does [Helper's Name] recei... Dropped
fl045b_05 fl045b_05 - Does [Helper's Name] rece... Dropped
fl046_05 fl046_05 - Is [Helper's Name]... Dropped
fl047_05 fl047_05 - Thinking now about the cos... Dropped
fl048_05 fl048_05 - Not counting costs paid by... Dropped
fl049_05 fl049_05 - Does any other person help... Dropped
fl050_05 fl050_05 - Is that a (child or other)... Dropped
fl051_05_01 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_02 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_03 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_04 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_05 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_06 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_07 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_08 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_09 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_10 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_11 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_12 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_13 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_14 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_15 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_16 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_17 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_18 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_19 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_20 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_21 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_22 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_23 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_24 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_25 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_26 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_27 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_28 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_29 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_30 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_31 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_32 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_33 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_34 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_35 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_36 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_37 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_38 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_39 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_40 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_41 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped



fl051_05_42 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_43 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_44 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_45 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_95 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_94 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_98 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051_05_99 fl051_05 - Which child/ren is/are that? Dropped
fl051oth_05 fl051oth_05 - Which other child is that? Dropped
fl054 fl054 - How many different paid helpe... Recode - grouped
fl055 fl055 - How many of the paid helpers ... Recode - grouped
fl056 fl056 - IWER (CODE WITHOUT ASKING): H... Dropped
hu001 hu001 - [Is/Are] [you/he/she] covered... Recode - recoded to medcard
hu002 hu002 - [Do/Does] [you/he/she] have p... Recode - recoded to health_ins
hu003 hu003 - Which company [are/is] [you/h... No change
hu004 hu004 - Which medical insurance schem... Dropped
hu004a hu004a - Which medical insurance sche... Dropped
hu004aoth hu004aoth - Which other medical insur... Dropped
hu004b hu004b - Which medical insurance sche... Dropped
hu004both hu004both - Which other medical insur... Dropped
hu004c hu004c - Which medical insurance sche... Dropped
hu004coth hu004coth - Which other medical insur... Dropped
hu005 hu005 - In the last 12 months, about ... Recode - grouped
hu006 hu006 - How much did [you/he/she] pay... Recode - grouped
hu007 hu007 - In the last 12 months, how ma... Recode - recoded to none, single or multiple visits
hu038 hu038 - In total, how much did [you/h... Recode - grouped
hu008 hu008 - In the last 12 months, about ... Recode - recoded to none, single or multiple visits
hu009 hu009 - On how many of these visits d... Recode - recoded to hu009yn with yes/no answer options
hu039 hu039 - In total, how much did [you/h... Recode - grouped
hu010 hu010 - In the last 12 months, on how... Recode - recoded to none, single or multiple admissions
hu011 hu011 - During these hospital stays i... Recode - grouped
hu012 hu012 - In total, about how many nigh... Recode - grouped
hu013 hu013 - When [you/he/she] stayed over... No change
hu014 hu014 - When [you/he/she] stayed over... No change
hu040 hu040 - In total, how much did [you/h... Recode - grouped
hu015a_01 hu015a - In the last 12 months, did [... No change
hu015a_02 hu015a - In the last 12 months, did [... No change
hu015a_03 hu015a - In the last 12 months, did [... No change
hu015a_96 hu015a - In the last 12 months, did [... No change
hu015a_98 hu015a - In the last 12 months, did [... No change
hu015a_99 hu015a - In the last 12 months, did [... No change
hu015_a1 hu015_a1 - During the last month, on ... Recode - grouped
hu015_a2 hu015_a2 - On the days when [you/Rnam... Recode - grouped
hu015_a4 hu015_a4 - Not counting costs paid by... Dropped
hu015_b1 hu015_b1 - During the last month, on ... No change
hu015_b2 hu015_b2 - On the days when [you/he/s... Dropped
hu015_b4 hu015_b4 - Not counting costs paid by... Dropped
hu015_c1 hu015_c1 - During the last month, on ... Dropped
hu015_c4 hu015_c4 - Not counting costs paid by... Dropped
hu015_01 hu015 - In the last 12 months, did [y... No change
hu015_02 hu015 - In the last 12 months, did [y... No change
hu015_03 hu015 - In the last 12 months, did [y... No change
hu015_04 hu015 - In the last 12 months, did [y... No change
hu015_05 hu015 - In the last 12 months, did [y... Dropped
hu015_06 hu015 - In the last 12 months, did [y... Dropped
hu015_07 hu015 - In the last 12 months, did [y... Dropped
hu015_08 hu015 - In the last 12 months, did [y... Dropped
hu015_09 hu015 - In the last 12 months, did [y... Dropped
hu015_10 hu015 - In the last 12 months, did [y... Dropped
hu015_11 hu015 - In the last 12 months, did [y... Dropped
hu015_12 hu015 - In the last 12 months, did [y... Dropped
hu015_13 hu015 - In the last 12 months, did [y... No change
hu015_96 hu015 - In the last 12 months, did [y... No change
hu015_98 hu015 - In the last 12 months, did [y... No change
hu015_99 hu015 - In the last 12 months, did [y... No change
hu032 hu032 - In the last 12 months, how ma... Recode into NurseHomeRes
hu043_01 hu043 - How [was/is] [your/his/her] n... Dropped
hu043_02 hu043 - How [was/is] [your/his/her] n... Dropped
hu043_03 hu043 - How [was/is] [your/his/her] n... Dropped
hu043_04 hu043 - How [was/is] [your/his/her] n... Dropped
hu043_05 hu043 - How [was/is] [your/his/her] n... Dropped
hu043_98 hu043 - How [was/is] [your/his/her] n... Dropped
hu043_99 hu043 - How [was/is] [your/his/her] n... Dropped



hu033 hu033 - Not counting health insurance... Recode into NurseHomePay
hu034 hu034 - Think of [your/his/her] last ... No change
hu035 hu035 - Not counting health insurance... Recode - grouped
hu036 hu036 - Not counting any refunds from... Recode - grouped
hu037 hu037 - ASSISTANCE WITH ANSWERS IN SE... Dropped
mhtimfx_tm Time stamp - start of Section 9 - Men... Dropped
mh001 MH001: I was bothered by things that ... Recode - recoded to MHcesd_capi & raw variable kept
mh002 MH002: I did not feel like eating; my... Recode - recoded to MHcesd_capi & raw variable kept
mh003 MH003: I felt that I could not shake ... Recode - recoded to MHcesd_capi & raw variable kept
mh004 MH004: I felt that I was just as good... Recode - recoded to MHcesd_capi & raw variable kept
mh005 MH005: I had trouble keeping my mind ... Recode - recoded to MHcesd_capi & raw variable kept
mh006 MH006: I felt depressed. Recode - recoded to MHcesd_capi & raw variable kept
mh007 MH007:  I felt that everything I did ... Recode - recoded to MHcesd_capi & raw variable kept
mh008 MH008: I felt hopeful about the future. Recode - recoded to MHcesd_capi & raw variable kept
mh009 MH009: I thought my life had been a f... Recode - recoded to MHcesd_capi & raw variable kept
mh010 MH010: I felt fearful. Recode - recoded to MHcesd_capi & raw variable kept
mh011 MH011: My sleep was restless. Recode - recoded to MHcesd_capi & raw variable kept
mh012 MH012: I was happy. Recode - recoded to MHcesd_capi & raw variable kept
mh013 MH013: I talked less than usual. Recode - recoded to MHcesd_capi & raw variable kept
mh014 MH014: I felt lonely. Recode - recoded to MHcesd_capi & MHcapi_loneliness & raw variable kept
mh015 MH015: People were unfriendly. Recode - recoded to MHcesd_capi & raw variable kept
mh016 MH016: I enjoyed life. Recode - recoded to MHcesd_capi & raw variable kept
mh017 MH017: I had crying spells. Recode - recoded to MHcesd_capi & raw variable kept
mh018 MH018: I felt sad. Recode - recoded to MHcesd_capi & raw variable kept
mh019 MH019: I felt that people disliked me. Recode - recoded to MHcesd_capi & raw variable kept
mh020 MH020: I could not get 'going' Recode - recoded to MHcesd_capi & raw variable kept
mh021 mh021 - In the last month, have you f... Dropped
mh022 mh022 - In the last 12 months, did [y... Dropped
mh101 mh101 - During the last 12 months, wa... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh102 mh102 - Please think of the two-week ... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh103 mh103 - During those two weeks, did y... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh104 mh104 - During those two weeks did yo... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh105 mh105 - Thinking about those same two... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh106 mh106 - During these weeks did you ga... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh107a mh107a - About how much did you gain? Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh107akg mh107akg - About how much did you gai... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh107al mh107al - About how much did you gain... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh107b mh107b - About how much did you lose? Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh107bkg mh107bkg - About how much did you los... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh107bl mh107bl - About how much did you lose... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh108 mh108 - IWER: DID WEIGHT CHANGE BY MO... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh109 mh109 - Did you have more trouble fal... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh110 mh110 - Did this happen every night, ... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh111 mh111 - During those two weeks, did y... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh112 mh112 - People sometimes feel down on... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh113 mh113 - Did you think a lot about dea... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh114 mh114 - About how many weeks altogeth... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh115 mh115 - Think about the most recent t... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh116 mh116 - Did you tell a doctor about t... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh117 mh117 - Did you tell any other profes... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh118 mh118 - Did you take medication, or u... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh119 mh119 - How much did these problems i... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh120 mh120 - During the past 12 months was... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh121 mh121 - For the next few questions, p... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh122 mh122 - Did you feel this way every d... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh123 mh123 - During those two weeks, did y... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh124 mh124 - During these weeks did you ga... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh125a mh125a - About how much did you gain? Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh125akg mh125akg - About how much did you gai... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh125al mh125al - About how much did you gain... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh125b mh125b - About how much did you lose? Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh125bkg mh125bkg - About how much did you los... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh125bl mh125bl - About how much did you lose... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh126 mh126 - IWER TO CODE  IF WEIGHT CHANG... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh127 mh127 - Did you have more trouble fal... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh128 mh128 - Did this happen every night, ... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh129 mh129 - During those two weeks, did y... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh130 mh130 - People sometimes feel down on... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh131 mh131 - Did you think a lot about dea... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh132 mh132 - About how many weeks altogeth... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh133 mh133 - Think about the most recent t... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh134 mh134 - Did you tell a doctor about t... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh135 mh135 - Did you tell any other profes... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression



mh136 mh136 - Did you take medication or us... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
mh137 mh137 - How much did these problems i... Recode - recoded to MHcidi_depression
bh001 bh001 - [Have/Has] [you/Rname] ever s... Recode - recoded to smokcurr
bh002 bh002 - [Do/Does] [you/he/she] smoke ... Recode - recoded to smokcurr
bh002a bh002a - Our records show that at the... Recode - recoded to smokcurr
bh002b bh002b - Our records show that at the... Recode - recoded to smokcurr
bh003 bh003 - How old [were/was] [you/he/sh... Recode - grouped
bh009_01 bh009 - Why did [you/he/she] stop smo... Dropped
bh009_02 bh009 - Why did [you/he/she] stop smo... Dropped
bh009_03 bh009 - Why did [you/he/she] stop smo... Dropped
bh009_04 bh009 - Why did [you/he/she] stop smo... Dropped
bh009_95 bh009 - Why did [you/he/she] stop smo... Dropped
bh009_98 bh009 - Why did [you/he/she] stop smo... Dropped
bh009_99 bh009 - Why did [you/he/she] stop smo... Dropped
bh009oth bh009 - Why else did [you/he/she] sto... Dropped
bh004 bh004 - For how many years [did/have/... Dropped
bh005_01 bh005 - What [do/does/did] [you/he/sh... Dropped
bh005_02 bh005 - What [do/does/did] [you/he/sh... Dropped
bh005_03 bh005 - What [do/does/did] [you/he/sh... Dropped
bh005_99 bh005 - What [do/does/did] [you/he/sh... Dropped
bh005_98 bh005 - What [do/does/did] [you/he/sh... Dropped
bh006 bh006 - How many cigarettes [do/does/... Recode - grouped
bh007 bh007 - How many pipes [do/does/did] ... Dropped
bh008 bh008 - How many cigars or cigarillos... Dropped
bh101 bh101 - During the last 7 days, on ho... Recode - recoded to IPAQexercise3 & ipaqmetminutes & raw variable kept
bh102 bh102 - How much time did [you/he/she... Recode - recoded to IPAQexercise3 & ipaqmetminutes
bh102a bh102a - How much time did [you/he/sh... Recode - recoded to IPAQexercise3 & ipaqmetminutes
bh103 bh103 - During the last 7 days, on ho... Recode - recoded to IPAQexercise3 & ipaqmetminutes & raw variable kept
bh104 bh104 - How much time did [you/he/she... Recode - recoded to IPAQexercise3 & ipaqmetminutes
bh104a bh104a - How much time did [you/he/sh... Recode - recoded to IPAQexercise3 & ipaqmetminutes
bh105 bh105 - During the last 7 days, on ho... Recode - recoded to IPAQexercise3 & ipaqmetminutes
bh106 bh106 - How much time did [you/he/she... Recode - recoded to IPAQexercise3 & ipaqmetminutes
bh106a bh106a - How much time did [you/he/sh... Recode - recoded to IPAQexercise3 & ipaqmetminutes
bh200 bh200 - Approximately how many hours ... Recode - grouped
bh201 bh201 - How likely [are/is] [you/he/s... No change
bh202 bh202 - How often do you have trouble... No change
bh203 bh203 - How often do you have trouble... No change
bh301 bh301 - Has [Rname] ever had an alcoh... Dropped
bh302 bh302 - Has [he/she] had an alcoholic... Dropped
bh303 bh303 - During the last 12 months, ho... Dropped
bh304 bh304 - More recently (i.e.  in the l... Dropped
bh305_01 bh305 - On the days that [he/she] dri... Dropped
bh305_02 bh305 - On the days that [he/she] dri... Dropped
bh305_03 bh305 - On the days that [he/she] dri... Dropped
bh305_04 bh305 - On the days that [he/she] dri... Dropped
bh305_05 bh305 - On the days that [he/she] dri... Dropped
bh305_06 bh305 - On the days that [he/she] dri... Dropped
bh305_07 bh305 - On the days that [he/she] dri... Dropped
bh305_08 bh305 - On the days that [he/she] dri... Dropped
bh305_09 bh305 - On the days that [he/she] dri... Dropped
bh305_98 bh305 - On the days that [he/she] dri... Dropped
bh305_99 bh305 - On the days that [he/she] dri... Dropped
bh305a bh305a - On the days [he/she] is drin... Dropped
bh305b bh305b - On the days [he/she] is drin... Dropped
bh305c bh305c - On the days [he/she] is drin... Dropped
bh305d bh305d - On the days [he/she] is drin... Dropped
bh305e bh305e - On the days [he/she] is drin... Dropped
bh305f bh305f - On the days [he/she] is drin... Dropped
bh305g bh305g - On the days [he/she] is drin... Dropped
bh305h bh305h - On the days [he/she] is drin... Dropped
bh305i bh305i - On the days [he/she] is drin... Dropped
bh306 bh306 - Has [he/she] reduced [his/her... Dropped
bh306b_01 bh306b - Why did [he/she] reduce [his... Dropped
bh306b_02 bh306b - Why did [he/she] reduce [his... Dropped
bh306b_03 bh306b - Why did [he/she] reduce [his... Dropped
bh306b_04 bh306b - Why did [he/she] reduce [his... Dropped
bh306b_95 bh306b - Why did [he/she] reduce [his... Dropped
bh306b_98 bh306b - Why did [he/she] reduce [his... Dropped
bh306b_99 bh306b - Why did [he/she] reduce [his... Dropped
bh306both bh306b - Why else did [he/she] reduce... Dropped
bh204 bh204 - HOW OFTEN DID R RECEIVE ASSIS... Dropped
mh201 mh201 - I feel tense or wound up Recode - recoded to Mhhadsa_capi
mh202 mh202 - I get a sort of frightened fe... Recode - recoded to Mhhadsa_capi



mh203 mh203 - Worrying thoughts go through ... Recode - recoded to Mhhadsa_capi
mh204 mh204 - I can sit at ease and feel re... Recode - recoded to Mhhadsa_capi
mh205 mh205 - I get a sort of frightened fe... Recode - recoded to Mhhadsa_capi
mh206 mh206 - I feel restless as if I have ... Recode - recoded to Mhhadsa_capi
mh207 mh207 - I get sudden feelings of panic Recode - recoded to Mhhadsa_capi
mh301 mh301 - During the past 12 months, di... Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh302 mh302 - People differ a lot in how th... Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh303 mh303 - Has that period ended or is i... Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh304 mh304 - How many months or years did ... Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh304m mh304m - IWER: CODE NUMBER OF MONTHS Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh304y mh304y - IWER: CODE NUMBER OF YEARS Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh305 mh305 - How many months or years has ... Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh305m mh305m - IWER: CODE NUMBER OF MONTHS Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh305y mh305y - IWER: CODE NUMBER OF YEARS Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh306 mh306 - During that period, [was/is] ... Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh307 mh307 - [Did/Do] you worry most days? Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh308 mh308 - [Did/Do] you usually worry ab... Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh309 mh309 - [Did/Do] you find it difficul... Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh310 mh310 - [Did/Do] you ever have differ... Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh311 mh311 - How often [was/is] your worry... Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh312 mh312 - How often [did/do] you find i... Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh314 mh314 - When you [were/are] worried o... Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh315 mh315 - When you [were/are] worried o... Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh316 mh316 - When you [were/are] worried o... Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh317 mh317 - When you [were/are] worried o... Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh318 mh318 - When you [were/are] worried o... Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh319 mh319 - When you [were/are] worried o... Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh320 mh320 - When you [were/are] worried o... Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh321 mh321 - Did you tell a doctor about y... Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh322 mh322 - Did you tell any other profes... Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh323 mh323 - Did you take medication or us... Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh324 mh324 - How much [did/does] the worry... Recode - recoded to CIDI_anxiety
mh023 mh023 - How much do you agree or disa... No change
wetimfx_tm Time stamp - start of Section 11 - Em... Dropped
we001 we001 - Now I'm going to ask you some... Recode - recoded to retired & employ
we002 we002 - Other employment situation Dropped
we003 we003 - Did [you/he/she], nevertheles... No change
we004 we004 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] ever ... No change
we007 we007 - When [you/he/she] [were/was] ... Dropped
we007x we007x - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKING: [... Dropped
we007am we007am - IWER: Now code the occupati... Dropped
we007ap we007ap - IWER: Now code the occupati... Dropped
we007b1 we007b1 - What was the acreage of the... Dropped
we007b we007b - How many acres did you own o... Dropped
we007c we007c - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND VARI... Dropped
we008 we008 - Please look at this card. Whe... No change
we009 we009 - In what year did you cease wo... Recode - grouped
we005 we005 - Why [are/is] [you/he/she] not... Dropped
we006 we006 - Other reason why not currentl... Dropped
we101 we101 - In the last two years, apart ... No change
we102 we102 - How many other jobs [do/does]... Dropped
we103 we103 - What is the name or title of ... Dropped
we103x we103x - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKING: I... Dropped
we103am we103am - IWER: Now code the occupati... Dropped
we103ap we103ap - IWER: Now code the occupati... Dropped
we103b we103b - How many acres [do/does] [yo... Dropped
we103c we103c - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND VARI... Dropped
we149 we149 - Is this job in… No change
we105 we105 - In which year did [you/he/she... Recode - grouped
we106 we106 - Could you please tell me, is ... No change
we107 we107 - How many hours a week [do/doe... Recode - grouped
we108 we108 - What is [your/his/her] main r... Recode - grouped
we109 we109 - Excluding paid vacation or pa... Recode - grouped
we111 we111 - About how many people (includ... No change
we112 we112 - Thinking about [your/his/her]... Recode - options 4,5,6 & 7 recoded to other (95)
we113 we113 - Other time period Dropped
we114 we114 - Before any deductions, about ... Recode - grouped
we115 WE115 - Did it amount to a total of l... Dropped
we116 WE116 - Did it amount to a total of l... Dropped
we117 WE117 - Did it amount to a total of l... Dropped
we118 WE118 - Did it amount to a total of l... Dropped
we119 WE119 - Did it amount to a total of l... Dropped
we120 WE120 - Did it amount to a total of l... Dropped



we121 WE121 - Did it amount to a total of l... Dropped
we122 we122 - What is the total net amount,... Recode - grouped
we122c1 we122c1 - THE GROSS FIGURE ENTERED AT... Dropped
we122c2 we122c2 - THE GROSS FIGURE ENTERED AT... Dropped
we123 WE123 - Did it amount to a total of l... Dropped
we124 WE124 - Did it amount to a total of l... Dropped
we125 WE125 - Did it amount to a total of l... Dropped
we126 WE126 - Did it amount to a total of l... Dropped
we127 WE127 - Did it amount to a total of l... Dropped
we128 WE128 - Did it amount to a total of l... Dropped
we129 WE129 - Did it amount to a total of l... Dropped
we130 we130 - What was the total gross amou... Dropped
we131 WE131 - Did it amount to a total of l... Dropped
we134 we134 - [Are/Is] [you/he/she] supplie... Dropped
we135 we135 - Please state make, model and ... Dropped
we151 we151 - All things considered I am sa... No change
we136 we136 - In [your/his/her] job, [do/do... No change
we137 we137 - About how many people [are/is... Recode - grouped
we201 we201 - What is the nature of [your/h... Dropped
we201a we201a - Would [you/he/she] describe ... Dropped
we218 we218 - What is the title or name of ... Dropped
we218x we218x - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKING: I... Dropped
we218am we218am - IWER: Now code the occupati... Dropped
we218ap we218ap - IWER: Now code the occupati... Dropped
we218c we218c - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND VARI... Dropped
we203 we203 - In which year did [you/he/she... Recode - grouped
we204 we204 - How many employees, if any, [... Recode - grouped
we205 we205 - What is the most recent year ... Recode - grouped
we206 we206 - In relation to this business,... Dropped
we207 we207 - How much was this loss? Dropped
we208 we208 - Excluding the share of any pa... Dropped
we209 WE209 - Did it amount to a total of l... Dropped
we210 we210 - Did [you/he/she] make any PRS... No change
we211 we211 - How much did [you/he/she] pay... Dropped
we212 we212 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] paid ... No change
we213 we213 - What was the amount paid? Dropped
we214 we214 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
we215 we215 - What was the value of this ot... Dropped
we216 we216 - How much tax and social insur... Dropped
we217 we217 - All things considered I am sa... No change
we301 we301 - [Do/Does] [you/Rname] own or ... Dropped
we302 we302 - How many acres of land did [y... Dropped
we303 we303 - Did [you/he/she] let any of t... Dropped
we304 we304 - In the last two years how man... Dropped
we305 we305 - How much annual rent did [you... Dropped
we305u1 WE305U - Did it amount to a total of ... Dropped
we306 we306 - Did [you/he/she] take (rent) ... Dropped
we307 we307 - How many acres did [you/he/sh... Dropped
we308 we308 - How much annual rent did [you... Dropped
we309 we309 - Please indicate what is the m... Dropped
we310_01 we310 - Please indicate which other e... Dropped
we310_02 we310 - Please indicate which other e... Dropped
we310_03 we310 - Please indicate which other e... Dropped
we310_04 we310 - Please indicate which other e... Dropped
we310_05 we310 - Please indicate which other e... Dropped
we310_06 we310 - Please indicate which other e... Dropped
we310_07 we310 - Please indicate which other e... Dropped
we310_08 we310 - Please indicate which other e... Dropped
we310_09 we310 - Please indicate which other e... Dropped
we310_10 we310 - Please indicate which other e... Dropped
we310_11 we310 - Please indicate which other e... Dropped
we310_95 we310 - Please indicate which other e... Dropped
we310_96 we310 - Please indicate which other e... Dropped
we310_98 we310 - Please indicate which other e... Dropped
we310_99 we310 - Please indicate which other e... Dropped
we311_01 we311 - In the last two years, [have/... Dropped
we311_02 we311 - In the last two years, [have/... Dropped
we311_03 we311 - In the last two years, [have/... Dropped
we311_96 we311 - In the last two years, [have/... Dropped
we311_98 we311 - In the last two years, [have/... Dropped
we311_99 we311 - In the last two years, [have/... Dropped
we312 we312 - How much is [your/his/her] Ne... Dropped
we313 we313 - How much did [you/he/she] rec... Dropped



we314 we314 - How much did [you/he/she] rec... Dropped
we315 we315 - Before any tax and contributi... Dropped
we316 WE316 - Did it amount to a total of l... Dropped
we317 we317 - [Do/Does] [you/he/she] have a... Dropped
we318 we318 - How many weeks of full-time f... Dropped
we319 we319 - For how many weeks did [you/h... Dropped
we320 we320 - How many hours per week did [... Dropped
we321 we321 - All things considered I am sa... Dropped
we401 we401 - In what year did [you/he/she]... Recode - grouped
we402 we402 - In what month did [you/he/she... Dropped
we403 we403 - Would you tell us how [you/he... Dropped
we404 we404 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] been ... No change
we405 we405 - What is the main reason [you/... Dropped
we406 we406 - Other main reason [you/he/she... Dropped
we407_01 we407 - What are all of the things [y... Dropped
we407_02 we407 - What are all of the things [y... Dropped
we407_03 we407 - What are all of the things [y... Dropped
we407_04 we407 - What are all of the things [y... Dropped
we407_05 we407 - What are all of the things [y... Dropped
we407_06 we407 - What are all of the things [y... Dropped
we407_07 we407 - What are all of the things [y... Dropped
we407_08 we407 - What are all of the things [y... Dropped
we407_09 we407 - What are all of the things [y... Dropped
we407_10 we407 - What are all of the things [y... Dropped
we407_95 we407 - What are all of the things [y... Dropped
we407_98 we407 - What are all of the things [y... Dropped
we407_99 we407 - What are all of the things [y... Dropped
we408 we408 - What other [have/has] [you/he... Dropped
we409 we409 - How many employers did [you/h... Dropped
we410 we410 - [Are/Is] [you/he/she] looking... Dropped
we411 we411 - What is the lowest monthly wa... Dropped
we412 we412 - [Are/Is] [you/he/she] availab... Dropped
we501 we501 - In what year did [you/he/she]... Dropped
we502 we502 - In what month did [you/he/she... Dropped
we503 we503 - Was this illness caused by th... Dropped
we601 we601 - In what year did [you/he/she]... Recode - grouped
we602 we602 - In what month did [you/he/she... Dropped
we603 we603 - Did [you/he/she] take early r... No change
we604 we604 - What would [you/he/she] say w... Dropped
we604oth we604 - Other main reason why [you/he... Dropped
we605_01 we605 - What [were/was] [your/his/her... Dropped
we605_02 we605 - What [were/was] [your/his/her... Dropped
we605_03 we605 - What [were/was] [your/his/her... Dropped
we605_04 we605 - What [were/was] [your/his/her... Dropped
we605_05 we605 - What [were/was] [your/his/her... Dropped
we605_06 we605 - What [were/was] [your/his/her... Dropped
we605_07 we605 - What [were/was] [your/his/her... Dropped
we605_08 we605 - What [were/was] [your/his/her... Dropped
we605_09 we605 - What [were/was] [your/his/her... Dropped
we605_10 we605 - What [were/was] [your/his/her... Dropped
we605_95 we605 - What [were/was] [your/his/her... Dropped
we605_98 we605 - What [were/was] [your/his/her... Dropped
we605_99 we605 - What [were/was] [your/his/her... Dropped
we606 we606 - Other reason for taking early... Dropped
we607 we607 - How old [were/was] [you/he/sh... Dropped
we608 we608 - What kind of incentive was this? Dropped
we608a we608a - IWER: SPECIFY OTHER PENSION ... Dropped
we608b we608b - IWER: SPECIFY OTHER HERE: Dropped
we609 we609 - When [you/he/she] first retir... No change
we610 we610 - I'd like to ask some details ... Recode - grouped
we611 we611 - In what month did [you/he/she... Dropped
we612 we612 - For how many years had [you/h... Recode - grouped
we613 we613 - What was the title or name of... Dropped
we613x we613x - IWER: CODE WITHOUT ASKING: W... Dropped
we613am we613am - IWER: Now code the occupati... Dropped
we613ap we613ap - IWER: Now code the occupati... Dropped
we625 we625 - What was the acreage of the f... Dropped
we613b we613b - How many acres did [you/he/s... Dropped
we613c we613c - SOCIAL CLASS BACKGROUND VARI... Dropped
we624 we624 - In this job, [were/was] [you/... Dropped
we615 we615 - Could you please tell me, was... No change
we616 we616 - How many hours a week did [yo... Recode - grouped
we618 we618 - About how many people (includ... No change



we619 we619 - In this job, did [you/he/she]... No change
we620 we620 - About how many people [were/w... Recode - grouped
we621 we621 - What was the total net salary... Recode - grouped
we622 WE622 - Did it amount to a total of l... Recode - grouped
we622x we622x - IWER: CODE OR ASK IF UNSURE:... Dropped
we623 we623 - IWER: HOW OFTEN DID R RECEIVE... Dropped
gstimfx_tm Time stamp - start of Section 12 - Gr... Dropped
gs000 gs000 - IMPORTANT: THIS NEXT SECTION ... Dropped
gs001 gs001 - Now I would like to assess th... No change
gs002 gs002 - IWER: Give details why grip s... Dropped
gs003 gs003 - Which is your dominant hand? Dropped
gs004 gs004 - Can I just check, have you ha... Dropped
gs005 gs005 - IWER: DOMINANT HAND MEASUREME... No change
gs006 gs006 - IWER: NON-DOMINANT HAND MEASU... No change
gs007 gs007 - IWER: Record respondent's pos... No change
tug001 tug001 - Are you able to walk alone w... Dropped
tug002_01 tug002 - Do you have any problems fro... Dropped
tug002_02 tug002 - Do you have any problems fro... Dropped
tug002_03 tug002 - Do you have any problems fro... Dropped
tug002_95 tug002 - Do you have any problems fro... Dropped
tug003 tug003 - So are you willing to do the... Dropped
tug004 tug004 - IWER: DO YOU FEEL THAT IT IS... Dropped
tug005 tug005 - IWER: CHECK AVAILABLE SPACE ... Dropped
tug006 tug006 - IWER: CHECK SUITABLE CHAIR A... Dropped
tug007 tug007 - IWER: RECORD HEIGHT OF CHAIR... No change
tug008 tug008 - IWER: RECORD RESULT OF THE F... Dropped
tug009m tug009m - IWER: Enter time taken to c... No change
tug009s tug009s - IWER: Enter time taken to c... No change
tug009c tug009c - IWER: Enter time taken to c... No change
tug010 tug010 - IWER: RECORD TYPE OF FLOOR S... Dropped
tug011_01 tug011 - IWER: RECORD TYPE OF AID USE... Dropped
tug011_02 tug011 - IWER: RECORD TYPE OF AID USE... Dropped
tug011_03 tug011 - IWER: RECORD TYPE OF AID USE... Dropped
tug011_04 tug011 - IWER: RECORD TYPE OF AID USE... Dropped
tug011_95 tug011 - IWER: RECORD TYPE OF AID USE... Dropped
jh109 jh109 - [Have/Has] [you/Rname] done p... Dropped
jh101 jh101 - At what age did [you/he/she] ... Recode - grouped
jh102 jh102 - That is [x1] years ago. Durin... Dropped
jh108 jh108 - This leaves [x2] year(s) in w... Dropped
jh107 jh107 - HOW OFTEN DID R RECEIVE ASSIS... Dropped
wrtimfx_tm Time stamp - start of Section 15 - Pl... Dropped
wr001 wr001 - At what age do you plan to re... Recode - grouped
wr002 wr002 - Are you... Recode - recoded to pension_payIn
wr003 wr003 - Does your employer offer any ... No change
wr004 wr004 - Why aren't you a member of th... No change
wr005 wr005 - Please record other reason  w... Dropped
wr006 wr006 - Did your employer ever inform... No change
wr007 wr007 - Why did you decide not to pay... Dropped
wr008 wr008 - Why else did you decide not t... Dropped
wr101 wr101 - What is the name of the pensi... Dropped
wr102 wr102 - When you became eligible to p... No change
wr103 wr103 - At what age does this pension... Recode - grouped
wr104 wr104 - Does this pension plan allow ... No change
wr105 wr105 - What is the earliest age that... Recode - grouped
wr105a wr105a - After you retire, on what ba... Dropped
wr106 wr106 - Is this pension more like Typ... No change
wr107 wr107 - Does your employer contribute... Dropped
wr108 wr108 - Per month, how much does your... Dropped
wr109 wr109 - ENTER AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr110 wr110 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr111 wr111 - Per month, how much do you cu... No change
wr112 wr112 - ENTER AMOUNT IN EUROS Recode - grouped
wr113 wr113 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Recode - grouped
wr114 wr114 - In the past 12 months, did yo... No change
wr115 wr115 - In the past 12 months, how mu... Dropped
wr116 wr116 - ENTER AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr117 wr117 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF ANNUAL SA... Dropped
wr118 wr118 - For how many years have you b... Recode - grouped
wr119 wr119 - What is the value, in euros, ... Recode - grouped
wr120 wr120 - When you retire, how will the... No change
wr121 wr121 - When you retire, before any t... Dropped
wr122 wr122 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr123 wr123 - ENTER MONTHLY AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped



wr124 wr124 - How much do you expect to rec... Recode - grouped
wr125 wr125 - When you retire, before any t... Dropped
wr126 wr126 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr127 wr127 - ENTER MONTHLY AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr128 wr128 - When you first started contri... No change
wr129 wr129 - Does your employer contribute... Dropped
wr130 wr130 - Per month, how much does your... Dropped
wr131 wr131 - ENTER AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr132 wr132 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr133 wr133 - Per month, how much do you cu... Dropped
wr134 wr134 - ENTER AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr135 wr135 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr136 wr136 - In the past 12 months, did yo... No change
wr137 wr137 - In the past 12 months, how mu... Dropped
wr138 wr138 - ENTER AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr139 wr139 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF ANNUAL SA... Dropped
wr140 wr140 - For how many years have you b... Recode - grouped
wr141 wr141 - What is the value of your pen... Dropped
wr142 wr142 - Which of these best describes... Recode - grouped
wr143 wr143 - Other which best describes ho... Dropped
wr146 wr146 - When you retire, how will the... Dropped
wr147 wr147 - When you retire, before any t... Dropped
wr148 wr148 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr149 wr149 - ENTER MONTHLY AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr150 wr150 - How much, in euros, do you ex... Dropped
wr151 wr151 - When you retire, before any t... Dropped
wr152 wr152 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr153 wr153 - ENTER MONTHLY AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr154 wr154 - When you first started contri... Dropped
wr201 wr201 - When did you start the job on... Recode - grouped
wr202 wr202 - Which type of public sector p... Recode - grouped
wr203 wr203 - Other type of public sector p... Dropped
wr204 wr204 - In the past 12 months, did yo... Dropped
wr205 wr205 - In the past 12 months, how mu... Dropped
wr206 wr206 - ENTER AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr207 wr207 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF ANNUAL SA... Dropped
wr208 wr208 - How much, in euros, do you ex... Dropped
wr209 wr209 - When you retire, before any t... Dropped
wr210 wr210 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr211 wr211 - ENTER MONTHLY AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr215 wr215 - In the past 12 months, did yo... Dropped
wr216 wr216 - In the past 12 months, how mu... Dropped
wr217 wr217 - ENTER AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr218 wr218 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr219 wr219 - How much do you expect to rec... Dropped
wr220 wr220 - When you retire, before any t... Dropped
wr221 wr221 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr222 wr222 - ENTER MONTHLY AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr226 wr226 - Per month, how much do you cu... No change
wr227 wr227 - ENTER AMOUNT IN EUROS Recode - grouped
wr228 wr228 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Recode - grouped
wr229 wr229 - In the past 12 months, did yo... No change
wr230 wr230 - In the past 12 months, how mu... Dropped
wr231 wr231 - ENTER AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr232 wr232 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF ANNUAL SA... Dropped
wr233 wr233 - When you retire, how will the... No change
wr234 wr234 - When you retire, before any t... Dropped
wr235 wr235 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr236 wr236 - ENTER MONTHLY AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr237 wr237 - How much, in euros, do you ex... Recode - grouped
wr238 wr238 - When you retire, before any t... No change
wr239 wr239 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Recode - grouped
wr240 wr240 - ENTER MONTHLY AMOUNT IN EUROS Recode - grouped
wr241 wr241 - When you first started contri... No change
wr301 wr301 - Do you currently pay into a P... Recode - recoded to pension_payIn
wr302 wr302 - What is the name of your PRSA... Dropped
wr303 wr303 - Does your employer contribute... No change
wr304 wr304 - Per month, how much does your... Dropped
wr305 wr305 - ENTER AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr306 wr306 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr307 wr307 - Per month, how much do you cu... No change
wr308 wr308 - ENTER AMOUNT IN EUROS Recode - grouped
wr309 wr309 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped



wr310 wr310 - For how many years have you b... Recode - grouped
wr311 wr311 - What is the value of your PRS... Recode - grouped
wr312 wr312 - In normal conditions, at what... Recode - grouped
wr313 wr313 - In case you became ill or dec... No change
wr314 wr314 - What is the earliest age at w... Dropped
wr315 wr315 - How are the funds in this PRS... Recode - grouped
wr316 wr316 - Other way funds in this PRSA ... Dropped
wr317 wr317 - When you retire, how will you... No change
wr318 wr318 - When you retire, before any t... Dropped
wr319 wr319 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr320 wr320 - ENTER MONTHLY AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr321 wr321 - How much do you expect to rec... Dropped
wr322 wr322 - When you retire, before any t... Dropped
wr323 wr323 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr324 wr324 - ENTER MONTHLY AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr325 wr325 - When you first started contri... No change
wr401 wr401 - Do you currently pay into one... Recode - recoded to pension_payIn
wr402 wr402 - How many private pension plan... Recode - grouped
wr403_01 wr403_01 - What is the name of your p... Dropped
wr404_01 wr404_01 - Does your employer contrib... Dropped
wr405_01 wr405_01 - Per month, how much does y... Dropped
wr406_01 wr406_01 - ENTER AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr407_01 wr407_01 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr408_01 wr408_01 - Per month, how much do you... No change
wr409_01 wr409_01 - ENTER AMOUNT IN EUROS Recode - grouped
wr410_01 wr410_01 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr411_01 wr411_01 - For how many years have yo... Recode - grouped
wr412_01 wr412_01 - What is the value in euros... Recode - grouped
wr413_01 wr413_01 - In normal conditions, at w... Recode - grouped
wr414_01 wr414_01 - In case you became ill or ... No change
wr415_01 wr415_01 - What is the earliest age t... Dropped
wr416_01 wr416_01 - Are the funds in this priv... Recode - grouped
wr417_01 wr417_01 - Other ways the funds in th... Dropped
wr418_01 wr418_01 - When you retire, how will ... No change
wr419_01 wr419_01 - When you retire, before an... Dropped
wr420_01 wr420_01 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr421_01 wr421_01 - ENTER MONTHLY AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr422_01 wr422_01 - How much do you expect to ... Dropped
wr423_01 wr423_01 - When you retire, before an... Dropped
wr424_01 wr424_01 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr425_01 wr425_01 - ENTER MONTHLY AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr426_01 wr426_01 - When you first started con... No change
wr403_02 wr403_02 - What is the name of your p... Dropped
wr404_02 wr404_02 - Does your employer contrib... Dropped
wr405_02 wr405_02 - Per month, how much does y... Dropped
wr406_02 wr406_02 - ENTER AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr407_02 wr407_02 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr408_02 wr408_02 - Per month, how much do you... Dropped
wr409_02 wr409_02 - ENTER AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr410_02 wr410_02 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr411_02 wr411_02 - For how many years have yo... Dropped
wr412_02 wr412_02 - What is the value in euros... Dropped
wr413_02 wr413_02 - In normal conditions, at w... Dropped
wr414_02 wr414_02 - In case you became ill or ... Dropped
wr415_02 wr415_02 - What is the earliest age t... Dropped
wr416_02 wr416_02 - Are the funds in this priv... Dropped
wr417_02 wr417_02 - Other ways the funds in th... Dropped
wr418_02 wr418_02 - When you retire, how will ... Dropped
wr419_02 wr419_02 - When you retire, before an... Dropped
wr420_02 wr420_02 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr421_02 wr421_02 - ENTER MONTHLY AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr422_02 wr422_02 - How much do you expect to ... Dropped
wr423_02 wr423_02 - When you retire, before an... Dropped
wr424_02 wr424_02 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr425_02 wr425_02 - ENTER MONTHLY AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr426_02 wr426_02 - When you first started con... Dropped
wr403_03 wr403_03 - What is the name of your p... Dropped
wr404_03 wr404_03 - Does your employer contrib... Dropped
wr405_03 wr405_03 - Per month, how much does y... Dropped
wr406_03 wr406_03 - ENTER AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr407_03 wr407_03 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr408_03 wr408_03 - Per month, how much do you... Dropped
wr409_03 wr409_03 - ENTER AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped



wr410_03 wr410_03 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr411_03 wr411_03 - For how many years have yo... Dropped
wr412_03 wr412_03 - What is the value in euros... Dropped
wr413_03 wr413_03 - In normal conditions, at w... Dropped
wr414_03 wr414_03 - In case you became ill or ... Dropped
wr415_03 wr415_03 - What is the earliest age t... Dropped
wr416_03 wr416_03 - Are the funds in this priv... Dropped
wr417_03 wr417_03 - Other ways the funds in th... Dropped
wr418_03 wr418_03 - When you retire, how will ... Dropped
wr419_03 wr419_03 - When you retire, before an... Dropped
wr420_03 wr420_03 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr421_03 wr421_03 - ENTER MONTHLY AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr422_03 wr422_03 - How much do you expect to ... Dropped
wr423_03 wr423_03 - When you retire, before an... Dropped
wr424_03 wr424_03 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr425_03 wr425_03 - ENTER MONTHLY AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr426_03 wr426_03 - When you first started con... Dropped
wr403_04 wr403_04 - What is the name of your p... Dropped
wr404_04 wr404_04 - Does your employer contrib... Dropped
wr405_04 wr405_04 - Per month, how much does y... Dropped
wr406_04 wr406_04 - ENTER AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr407_04 wr407_04 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr408_04 wr408_04 - Per month, how much do you... Dropped
wr409_04 wr409_04 - ENTER AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr410_04 wr410_04 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr411_04 wr411_04 - For how many years have yo... Dropped
wr412_04 wr412_04 - What is the value in euros... Dropped
wr413_04 wr413_04 - In normal conditions, at w... Dropped
wr414_04 wr414_04 - In case you became ill or ... Dropped
wr415_04 wr415_04 - What is the earliest age t... Dropped
wr416_04 wr416_04 - Are the funds in this priv... Dropped
wr417_04 wr417_04 - Other ways the funds in th... Dropped
wr418_04 wr418_04 - When you retire, how will ... Dropped
wr419_04 wr419_04 - When you retire, before an... Dropped
wr420_04 wr420_04 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr421_04 wr421_04 - ENTER MONTHLY AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr422_04 wr422_04 - How much do you expect to ... Dropped
wr423_04 wr423_04 - When you retire, before an... Dropped
wr424_04 wr424_04 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr425_04 wr425_04 - ENTER MONTHLY AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr426_04 wr426_04 - When you first started con... Dropped
wr403_05 wr403_05 - What is the name of your p... Dropped
wr404_05 wr404_05 - Does your employer contrib... Dropped
wr405_05 wr405_05 - Per month, how much does y... Dropped
wr406_05 wr406_05 - ENTER AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr407_05 wr407_05 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr408_05 wr408_05 - Per month, how much do you... Dropped
wr409_05 wr409_05 - ENTER AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr410_05 wr410_05 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr411_05 wr411_05 - For how many years have yo... Dropped
wr412_05 wr412_05 - What is the value in euros... Dropped
wr413_05 wr413_05 - In normal conditions, at w... Dropped
wr414_05 wr414_05 - In case you became ill or ... Dropped
wr415_05 wr415_05 - What is the earliest age t... Dropped
wr416_05 wr416_05 - Are the funds in this priv... Dropped
wr417_05 wr417_05 - Other ways the funds in th... Dropped
wr418_05 wr418_05 - When you retire, how will ... Dropped
wr419_05 wr419_05 - When you retire, before an... Dropped
wr420_05 wr420_05 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr421_05 wr421_05 - ENTER MONTHLY AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr422_05 wr422_05 - How much do you expect to ... Dropped
wr423_05 wr423_05 - When you retire, before an... Dropped
wr424_05 wr424_05 - ENTER PERCENTAGE OF SALARY Dropped
wr425_05 wr425_05 - ENTER MONTHLY AMOUNT IN EUROS Dropped
wr426_05 wr426_05 - When you first started con... Dropped
wr427 wr427 - Apart from any pension plans ... No change
wr431 wr431 - Thinking of the pensions you ... Dropped
wr432_01 wr432_01 - For how many years have yo... Dropped
wr433_01 wr433_01 - Did this pension arise fro... Dropped
wr432_02 wr432_02 - For how many years have yo... Dropped
wr433_02 wr433_02 - Did this pension arise fro... Dropped
wr432_03 wr432_03 - For how many years have yo... Dropped
wr433_03 wr433_03 - Did this pension arise fro... Dropped



wr432_04 wr432_04 - For how many years have yo... Dropped
wr433_04 wr433_04 - Did this pension arise fro... Dropped
wr428 wr428 - Now thinking of all the pensi... Recode - grouped
wr429 wr429 - Still thinking of all the pen... Dropped
wr430 wr430 - HOW OFTEN DID R RECEIVE ASSIS... Dropped
tptimfx_tm Time stamp - start of Section 16 - Tr... Dropped
tp001 tp001 - Is your mother alive? Dropped
tp002 tp002 - How old is your mother? Dropped
tp003 tp003 - Can your mother be left alone... Dropped
tp004 tp004 - Would you say that your mothe... Dropped
tp006y tp006y - In what year did she die? Dropped
tp006m tp006m - In what month did she die? Dropped
tp007 tp007 - Is your father alive? Dropped
tp008 tp008 - How old is your father? Dropped
tp009 tp009 - Can your father be left alone... Dropped
tp010 tp010 - Would you say that your fathe... Dropped
tp012y tp012y - In what year did he die? Dropped
tp012m tp012m - In what month did he die? Dropped
tp013 tp013 - Is your mother currently marr... Dropped
tp014 tp014 - With whom does your mother live? Dropped
tp015 tp015 - Where does your mother live? Dropped
tp016 tp016 - How often do you see your mot... Dropped
tp017 tp017 - How often do you have contact... Dropped
tp018 tp018 - Is your father currently marr... Dropped
tp019 tp019 - With whom does your father live? Dropped
tp020 tp020 - Where does your father live? Dropped
tp021 tp021 - How often do you see your fat... Dropped
tp022 tp022 - How often do you have contact... Dropped
tp023 tp023 - Do your parents live together? Dropped
tp024 tp024 - With whom does your father live? Dropped
tp025 tp025 - With whom does your mother live? Dropped
tp026 tp026 - With whom do your parents live? Dropped
tp027 tp027 - Where do your parents live? Dropped
tp028 tp028 - How often do you see your par... Dropped
tp029 tp029 - How often do you have contact... Dropped
tp030 tp030 - Where does your mother live? Dropped
tp031 tp031 - How often do you see your mot... Dropped
tp032 tp032 - How often do you have contact... Dropped
tp033 tp033 - Where does your father live? Dropped
tp034 tp034 - How often do you see your fat... Dropped
tp035 tp035 - How often do you have contact... Dropped
tp038 tp038 - Excluding shared housing and ... Recode - grouped
tp039 tp039 - In the last two years, becaus... No change
tp040 tp040 - Not counting any shared housi... No change
tp041 tp041 - In total over these two years... Dropped
tp042 tp042 - In total, in the last two yea... Dropped
tp043 TP043 - Did it amount to a total of l... Dropped
tp044 tp044 - In the last two years, becaus... No change
tp045 tp045 - Did this help take at least 1... Dropped
tp046 tp046 - Who received this help? Dropped
tp047 tp047 - Roughly how many hours did yo... Recode - grouped
tp048 TP048 - Did it amount to less than XX... Dropped
tp049 tp049 - In the last two years, did yo... No change
tp050 tp050 - Did this help take at least 1... No change
tp051 tp051 - Who received this help? Dropped
tp052 tp052 - Roughly how many hours did yo... Recode - grouped
tp053 TP053 - Did it amount to less than XX... Dropped
tp054 tp054 - Not counting any shared food ... No change
tp055 tp055 - In total over these two years... Dropped
tp056 tp056 - In total, in the last two yea... Dropped
tp057 TP057 - Did it amount to less than XX... Dropped
tp058 tp058 - IWER (CODE WITHOUT ASKING): H... Dropped
cn002 cn002 - How many of your children do ... Dropped
cn003 cn003 - In general, how many other re... No change
cn004 cn004 - In general, how many close fr... No change
cn001 cn001 - Do you participate in any gro... No change
dm020 dm020 - What is your religion? Dropped
dm020oth dm020oth - Please specify other relig... Dropped
dm021 dm021 - About how often do you go to ... Dropped
dm022 dm022 - How important would you say r... Dropped
dm023 dm023 - Do you find that you get comf... Dropped
cn005 cn005 - IWER (CODE WITHOUT ASKING): H... Dropped
sitimfx_tm Time stamp - start of Section 18 - So... Dropped



si101 si101 - [Are/Is] [you/he/she] receivi... Recode - recoded to pension_receive
si102 si102 - How many of these retirement ... Recode - grouped
si103_01 si103_01 - Does this pension arise fr... No change
si104_01 si104_01 - Was this pension more like... No change
si105_01 si105_01 - In which year did [you/he/... Recode - grouped
si106_01 si106_01 - For how many months during... Recode - grouped
si107_01 si107_01 - How long a period did [you... Recode - grouped
si108_01 si108_01 - Other period last pension ... Dropped
si109_01 si109_01 - Before any deductions, abo... Recode - grouped
si110_01 si110_01 - Did [you/he/she] ever rece... No change
si111_01 si111_01 - Did this lump sum payment ... No change
si112_01 si112_01 - Before taxes, about how mu... Recode - grouped
si113_01 si113_01 - On what basis is [your/his... No change
si103_02 si103_02 - Does this pension arise fr... Dropped
si104_02 si104_02 - Was this pension more like... Dropped
si105_02 si105_02 - In which year did [you/he/... Dropped
si106_02 si106_02 - For how many months during... Dropped
si107_02 si107_02 - How long a period did [you... Dropped
si108_02 si108_02 - Other period last pension ... Dropped
si109_02 si109_02 - Before any deductions, abo... Dropped
si110_02 si110_02 - Did [you/he/she] ever rece... Dropped
si111_02 si111_02 - Did this lump sum payment ... Dropped
si112_02 si112_02 - Before taxes, about how mu... Dropped
si113_02 si113_02 - On what basis is [your/his... Dropped
si103_03 si103_03 - Does this pension arise fr... Dropped
si104_03 si104_03 - Was this pension more like... Dropped
si105_03 si105_03 - In which year did [you/he/... Dropped
si106_03 si106_03 - For how many months during... Dropped
si107_03 si107_03 - How long a period did [you... Dropped
si108_03 si108_03 - Other period last pension ... Dropped
si109_03 si109_03 - Before any deductions, abo... Dropped
si110_03 si110_03 - Did [you/he/she] ever rece... Dropped
si111_03 si111_03 - Did this lump sum payment ... Dropped
si112_03 si112_03 - Before taxes, about how mu... Dropped
si113_03 si113_03 - On what basis is [your/his... Dropped
si103_04 si103_04 - Does this pension arise fr... Dropped
si104_04 si104_04 - Was this pension more like... Dropped
si105_04 si105_04 - In which year did [you/he/... Dropped
si106_04 si106_04 - For how many months during... Dropped
si107_04 si107_04 - How long a period did [you... Dropped
si108_04 si108_04 - Other period last pension ... Dropped
si109_04 si109_04 - Before any deductions, abo... Dropped
si110_04 si110_04 - Did [you/he/she] ever rece... Dropped
si111_04 si111_04 - Did this lump sum payment ... Dropped
si112_04 si112_04 - Before taxes, about how mu... Dropped
si113_04 si113_04 - On what basis is [your/his... Dropped
si103_05 si103_05 - Does this pension arise fr... Dropped
si104_05 si104_05 - Was this pension more like... Dropped
si105_05 si105_05 - In which year did [you/he/... Dropped
si106_05 si106_05 - For how many months during... Dropped
si107_05 si107_05 - How long a period did [you... Dropped
si108_05 si108_05 - Other period last pension ... Dropped
si109_05 si109_05 - Before any deductions, abo... Dropped
si110_05 si110_05 - Did [you/he/she] ever rece... Dropped
si111_05 si111_05 - Did this lump sum payment ... Dropped
si112_05 si112_05 - Before taxes, about how mu... Dropped
si113_05 si113_05 - On what basis is [your/his... Dropped
si201 si201 - [Are/Is] [you/he/she] receivi... Recode - recoded to pension_receive
si202 si202 - How many pensions/annuities [... Recode - grouped
si203_01 si203_01 - In which year did [you/he/... Recode - grouped
si204_01 si204_01 - For how many months during... Recode - grouped
si205_01 si205_01 - How long a period did [you... Recode - grouped
si205oth_01 si205oth_01 - Other period last pensi... Dropped
si207_01 si207_01 - Before any deductions, abo... Recode - grouped
si208_01 si208_01 - Did [you/he/she] ever rece... No change
si209_01 si209_01 - Did this lump sum payment ... Dropped
si210_01 si210_01 - Before taxes, about how mu... Recode - grouped
si211_01 si211_01 - On what basis is [your/his... Dropped
si203_02 si203_02 - In which year did [you/he/... Dropped
si204_02 si204_02 - For how many months during... Dropped
si205_02 si205_02 - How long a period did [you... Dropped
si205oth_02 si205oth_02 - Other period last pensi... Dropped
si207_02 si207_02 - Before any deductions, abo... Dropped



si208_02 si208_02 - Did [you/he/she] ever rece... Dropped
si209_02 si209_02 - Did this lump sum payment ... Dropped
si210_02 si210_02 - Before taxes, about how mu... Dropped
si211_02 si211_02 - On what basis is [your/his... Dropped
si203_03 si203_03 - In which year did [you/he/... Dropped
si204_03 si204_03 - For how many months during... Dropped
si205_03 si205_03 - How long a period did [you... Dropped
si205oth_03 si205oth_03 - Other period last pensi... Dropped
si207_03 si207_03 - Before any deductions, abo... Dropped
si208_03 si208_03 - Did [you/he/she] ever rece... Dropped
si209_03 si209_03 - Did this lump sum payment ... Dropped
si210_03 si210_03 - Before taxes, about how mu... Dropped
si211_03 si211_03 - On what basis is [your/his... Dropped
si203_04 si203_04 - In which year did [you/he/... Dropped
si204_04 si204_04 - For how many months during... Dropped
si205_04 si205_04 - How long a period did [you... Dropped
si205oth_04 si205oth_04 - Other period last pensi... Dropped
si207_04 si207_04 - Before any deductions, abo... Dropped
si208_04 si208_04 - Did [you/he/she] ever rece... Dropped
si209_04 si209_04 - Did this lump sum payment ... Dropped
si210_04 si210_04 - Before taxes, about how mu... Dropped
si211_04 si211_04 - On what basis is [your/his... Dropped
si203_05 si203_05 - In which year did [you/he/... Dropped
si204_05 si204_05 - For how many months during... Dropped
si205_05 si205_05 - How long a period did [you... Dropped
si205oth_05 si205oth_05 - Other period last pensi... Dropped
si207_05 si207_05 - Before any deductions, abo... Dropped
si208_05 si208_05 - Did [you/he/she] ever rece... Dropped
si209_05 si209_05 - Did this lump sum payment ... Dropped
si210_05 si210_05 - Before taxes, about how mu... Dropped
si211_05 si211_05 - On what basis is [your/his... Dropped
si301_01 si301 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... No change
si301_02 si301 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... No change
si301_03 si301 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si301_04 si301 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si301_05 si301 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si301_06 si301 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si301_07 si301 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si301_08 si301 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si301_09 si301 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si301_10 si301 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si301_11 si301 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si301_95 si301 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si301_96 si301 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si301_98 si301 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si301_99 si301 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si302 si302 - For how many weeks during the... Dropped
si303 si303 - What was the weekly amount of... Dropped
si304 si304 - For how many weeks during the... Dropped
si305 si305 - What was the weekly amount of... Dropped
si306 si306 - For how many weeks during the... Dropped
si307 si307 - What was the weekly amount of... Dropped
si308 si308 - For how many weeks during the... Dropped
si309 si309 - What was the weekly amount of... Dropped
si310 si310 - For how many weeks during the... Dropped
si311 si311 - What was the weekly amount of... Dropped
si312 si312 - For how many weeks during the... Dropped
si313 si313 - What was the weekly amount of... Dropped
si314 si314 - For how many weeks during the... Dropped
si315 si315 - What was the weekly amount of... Dropped
si316 si316 - For how many weeks during the... Dropped
si317 si317 - What was the weekly amount of... Dropped
si318 si318 - For how many weeks during the... Dropped
si319 si319 - What was the weekly amount of... Dropped
si320 si320 - For how many weeks during the... Dropped
si321 si321 - What was the weekly amount of... Dropped
si322 si322 - For how many weeks during the... Dropped
si323 si323 - What was the weekly amount of... Dropped
si324_01 si324 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si324_02 si324 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si324_03 si324 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si324_04 si324 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si324_05 si324 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped



si324_06 si324 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si324_07 si324 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si324_08 si324 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si324_09 si324 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si324_10 si324 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si324_11 si324 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si324_12 si324 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si324_13 si324 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si324_14 si324 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si324_15 si324 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si324_16 si324 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si324_96 si324 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si324_98 si324 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si324_99 si324 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si325 si325 - Thinking of the last 12 month... Dropped
si325a_01 si325a - [Are/Is] [you/he/she] in rec... Dropped
si325a_02 si325a - [Are/Is] [you/he/she] in rec... Dropped
si325a_03 si325a - [Are/Is] [you/he/she] in rec... Dropped
si325a_04 si325a - [Are/Is] [you/he/she] in rec... Dropped
si325a_96 si325a - [Are/Is] [you/he/she] in rec... Dropped
si325a_98 si325a - [Are/Is] [you/he/she] in rec... Dropped
si325a_99 si325a - [Are/Is] [you/he/she] in rec... Dropped
si325b si325b - In respect of how many child... Dropped
si325c si325c - How much did [you/he/she] re... Dropped
si325d si325d - How much did [you/he/she] re... Dropped
si325e si325e - How much did [you/he/she] re... Dropped
si326_01 si326 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... No change
si326_02 si326 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... No change
si326_03 si326 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... No change
si326_04 si326 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... No change
si326_05 si326 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si326_06 si326 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Dropped
si326_96 si326 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... No change
si326_98 si326 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... No change
si326_99 si326 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... No change
si327 si327 - Approximately how much [have/... Recode - grouped
si328 si328 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] recei... No change
si329 si329 - What was the total foreign so... Recode - grouped
si401 si401 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... No change
si402 si402 - Before taxes, how much did [y... Recode - grouped
si403 si403 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... No change
si404 si404 - Before taxes, how much did [y... Recode - grouped
si405 si405 - [Have/Has] [you/he/she] had a... No change
si406 si406 - How much was refunded? Recode - grouped
si407_01 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_02 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_03 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_04 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_05 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_06 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_07 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_08 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_09 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_10 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_11 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_12 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_13 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_14 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_15 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_16 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_17 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_18 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_19 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_20 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_21 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_22 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_23 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_24 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_25 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_26 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_27 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_28 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_29 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped



si407_30 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_31 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_32 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_33 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_34 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_35 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_36 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_37 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_38 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_39 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_40 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_96 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_98 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_99 si407 - Which of these people were in... Dropped
si407_namep1 si407 Name Person 1 Dropped
si407_agep1 si407_agep2 Dropped
si407_sexp1 si407 Sex Person 1 Dropped
si412_01 si412_01 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_01 si409_01 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_01 SI411_01 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep2 si407 Name Person 2 Dropped
si407_agep2 si407 Age Person 2 Dropped
si407_sexp2 si407 Sex Person 2 Dropped
si412_02 si412_02 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_02 si409_02 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_02 SI411_02 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep3 si407 Name Person 3 Dropped
si407_agep3 si407_agep4 Dropped
si407_sexp3 si407 Sex Person 3 Dropped
si412_03 si412_03 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_03 si409_03 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_03 SI411_03 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep4 si407 Name Person 4 Dropped
si407_agep4 si407 Age Person 4 Dropped
si407_sexp4 si407 Sex Person 4 Dropped
si412_04 si412_04 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_04 si409_04 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_04 SI411_04 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep5 si407 Name Person 5 Dropped
si407_agep5 si407_agep6 Dropped
si407_sexp5 si407 Sex Person 5 Dropped
si412_05 si412_05 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_05 si409_05 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_05 SI411_05 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep6 si407 Name Person 6 Dropped
si407_agep6 si407 Age Person 6 Dropped
si407_sexp6 si407 Sex Person 6 Dropped
si412_06 si412_06 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_06 si409_06 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_06 SI411_06 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep7 si407 Name Person 7 Dropped
si407_agep7 si407_agep8 Dropped
si407_sexp7 si407 Sex Person 7 Dropped
si412_07 si412_07 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_07 si409_07 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_07 SI411_07 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep8 si407 Name Person 8 Dropped
si407_agep8 si407 Age Person 8 Dropped
si407_sexp8 si407 Sex Person 8 Dropped
si412_08 si412_08 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_08 si409_08 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_08 SI411_08 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep9 si407 Name Person 9 Dropped
si407_agep9 si407_agep10 Dropped
si407_sexp9 si407 Sex Person 9 Dropped
si412_09 si412_09 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_09 si409_09 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_09 SI411_09 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep10 si407 Name Person 10 Dropped
si407_agep10 si407 Age Person 10 Dropped
si407_sexp10 si407 Sex Person 10 Dropped
si412_10 si412_10 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_10 si409_10 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped



si411_10 SI411_10 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep11 si407 Name Person 11 Dropped
si407_agep11 si407_agep12 Dropped
si407_sexp11 si407 Sex Person 11 Dropped
si412_11 si412_11 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_11 si409_11 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_11 SI411_11 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep12 si407 Name Person 12 Dropped
si407_agep12 si407 Age Person 12 Dropped
si407_sexp12 si407 Sex Person 12 Dropped
si412_12 si412_12 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_12 si409_12 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_12 SI411_12 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep13 si407 Name Person 13 Dropped
si407_agep13 si407_agep14 Dropped
si407_sexp13 si407 Sex Person 13 Dropped
si412_13 si412_13 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_13 si409_13 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_13 SI411_13 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep14 si407 Name Person 14 Dropped
si407_agep14 si407 Age Person 14 Dropped
si407_sexp14 si407 Sex Person 14 Dropped
si412_14 si412_14 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_14 si409_14 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_14 SI411_14 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep15 si407 Name Person 15 Dropped
si407_agep15 si407_agep16 Dropped
si407_sexp15 si407 Sex Person 15 Dropped
si412_15 si412_15 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_15 si409_15 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_15 SI411_15 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep16 si407 Name Person 16 Dropped
si407_agep16 si407 Age Person 16 Dropped
si407_sexp16 si407 Sex Person 16 Dropped
si412_16 si412_16 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_16 si409_16 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_16 SI411_16 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep17 si407 Name Person 17 Dropped
si407_agep17 si407_agep18 Dropped
si407_sexp17 si407 Sex Person 17 Dropped
si412_17 si412_17 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_17 si409_17 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_17 SI411_17 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep18 si407 Name Person 18 Dropped
si407_agep18 si407 Age Person 18 Dropped
si407_sexp18 si407 Sex Person 18 Dropped
si412_18 si412_18 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_18 si409_18 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_18 SI411_18 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep19 si407 Name Person 19 Dropped
si407_agep19 si407_agep20 Dropped
si407_sexp19 si407 Sex Person 19 Dropped
si412_19 si412_19 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_19 si409_19 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_19 SI411_19 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep20 si407 Name Person 20 Dropped
si407_agep20 si407 Age Person 20 Dropped
si407_sexp20 si407 Sex Person 20 Dropped
si412_20 si412_20 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_20 si409_20 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_20 SI411_20 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep21 si407 Name Person 21 Dropped
si407_agep21 si407_agep22 Dropped
si407_sexp21 si407 Sex Person 21 Dropped
si412_21 si412_21 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_21 si409_21 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_21 SI411_21 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep22 si407 Name Person 22 Dropped
si407_agep22 si407 Age Person 22 Dropped
si407_sexp22 si407 Sex Person 22 Dropped
si412_22 si412_22 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_22 si409_22 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_22 SI411_22 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped



si407_namep23 si407 Name Person 23 Dropped
si407_agep23 si407_agep24 Dropped
si407_sexp23 si407 Sex Person 23 Dropped
si412_23 si412_23 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_23 si409_23 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_23 SI411_23 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep24 si407 Name Person 24 Dropped
si407_agep24 si407 Age Person 24 Dropped
si407_sexp24 si407 Sex Person 24 Dropped
si412_24 si412_24 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_24 si409_24 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_24 SI411_24 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep25 si407 Name Person 25 Dropped
si407_agep25 si407_agep26 Dropped
si407_sexp25 si407 Sex Person 25 Dropped
si412_25 si412_25 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_25 si409_25 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_25 SI411_25 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep26 si407 Name Person 26 Dropped
si407_agep26 si407 Age Person 26 Dropped
si407_sexp26 si407 Sex Person 26 Dropped
si412_26 si412_26 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_26 si409_26 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_26 SI411_26 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep27 si407 Name Person 27 Dropped
si407_agep27 si407_agep28 Dropped
si407_sexp27 si407 Sex Person 27 Dropped
si412_27 si412_27 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_27 si409_27 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_27 SI411_27 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep28 si407 Name Person 28 Dropped
si407_agep28 si407 Age Person 28 Dropped
si407_sexp28 si407 Sex Person 28 Dropped
si412_28 si412_28 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_28 si409_28 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_28 SI411_28 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep29 si407 Name Person 29 Dropped
si407_agep29 si407_agep30 Dropped
si407_sexp29 si407 Sex Person 29 Dropped
si412_29 si412_29 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_29 si409_29 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_29 SI411_29 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep30 si407 Name Person 30 Dropped
si407_agep30 si407 Age Person 30 Dropped
si407_sexp30 si407 Sex Person 30 Dropped
si412_30 si412_30 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_30 si409_30 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_30 SI411_30 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep31 si407 Name Person 31 Dropped
si407_agep31 si407_agep32 Dropped
si407_sexp31 si407 Sex Person 31 Dropped
si412_31 si412_31 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_31 si409_31 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_31 SI411_31 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep32 si407 Name Person 32 Dropped
si407_agep32 si407 Age Person 32 Dropped
si407_sexp32 si407 Sex Person 32 Dropped
si412_32 si412_32 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_32 si409_32 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_32 SI411_32 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep33 si407 Name Person 33 Dropped
si407_agep33 si407_agep34 Dropped
si407_sexp33 si407 Sex Person 33 Dropped
si412_33 si412_33 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_33 si409_33 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_33 SI411_33 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep34 si407 Name Person 34 Dropped
si407_agep34 si407 Age Person 34 Dropped
si407_sexp34 si407 Sex Person 34 Dropped
si412_34 si412_34 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_34 si409_34 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_34 SI411_34 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep35 si407 Name Person 35 Dropped



si407_agep35 si407_agep36 Dropped
si407_sexp35 si407 Sex Person 35 Dropped
si412_35 si412_35 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_35 si409_35 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_35 SI411_35 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep36 si407 Name Person 36 Dropped
si407_agep36 si407 Age Person 36 Dropped
si407_sexp36 si407 Sex Person 36 Dropped
si412_36 si412_36 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_36 si409_36 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_36 SI411_36 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep37 si407 Name Person 37 Dropped
si407_agep37 si407_agep38 Dropped
si407_sexp37 si407 Sex Person 37 Dropped
si412_37 si412_37 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_37 si409_37 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_37 SI411_37 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep38 si407 Name Person 38 Dropped
si407_agep38 si407 Age Person 38 Dropped
si407_sexp38 si407 Sex Person 38 Dropped
si412_38 si412_38 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_38 si409_38 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_38 SI411_38 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep39 si407 Name Person 39 Dropped
si407_agep39 si407_agep40 Dropped
si407_sexp39 si407 Sex Person 39 Dropped
si412_39 si412_39 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_39 si409_39 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_39 SI411_39 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si407_namep40 si407 Name Person 40 Dropped
si407_agep40 si407 Age Person 40 Dropped
si407_sexp40 si407 Sex Person 40 Dropped
si412_40 si412_40 - Could you estimate [Name_i... Dropped
si409_40 si409_40 - Approximately, what is [Na... Dropped
si411_40 SI411_40 - Did the net annual income ... Dropped
si410 si410 - IWER: HOW OFTEN DID R RECEIVE... Dropped
hwtimfx_tm Time stamp - start of Section 19 - Ho... Dropped
hw100 hw100 - [Do/Does] [you/he/she] still ... Dropped
hw100a hw100a - Is this the residence in whi... Dropped
hw100b hw100b - Could I ask you for the addr... Dropped
hw101 hw101 - Now I have a few questions ab... Dropped
hw102 hw102 - Other type of residence Dropped
hw103 hw103 - How many rooms does [your/his... Dropped
hw104 hw104 - In what year was the property... Dropped
hw105 hw105 - With regard to the main resid... Recode - grouped
hw106 hw106 - Did [you/Rname] receive any r... Dropped
hw107 hw107 - How much income or rent did [... Dropped
hw108 hw108 - In your opinion, about how mu... Recode - grouped
hw108a hw108a - Would this amount to a total... Recode - grouped
hw109 hw109 - Is [your/his/her] property... Dropped
hw110 hw110 - How much is [your/his/her] pr... Recode - grouped
hw111 hw111 - In what year was [your/his/he... Recode - grouped
hw112 hw112 - What is the term of [your/his... Recode - grouped
hw113 hw113 - Excluding interest, how much ... Recode - grouped
hw114 hw114 - [Do/Does] [you/he/she] rent t... No change
hw115 hw115 - How much rent [Do/Does] [you/... Recode - grouped
hw116 hw116 - How much rent did [you/he/she... Recode - grouped
hw117 hw117 - IWER (CODE WITHOUT ASKING): H... Dropped
as101 as101 - If [you/he/she] added up all ... Recode - grouped
as118 AS118 - Did it amount to a total of l... Recode - options 1 to 3 combined
as103 as103 - Think of other financial asse... Recode - grouped
as104 AS104 - Did it amount to a total of l... Recode - options 1 to 3 combined
as106 as106 - [Do/Does] [you/he/she] own on... No change
as107 as107 - How many cars [do/does] [you/... Recode - grouped
as108 as108 - If [you/Rname] sold this/thes... Recode - grouped
as109 as109 - [Do/Does] [you/he/she] own an... Dropped
as119 as119 - In which year did [you/he/she... Dropped
as110 as110 - How much income or rent did [... Dropped
as111 as111 - If [you/he/she] sold all that... Dropped
as120 AS120 - Did it amount to a total of l... Dropped
as112 as112 - If [you/Rname] own any other ... Recode - grouped
as113 AS113 - Did it amount to a total of l... Dropped
as114 as114 - Did [you/he/she] receive any ... Recode - grouped



as115 as115 - In the last 12 months, how mu... Dropped
as116 as116 - Excluding any mortgage [you/h... Recode - grouped
as117 as117 - IWER(CODE WITHOUT ASKING): HO... Dropped
ex108 ex108 - What are the chances that you... No change
ex109 ex109 - Suppose you were to lose your... No change
ex104 ex104 - What are the chances that you... Dropped
ex110 ex110 - What are the chances that fiv... No change
ex112 ex112 - Using the same scale, includi... No change
ex113 ex113 - Using the same scale, what ar... No change
ex114 ex114 - Using the same scale, what ar... No change
ex107 ex107 - HOW OFTEN DID R RECEIVE ASSIS... Dropped
mdtimfx_tm Time stamp - start of Section 22 - Me... Dropped
md001_medcode1 Medication 1 - Code Number Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md001_mednam1 Medication 1 - Name Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md005_01 md005_01 - Was this medication prescr... Dropped
md001_medcode2 Medication 2 - Code Number Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md001_medname2 Medication 2 - Name Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md005_02 md005_02 - Was this medication prescr... Dropped
md001_medcode3 Medication 3 - Code Number Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md001_medname3 Medication 3 - Name Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md005_03 md005_03 - Was this medication prescr... Dropped
md001_medcode4 Medication 4 - Code Number Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md001_medname4 Medication 4 - Name Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md005_04 md005_04 - Was this medication prescr... Dropped
md001_medcode5 Medication 5 - Code Number Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md001_medname5 Medication 5 - Name Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md005_05 md005_05 - Was this medication prescr... Dropped
md001_medcode6 Medication 6 - Code Number Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md001_medname6 Medication 6 - Name Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md005_06 md005_06 - Was this medication prescr... Dropped
md001_medcode7 Medication 7 - Code Number Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md001_medname7 Medication 7 - Name Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md005_07 md005_07 - Was this medication prescr... Dropped
md001_medcode8 Medication 8 - Code Number Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md001_medname8 Medication 8 - Name Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md005_08 md005_08 - Was this medication prescr... Dropped
md001_medcode9 Medication 9 - Code Number Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md001_medname9 Medication 9 - Name Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md005_09 md005_09 - Was this medication prescr... Dropped
md001_medcode10 Medication 10 - Code Number Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md001_medname10 Medication 10 - Name Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md005_10 md005_10 - Was this medication prescr... Dropped
md001_medcode11 Medication 11 - Code Number Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md001_medname11 Medication 11 - Name Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md005_11 md005_11 - Was this medication prescr... Dropped
md001_medcode12 Medication 12 - Code Number Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md001_medname12 Medication 12 - Name Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md005_12 md005_12 - Was this medication prescr... Dropped
md001_medcode13 Medication 13 - Code Number Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md001_medname13 Medication 13 - Name Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md005_13 md005_13 - Was this medication prescr... Dropped
md001_medcode14 Medication 14 - Code Number Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md001_medname14 Medication 14 - Name Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md005_14 md005_14 - Was this medication prescr... Dropped
md001_medcode15 Medication 15 - Code Number Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md001_medname15 Medication 15 - Name Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md005_15 md005_15 - Was this medication prescr... Dropped
md001_medcode16 Medication 16 - Code Number Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md001_medname16 Medication 16 - Name Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md005_16 md005_16 - Was this medication prescr... Dropped
md001_medcode17 Medication 17 - Code Number Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md001_medname17 Medication 17 - Name Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md005_17 md005_17 - Was this medication prescr... Dropped
md001_medcode18 Medication 18 - Code Number Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md001_medname18 Medication 18 - Name Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md005_18 md005_18 - Was this medication prescr... Dropped
md001_medcode19 Medication 19 - Code Number Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md001_medname19 Medication 19 - Name Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md005_19 md005_19 - Was this medication prescr... Dropped
md001_medcode20 Medication 20 - Code Number Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md001_medname20 Medication 20 - Name Recode - recoded to Mdpolypharmacy
md005_20 md005_20 - Was this medication prescr... Dropped
md002 md002 - Would you be happy to provide... Dropped



md002a md002a - At the last interview [you/R... Dropped
md003 md003 - Please can you tell me [your/... Dropped
md004 md004 - code how you recorded the med... Dropped
cttimfx_tm Time stamp - start of Section 23 - Co... Dropped
ct001 ct001 - In case [you/Rname] [move/mov... Dropped
ct002 ct002 - given, are still correct. If ... Dropped
pr001 pr001 - Would you be prepared for us ... Dropped
pr001a pr001a - Who would be the best person... Dropped
pc001 pc001 - Could you give me your name, ... Dropped
pc001a pc001a - RECORD: NAME OF PROXY NOMINA... Dropped
pc002ad pc002ad - RECORD: PROXY  HOME ADDRESS Dropped
exitnum_01 exitnum_1 - person asked about Dropped
pa001 pa001 - I was told earlier that (Rnam... Dropped
pa002 pa002 - I understand that (Rname)'s d... Dropped
pa003 pa003 - Could you nominate someone el... Dropped
pc004ad pc004ad - RECORD: PROXY  HOME ADDRESS Dropped
pa005 pa005 - How is the potential exit int... Dropped
mvnum mvnum - person asked about Dropped
mv001 mv001 - Could you give me [Rname's] f... Dropped
mv002co mv002co - What county does [Rname] li... Dropped
nhnum nhnum - person asked about Dropped
nh001 nh001 - You told me that [Rname] has ... Dropped
nh002 nh002 - Is there someone who could ac... Dropped
nh003na nh003na - RECORD: NAME OF PERSON TO T... Dropped
nh003ad nh003ad - RECORD: THEIR HOME ADDRESS ... Dropped
nh002ad2 nh002ad2 - RECORD: PROXY  HOME ADDRES... Dropped
nh003te nh003te - ENTER TELEPHONE NUMBER FOR ... Dropped
nh004 nh004 - Would you be prepared to give... Dropped
nh005na nh005na - RECORD: NAME OF NURSING HOM... Dropped
nh005ad nh005ad - RECORD: PROXY ADDRESS OF NU... Dropped
nh005te NH005TE - ENTER TELEPHONE NUMBER FOR ... Dropped
stimexx_tm Start time Dropped
etimex_tm End time Dropped
MDace_bbb Indicator of respondents who take a BBB crossing ACE inNew Variable Created
MDace_nonbbb Indicator of respondents who take a non-BBB crossing A  New Variable Created
MDarb_bbb Indicator of respondents who take a BBB crossing ARB New Variable Created
MDarb_nonbbb Indicator of respondents who take a non-BBB crossing ANew Variable Created
MDarb_undbbb Indicator of respondents who take an undetermined AR New Variable Created
MDccb_bbb Indicator of respondents who take a BBB crossing Calciu   New Variable Created
MDccb_nonbbb Indicator of respondents who take a non-BBB crossing C   New Variable Created
MDantihypertensivesC0 Indicator of respondents who take an antihypertensive      New Variable Created
MDppi Taking any Proton pump inhibitor New Variable Created
MDhypoglyc Taking any Blood glucose lowering drug, excl. insulins New Variable Created
MDinsulin Taking any Insulins and analogues New Variable Created
MDglycosides Taking any Cardiac glycosides New Variable Created
Mdantiarrhythmics Taking any Antiarrhythmics, class I and III New Variable Created
MDvasodil Taking any Vasodilators used in cardiac diseases New Variable Created
MDantiadren Taking any Antiadrenergic agents, antihypertensives New Variable Created
MDdiur Taking any Diuretic use New Variable Created
MDlc_diur Taking any Low-ceiling diuretics New Variable Created
MDhc_diur Taking any High-ceiling diuretics New Variable Created
MDnons_betab Taking any Non-selective beta-blocker use New Variable Created
MDs_betab Taking any Selective beta blocker use New Variable Created
MDccb Taking any Calcium channel blockers New Variable Created
MDace Taking any ACE inhibitors New Variable Created
MDarb Taking any Angiotensin II Antagonist New Variable Created
MDstatin Taking any Statins New Variable Created
MDincont Taking any Drugs for urinary frequency and incontinenc New Variable Created
MDalpha_bph Taking any Alpha-adrenoreceptor antagonist used in be   New Variable Created
MDnsaid Taking any NSAID New Variable Created
MDopioid Taking any Opioids New Variable Created
MDantiepileptic Taking any Antiepileptics New Variable Created
MDantipark Taking any Anti-parkinson drugs New Variable Created
MDantipsych Taking any Antipsychotics New Variable Created
MDnons_mari Taking any Non-selective monoamine reuptake inhibito New Variable Created
MDssri Taking any SSRIs New Variable Created
MDotherantidep Taking any Other Antidepressant New Variable Created
MDantihist Taking any Antihistamines New Variable Created
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